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Abstract

This work gives a detailed introduction into a fully new experimental method to in-
vestigate the quantum crystal behavior of solid Helium-4. It has been found that a
fascinating new e�ect occurs in the expansion of solid Helium-4 into a vacuum through
pinhole ori�ces with diameters between 1 and 5 µm.

It is observed that the beam �ux intensity shows a periodic behavior for source con-
ditions corresponding to the solid phase of Helium-4. The period is in the range of
seconds up to minutes. It shows a strong dependence on temperature and source pres-
sure. The oscillating part of the beam �ux intensity amounts several percent of the
total �ux. This new phenomenon has been studied for temperatures between 2.1 K
and 1.3 K and pressures up to 30 bar above the melting pressure. The beam �ux
intensity has been recorded by the vacuum pressure in a pitot vacuum chamber. The
jet velocity in the range of 200 m/sec indicates that surprisingly the beam is a liquid
jet, whereas the conditions in the source correspond to the solid state. In this work
mainly the behavior of the �ux modulation has been studied as a function of pressure
and temperature and the in�uence of the isotope Helium-3. Furthermore geometrical
aspects such as the in�uence of the nozzle diameter d0 have been investigated.

In order to explain this novel phenomenon a kinetic model based on the injection of
excess vacancies into the solid is proposed. According to this model the vacancies are
generated at a solid/liquid interface. Forced by drift and di�usion they accumulate
at some distance from the ori�ce, leading to the collapse of the solid. With the
subsequent re-injection of vacancies the e�ect repeats and turns out to be periodical.
The reproducibility of the time dependent beam �ux intensity is demonstrated for a
wide range of temperatures and pressures and gives direct access to values such as the
temperature and pressure dependence of the vacancy di�usion coe�cient Dv in the
range of 10−5cm2/sec, the recombination time of vacancies with interstitials τr ≈ 1-20
sec and the vacancy activation energy φf ≈ 20 K. The good agreement with former
experimental results by Zuev et al. [131] con�rms the applicability of the theoretical
model.

As a result from the kinetic model the vacancy concentration is increased above the
equilibrium vacancy concentration, caused by the injection of excess vacancies. There-
fore, the most important discovery is the possibility of generating a non-equilibrium
quantum solid. The investigation of this non-equilibrium solid leads to the discovery
of a �uid-like regime in the solid phase of Helium-4 at temperatures below T = 1.58
K. The result gives a strong indication for the supersolid state, especially because
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the �uid-like behavior of the solid can be eliminated with smallest concentrations of
Helium-3.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Helium is one of the most fascinating elements, at the latest since in 1937 Kapitza
discovered the super�uid �ow of liquid Helium-4 [71]. The weak Van-der-Waals inter-
action causes that at low temperatures the quantum character of the lightest noble
gas dominates. Helium is the only element that remains liquid down to absolute zero
temperature and herewith it solidi�es only at pressures of about 25 bars at tempera-
tures T < 2 K. The quantum nature of matter also appears in solids and especially in
solid Helium. At low enough temperature the particles wavelength is comparable to
the interatomic distance which is also the de�nition for quantum crystals.

The wave character results in a high mobility of the atoms. This mobility is further en-
hanced by the presence of lattice defects, such as vacant lattice sites (vacancies). Since
the vacancy formation energy is of the order of the thermal energy (≈ 6 K) the vacancy
concentration turn out to be about 1-2 percent. At low enough temperature the broad
wavelength and tunneling turns vacancies into delocalized entities (vacanions) and the
thermally activated di�usion process changes into an quantum mechanical process of
phonon controlled quantum di�usion [3, 70]. The intriguing mobility of vacancies in
solid Helium is re�ected in a vacancy di�usion coe�cient in the order of 10−5 cm2/sec
which is comparable to particles in liquids [102].

This causes that solid Helium-4 as a so called quantum solid also becomes super�uid,
has been �st predicted by Andreev and Lifshitz in the late 1960`s [3]. Recent experi-
ments show that the so called supersolid state might exist below temperatures T = 230
mK [75, 76]. The interpretation of these experiments however is highly controversial.
A probable reason for the decades of continuous failures of attempts to observe the
supersolid state are contaminations of Helium-3 even in lowest concentrations. For
example in NMR experiments Helium-3 is used to study the vacancies mobility. On
the other hand the careful crystal growth suppresses lattice defects such as dislocations
and vacancies which are assumed to be relevant to form the supersolid.

In the present work a completely new route is taken to address the question of the
supersolid phase. It started with a discovery by chance. In 2001 Robert E. Grisenti
investigated the �rst cryogenic microjet of liquid Helium-4 by pressing liquid Helium
through a microsized ori�ce into the vacuum. On a momentous day in October it was

1
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Figure 1.1: The �rst Geyser oscillations of the beam �ux intensity recorded by Grisenti
on the day of discovery. The measurements show the time dependent signal at constant
source pressure p0 ≈ 80 bar and three di�erent temperatures below 2.7 K. The
temperature dependence of the period and the change of the periodic curve shape
gave the �rst hint for the discovery of a new physical e�ect.
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at least curiosity that forced him to �nd out if the ori�ce freezes up by increasing the
pressure in the source tube above the melting pressure.

By observing the vacuum pressure - that is proportional to the beam �ux intensity
- is was interesting to see that the intensity does not change between the liquid and
the solid phase. But it was surprising that suddenly the pressure gauge`s indicator
sometimes dropped down. By measuring the time distance between the drops Grisenti
found out that the beam �ux intensity oscillates periodically. In �gure 1.1 the �rst
oscillations of the beam �ux intensity are shown that have been recorded on that
day. The period is observed to be in the range of between seconds up to minutes and
shows a shape that changes with temperature and pressure. The e�ect occurs absolute
periodically even over hours with an error of below 5 percent, as shown in �gure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Measurement of the vacuum detector pressure pdet as a function of time
at constant source pressure p0 = 35 bar and constant temperature T = 1.65 Kelvin.
The Geyser oscillations of the beam �ux intensity occurs absolutely periodically even
observed over hours with an average period τ = 218 ± 8 seconds. The standard
deviation is below 4 percent and shows the high accuracy of the periodic e�ect. Even
the curve shape just shows only small deviations.

Seeing the data in a talk of Grisenti it was Franco Dalfovo who suggested that the
e�ect could be related due to vacancies and Giorgio Benedek came up with the idea1

for a model that explains the oscillations in the beam �ux intensity. The next morning
the basis was established that explains the oscillations by the injection of vacancies
into the solid that leads to a periodic collapse of the crystal. The idea of an oscillatory
e�ect driven by the motion of vacancies which �nally cause a collapse of the crystalline
structure turns out to be an exciting phenomenon that has to be understood. This
early experiment and its tentative explanation layed the ground for the present work

1Of course! Vacancies!
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which gives a systematically study of this Geyser e�ect and its possible link to the
supersolid state.

At the beginning of the work Helium as a solid and its properties as a quantum crystal
is presented. Also the aspects of the supersolid state in Helium-4 are illuminated. The
oscillations in the beam �ux intensity is explained in chapter 3 by the injection of
vacancies into the solid at a solid/liquid interface. It will be demonstrated that the
periodicity is caused by the collapse of the crystalline structure where the vacancies
accumulated. As a �nal result the mobility of vacancies as a function of time give a
theoretical beam �ux intensity that reproduces the experimentally observed beam �ux
intensity. Therefore, the theoretical model gives a direct access to properties of vacan-
cies, like generation and mobility, that has been investigated in several investigations
during the last decades [12, 36, 131]. A review of experimental investigations of solid
Helium-4 and their results is given in chapter 4.

This work builds the �rst detailed experimentally investigation of the Geyser e�ect
in solid Helium-4 in a temperature range between 1.3 and 2.1 K and pressures of
approximately 30 bars above the melting pressure. The experimental setup for the
generation of a cryogenic microjet is explained detailed in chapter 5. The investigation
of the period and the curve shape as a function of temperature and source pressure
p0 build the essential element. Furthermore the in�uence of the isotope Helium-3 and
geometry such as the nozzle diameter d0 is investigated. The experimental results are
presented in chapter 6, whereas the detailed analysis of the results is given in chapter
7.



Chapter 2

Introduction to Properties and

Speci�c Features of Solid Helium

Helium as a solid has received much attention from many solid state physicists, because
solid Helium is the most fascinating of the so called "quantum crystals". Quantum
crystals show some intriguing quantum properties, e.g. extraordinarily increased mo-
bility of atoms. In this introduction Helium as a solid is discussed, explaining the high
pressures for solidi�cation and the di�erent crystalline phases in the phase diagram.
Furthermore, the introduction discusses solid Helium as a quantum crystal, whereas
the terms of quantum crystals and the speci�c properties are explained �rst. The
quantum properties of solid Helium make it the best candidate to exhibit a new state
of matter, the supersolid state. This state was theoretically introduced by Andreev
and Lifshitz in 1969 [3]. Ever since, the search for the supersolid state continues. In
section 2.4 the theoretical aspect of the supersolid state is presented.

2.1 Solid Helium-4

There are two properties that make Helium remarkable as a solid. As the lightest
noble gas, the small atomic mass and the weak Van-der-Vaals binding energy, indicate
that the zero-point-motion in liquid and solid Helium is quite high.

In decreasing the temperature Helium at atmospheric pressure remains liquid down
to absolute zero temperature, as to be seen in the phase diagram of �gure 2.1: At
low temperatures Helium becomes solid at pressures of about 25 atmospheres. Solid
Helium at low temperatures forms two phases of crystalline order. At temperatures
between 1.4 and 1.8 K and pressures close to the melting line Helium forms a bcc1

crystal structure. At higher pressures solid Helium forms a hcp2 crystal structure.
At higher temperatures T ≈ 15 K and pressures in the order of magnitude p = 1000

1body-centered cubic
2hexagonal closed package

5
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of Helium-4:Helium solidi�es at pressures above 25 bars.
Between temperatures of 1.45 and 1.8 K and pressures close to the melting line solid
Helium is bcc ordered. Otherwise the solid assumes a hcp ordered crystal. The inlets
showing the bcc and hcp crystals are taken from [28]

atmospheres the third crystalline structure occurs which is fcc3 ordered (face centered
cubic).

The high pressures necessary for solidi�cation is a direct consequence of the high zero-
point kinetic energy and the weak Van-der-Waaals interaction. The high kinetic energy
is a consequence of the low atomic mass as to be seen by the following arguments [119].
Let Va be the average atomic volume that is occupied by a single atom in liquid Helium-
4, with the radius given by R ∼ V

1/3
a . From the Heisenberg uncertainty principle it

follows that the particle has an uncertainty in its momentum ∆p ∼ h/R. Thus, the
particle zero point energy can be expressed as:

Ekin =
∆p2

2m
=

h2

2mR2
=

h2

2mV 2/3
, (2.1)

where m is the particle�s mass. At low pressures the kinetic energy is of the same
order as the potential energy. Even though the kinetic energy increases with decreasing

3face-centered cubic
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atomic volume (Ekin ∝ 1/V
2/3
a ), the potential energy increases much faster (as Epot ∝

V 2
a [118]). Therefore, Helium at low temperatures becomes solid at pressures of about

25 atmospheres because with increasing pressure the minimum of the total energy
shifts towards smaller atomic volumes and forms a stable lattice.

The high kinetic energy combined with the low potential energy also explains why the
small density and the high mobility of Helium atoms in the solid and liquid state that
reaches up to the well known super�uid state. Beside the high pressures necessary for
solidi�cation the high kinetic energy of Helium causes some more interesting features.
This makes Helium to be the most fascinating "quantum crystal".

2.2 Quantum Crystals

In a classical crystal atoms perform vibrations around their strictly de�ned equilibrium
- lattice sites. Thus, crystals are treated as quasi-classical objects. Because of particles
belonging to de�nite lattice sites, and herewith being individualized, the quantum
mechanical requirement of indistinguishability for identical particles is not ful�lled [4].
Therefore, the physical properties of most crystals are describable classically.

However, for crystals composed of the light noble gases and molecular Hydrogen the
classical description breaks down. The quantum mechanical consideration assigns a
broad wavefunction to light particles, like Helium. The overlap of the wavefunction of
atoms in neighboring lattice sites allows tunneling of the particles into adjacent lattice
sites.

A criterion for such quantum e�ects in solids is given by the ratio of the amplitude of
zero-point vibrations around their lattice site to the lattice parameter. The relative
magnitude of quantum-ness in quantum solids is given by the dimensionless parameter
of de Boer [32]. The de Boer parameter classi�es the so-called quantum crystals
by the ratio between the de Broglie wavelength and the lattice parameter λdb

a
where

λdB = h/p is the thermal de Broglie wavelength with momentum p =
√

2πmkBT and
a the interatomic distance. Thus, it follows for the de Boer parameter:

Λ =
λdB

a
=

h

a
√

2πmkBT
, (2.2)

where m is the particle mass, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. If
the de Broglie wavelength λ is comparable to the interatomic distance a the solid is
"highly quantum". From the de Broglie wavelength it follows that the wave character
of particles especially enlarges for particles with small mass at low temperatures. Thus,
Λ becomes large for the lightest particles with weak interatomic interaction (noble
gases) at low temperatures.

The pressure dependence of the parameter Λ comes from the alternative de�nition of
Λ given by Andreev [4], where the de Boer parameter is de�ned as:
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Λ =
u2

0

a2
=

h̄

a

1√
mEpot

, (2.3)

This de�nition shows that maximal quantum e�ects in crystals are expected at low
pressures: With increasing pressure the potential energy between two adjacent parti-
cles in the lattice (depending on their mutual distance) increases, while the interatomic
distance decreases. Finally, Λ changes with the product of Epota

2, so since the energy of
interaction of neutral particles (Van-der-Waals potential) changes with the decreasing
distance much faster than 1/a2, Λ becomes small for higher pressures [4].

The amplitude of the zero point motion in solid Helium is about 30% of the interatomic
distance. From the Lindemann melting criterion it follows that a solid should melt if
the relation 〈u〉/a ≥ 0.1, where 〈u〉 is the amplitude of the zero point motion, and a
is the interatomic distance. Once more this feature indicates that this kind of solid is
not inherently stable [99].

However, as to be seen in the following section, the consequence of the de Boer parame-
ter is the particles mobility inside quantum crystals. Compared to classical crystals the
"quantum nature" of atoms in a quantum solid leads to motion by tunneling. The high
mobility of particles in a quantum crystal leads to a picture of quantum-mechanically
indistinguishability caused by delocalization.

2.2.1 The Role of Vacancies in Quantum Crystals

Inside a crystal the mobility of particles comes from the thermal activation. Classically,
point defects in crystals, such as vacancies and impurities, are localized at a de�nite
lattice site that is in the order of the atomic volume. These (quasi-) particles move
only occasionally due to a thermally activated di�usion process. Generally, this process
occurs if the thermal energy is su�cient to overcome the potential barrier.

In closely packed crystals, e.g. in Helium, tunneling processes and motion via sur-
mounting the potential barrier are di�cult because of the absence of enough free
volume. It is the reason why vacancies in quantum crystals play a major role: For
the motion of atoms it is energetically more favorable to change the lattice site with
vacancies than with with neighboring atoms. As a matter of fact, thermally activated
motion of atoms in quantum crystals is always due to the existence of thermally acti-

element Λ
3He ≈ 0.325
4He ≈ 0.282

H2 ≈ 0.17

Ne ≈ 0.061

Table 2.1: Elements with large de Boer parameter [4]
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vated vacancies. Vacancies in crystals are always present. This is because the presence
of vacancies is due to the increase of entropy. The increase of the entropy occurs be-
cause vacancies violate the perfect crystal geometry. The probability for the existence
of vacancies even at T = 0 was theoretically proposed by Penrose and Onsaeger in
1956 [96], whereas up till now there has been found no indication for the existence of
the so called zero-point-vacancies.

Summarized, one can say that vacancies in quantum solids play a major role because
vacancies increase the mobility of particles. As mentioned above, real quantum e�ects
are related to the delocalization of particles, which results in particle mobility. To
clarify the importance of vacancies in quantum crystals the following sections will
focus on the formation of vacancies and their di�erent kinds of motion.

2.2.2 Vacancy Formation

To create a vacancy a thermally formation energy φf has to be applied to displace
an atom out of its lattice site. The concentration of thermally activated vacancies is
given by the Arrhenius expression

X0
v = exp(−φf/T ), (2.4)

where φf is the energy of formation and T is the temperature. In appendix A.1 the
exact derivation for the formation energy φf is presented. The experimental investi-
gation [131, 45] of the formation energy in hcp Helium-4 determined φf ≈ 6 − 8 K.
In the experiment investigated in this work the temperature range is 1.3 K < T <
2.2 K. Thus, the concentration of thermally activated vacancies in this experiment is
around X0

v ≈ 1−2 percent. For a classical crystal Cu at 1300 K one obtains a vacancy
concentration X0

v (Cu) ≈ 0.001 percent at a corresponding formation energy φf (Cu) ≈
12000 K [69].

2.2.3 Motion of Vacancies

Vacancies are able to move in two ways, namely by di�usion and drift. Basically,
di�usion of particles is caused by a concentration gradient, whereas drift is a motion
driven by a force which is a result of a pressure gradient. In appendix A.2 the process
of vacancy motion by di�usion and drift is illustrated more detailed.

Generally, the motion of vacancies by di�usion is associated with a concentration
gradient ∆X0

v/∆x. Following the law of Fick [43, 41] one obtains a �ux of particles
per second through an area [particles/(m2·sec)]:

jDiff = −Dv
∆X0

v

∆x
, (2.5)

where Dv means the di�usion coe�cient in [m2/sec], which is related to the vacancies
mobility µ by the Einstein relation Dv = kBTµ. The unit of µ shows the physical
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meaning of Dv. The mobility µ is de�ned as the ratio between the vacancies drift
velocity uv and an corresponding applied force F. Thus, Dv is proportional to the
vacancy drift velocity uv. The di�usion coe�cient depends on the temperature and
on the activation energy φa:

Dv = D0 e−
φa
T (2.6)

One �nds that beside the formation energy φf an additional energy φa is necessary
for the motion of vacancies. In several experiments, [24, 67, 13, 131] the activation
energy φa of vacancies in solid Helium-4 was determined to be in the range between
15-20 K. The factor D0 also depends on the temperature and on the activation energy
φa [131]. The corresponding di�usion coe�cient was determined to be in the range of
10−5 cm2/sec, which is a value comparable to a liquid.

In quantum crystals the classical process of vacancy di�usion changes at low temper-
atures. At T � TΘ, where TΘ is the Deybe temperature, the process of classical
di�usion turns into quantum di�usion. Owing to the large zero-point motion of va-
cancies tunneling transitions between adjacent lattice sites are expected to occur at
signi�cant rates. Defects become delocalized particles, which turn into quasi-particles.
They occupy a band of energy states with a band width ∆. The resulting tunneling
frequency ∆/h̄ is in the range of 1011 1/sec. Thus, the mobility of vacancies by di�u-
sion is determined by the energy φa ± ∆. This quantum di�usion process extremely
enhances the mobility of crystal particles. In several studies, e.g. [47], the order of
magnitude for the band width ∆ in solid Helium-4 was estimated to be ≈ 1− 10 K.

The process of quantum di�usion occurs with decreasing temperatures, since the de
Broglie wavelength increases. With decreasing temperature the di�usion coe�cient
Dv falls exponentially (classical di�usion). At a certain temperature a minimum of
Dv occurs where vacancies are treated as localized defects which obey the process of
quantum di�usion. Vacancies are now described as delocalized particles (defectons)
[3]. As a result for lowest temperatures the di�usion coe�cient increases. Quantum
di�usion occurs by the activation of vacancies by phonons [70]

The second mechanism that causes the motion of vacancies is the forced motion by
drift. Vacancy motion by drift occurs with the presence of a pressure gradient ∆p/∆x.
As to be seen in section 3.3.2, vacancies in solid Helium-4 are forced to populate at
higher pressures under the in�uence of a pressure gradient. Vacancy motion by drift
will be explained more detailed in section 3.3.2.

2.2.4 Inward Relaxation

As a further e�ect resulting from the presence of thermal vacancies the crystal prop-
erties are a�ected in such a way that the binding forces between atoms in neighboring
lattice sites are lowered. The mechanism is referred to as inward relaxation, as to be
seen schematically in �gure (�gure 2.2). The weak interatomic interaction of noble gas
systems a�ects the repulsion of the neighboring atom caused by the weak atomic bind-
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ing energy. As to be seen in �gure 2.2, the presence of a vacant lattice site increases
the particle�s free space and the zero-point oscillation around the equilibrium lattice
site broadens. On the one hand the wavefunction of the neighboring atom broadens,
and on the other hand the particle is shifted from its equilibrium position towards the
vacant lattice site [53]. The increase of the zero-point oscillation causes an increase of
the mobility of particles. The weakness of the atomic interaction causes that relative
small forces are su�cient to change the crystal structure.

V

Figure 2.2: Inward relaxation in a crystal. In case of the presence of vacancies the
weak atomic interaction of noble gas atoms a�ects the repulsion of the neighboring
atom. Because of the vacant lattice site the zero-point oscillation of atoms around
the equilibrium lattice site broadens and the atomic equilibrium lattice site is shifted
towards the vacant lattice site.

Deformation of the lattice structure is a quite interesting aspect of quantum crystal
systems. Beside plastic deformation, shearing and stress dynamics and compressibility,
thermodynamic properties like speci�c heat belong to the main interesting features of
quantum solids.

2.3 Helium as the Most "Quantum" Quantum Crys-

tal

In the small group of quantum crystals Helium is considered to be the most adequate
candidate to observe quantum phenomena. This is due to the vacancies formation
energy φf ≈ 6-8K and activation energy φa ≈ 15-20 K which - in the case of solid
Helium - are in the range of corresponding temperature T = 1-2 K. Additionally, e�ort
was the investigation of the fundamental properties of quantum solids with smaller de
Boer parameter. As to be seen in table 2.1 the most "quantum" element with de Boer
parameter smaller than Helium is solid Hydrogen ( Λ ≈ 0.17 ). Experimental results
by Zhou et al. [130] and Ebner et [39] . al determined the vacancy formation energy
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to be in the range of φa ≈ 91-112 K at temperatures T ≈ 10 K. Compared to results
obtained for solid Helium, the vacancy concentration of H2 at T ≈ 10 K turns out to
be two orders of magnitude below the concentration of thermal vacancies in Helium-4.

The di�usion coe�cient Dv of solid Hydrogen was determined to be between 2·10−6 and
1.9 ·10−8 cm2/sec [39, 130], which is between one and three orders of magnitude below
Dv obtained for Helium. The results for φa and Dv show that Hydrogen as the element
with the second highest de Boer parameter Λ o�ers a much weaker quantum nature
than solid Helium. In table 2.2 experimental results for φf , X0

v , φa and Dv [cm2/sec] of
some quantum crystals with large de Boer parameter are summarized. The data show
that the quantum-ness of solid Neon and Argon is much weaker than of Hydrogen. On
the one hand this behavior is represented in the thermal equilibrium concentration of
vacancies, which is up to �ve orders of magnitude below the concentration of vacancies.
On the other hand, comparing Dv of Helium and Argon the di�usion coe�cient Dv

drops down even seven orders of magnitude, which is proportional to the vacancies
drift velocity. Thus, vacancies in solid Helium move almost 107 times faster than in
solid Argon.

2.4 Supersolid State of Helium

In 1969 Andreev and Lifshitz [3] proposed a possible new state of matter that should
occur in quantum crystals: the �supersolid state�. This new kind of state should show
some intriguing features, e.g. a liquid-like behavior of the solid.

The main idea was that the supersolid is a coexistence of a normal solid and a super�uid
fraction. The super�uid fraction is a Bose-Einstein condensate of defects, namely
vacancies. Since Helium-4 is a boson, the corresponding vacancy is also a boson [17].
Thus, vacancies obey the Bose-Einstein distribution, given by:

Nk =
1

exp( εk−µ
kBT

)− 1
, (2.7)

where Nk is the number of particles in each energy state k. Acting as bosons, vacancy

element Λ φf [K] X0
v [%] φa [K] Dv [cm2/sec]

Helium-4 ≈ 0.282 ≈ 6-8 ≈ 1-2 ≈ 15-20 ≈ 10−5

H2 ≈ 0.17 ≈ 100 ± 10 ≈ 5 ·10−2 ≈ 100 ≈ 10−6 − 10−8

Ne ≈0.061 ≈ 239 ± 10 ≈ 7 ·10−5 ≈ 477 ± 15 ≈ 8.2 ·10−10

Ar ≈ 0.019 ≈ 900 ± 180 < 2.5 ·10−4 ≈ 1810-1980 ± 80 ≈ 4 ·10−12

Table 2.2: Overview of the vacancies formation energy φf , activation energy φa, the
equilibrium concentration X0

v and the di�usion coe�cient Dv for the elements with
maximum de Boer parameter. The values for Ne (at T = 25 K) and Ar (at T = 75
K) are taken from [114, 90], except the value of X0

v (Ar), which is taken from [111]
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quasi-particles form at low temperatures a weakly interacting Bose gas. The de Broglie
wavelength depends on temperature as follows:

λdb =

√
2πh̄2

mkBT
. (2.8)

With decreasing temperature λdB is of the order of the interatomic spacing. Thus,
the particles condense into the lowest energy state. Generally, the temperature for the
condensation is given by [42]:

TBEC =
2πh̄2

mkB

(
N

2.612 · V

)2/3

(2.9)

At a given atomic volume Va ≈ 3.5 · 10−23 cm−3 [131] and the vacancy mass obtained
by Galli and Reatto [48] to be about 0.35 Helium-4 masses the critical temperature
for BEC in solid Helium is approximated to be TBEC ≈ 10.9 · (X0

v )2/3. Thus, for a
equilibrium vacancy concentration X0

v ≈ 1-2 percent TBEC is in the order of 1 Kelvin.

At temperatures T � TBEC one has Bose-Einstein condensation of the defects with
N0/N > 0, where N0 is the number of particles in the ground state and N the number
of all particles. With decreasing temperature the defects accumulate in the ground
state and the number of particles N0 forming the BEC increases. Thus, all particles
fall into one single-state k = 0, and the absolute number Nk=0 becomes equal to the
number of all particles N.

This new state would lead to a coexistence of long-range crystalline order and super-
�uid. Forming Bose-Einstein-condensation each single vacancy has the same wave-
function because the particles motion is absolutely correlated.

As described in section 2.2.4 the presence of vacancies in a crystal lattice a�ects the
neighboring atoms. Thus, the potential barrier becomes smaller. If the number of
vacancies in a crystal lattice increases the potential barrier decreases in that way that
all vacancies become completely delocalized. Thus, they move freely and frictionless
through the crystal. The condition for a supersolid is satis�ed when a defect is not
localized at any speci�c lattice site but in a macroscopic region. The superlattice
should become unstable and should possess properties according to a liquid. The
fraction, which is the Bose-Einstein condensate of defects, is a super�uid in which
the vacancies move without any resistance. Together, this super�uid fraction and the
"normalsolid" build the two phase system. Together they appear as an ideal �uid.

Therefore, this new kind of state requires defects. In the past the general assumption
was that maybe the vacancy equilibrium concentration is too low to observe this kind
of state in solid Helium. This is surely the reason why the existence of the supersolid
state has yet not been proven at all. Several experiments were proposed to observe
the supersolid state. In section 4.3 the di�erent kinds of experiments and their results
are presented.
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Chapter 3

The Geyser E�ect in Solid Helium: A

Theoretical Model

In this experiment Helium-4 at pressures and temperatures according to the solid
phase was expanded into vacuum through a pinhole ori�ce of diameter 1-5 µm. Fig-
ure 3.1 shows the vacuum detector pressure pdet as a function of time for di�erent
source pressures and temperatures, that are indicated in the phase diagram. The time
dependent pressure pdet shows that approximately 1.5 - 10 percent of the beam �ux
intensity oscillates periodically with a de�nite period τ0 in the range of seconds up to
several minutes. According to this the pressure pdet is separated into an oscillating
part posc

det and a background pressure pdet,bg. The separation is indicated in �gure 3.1
by the dashed line in (1).

The theoretical model that is introduced in this chapter explaines the origin of the
oscillations in the beam �ux intensity under the assumption of the generation of excess1

vacancies. The process of vacancy generation will be explained �rst. The theoretical
model is separated into the explanation of the oscillatory beam �ux and the background
signal pdet,bg.

3.1 Generation of Excess Vacancies

The observed jet �ow velocity in the range of 102 m/sec indicates that the Helium jet
is a liquid beam. The jet velocity uexit is given by

uexit =

√
2p0

ρ
, (3.1)

where ρ is the density of liquid Helium. Whereas in this experiment the jet`s velocity

1The expression "excess vacancies" comes from the physics of semiconductors. It describes the
injection of additional vacancies into the system.

15
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Figure 3.1: Beam �ux intensity expressed by the detector pressure pdet as a function
of time. The beam �ux intensity oscillates periodically with a de�nite period τ0 in
the range of seconds up to several minutes, depending on source pressure and tem-
perature. The inset shows the phase diagram of Helium-4. The points 1-4 indicate
the corresponding source pressures p0 and temperatures T at which the periodic beam
�ux was investigated. (nozzle diameter: (1) d0(#22) = 2.2 µm, (2) d0(#20) = 2.07
µm, (3,4) d0(#17) = 2.28 µm )

uexit is determined as a function of the vacuum detector pressure pdet, as to be seen in
section 7.5.

As a result inside the source tube the solid has to become liquid. According to this there
must be a solid/liquid interface close to the nozzle, where the pressure corresponds
to the melting pressure pm(T). As to be seen, the decrease of the source pressure p0

down to pm is a direct consequence of the generation of excess vacancies. Generally, a
thermal activated atom generates a vacancy by jumping out of its former lattice site.
The activated atom covers a distance that is given by the mean free path length λ.
The direction of the jump is statistically distributed in all directions. For atoms that
are close to the solid/liquid interface (< λ/2) the transition from the solid to the liquid
phase is possible.

In �gure 3.2 the procedure is illustrated how atoms are crossing the solid/liquid in-
terface due to jumps from the solid into the liquid phase. Atoms that overcome the
solid/liquid interface generate a vacancy. Therefore, the interface acts as a source for
excess vacancies. The vacancies are generated at a net rate τ−1

s within a surface layer
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λ

Figure 3.2: Thermally activated atom jumps from solid to liquid phase by leaving a
vacancy at its former lattice site. The surface layer thickness λ describes the average
mean free path lenght statistically distributed in all directions.

thickness λ that leads to a vacancy surface generation velocity us = λτ−1
s . The surface

layer thickness λ is shown in �gure 3.2. By recombination of atoms returning from the
liquid phase and sweeping due to an inward pressure gradient in the region of λ the
surface generation velocity reaches equilibrium in a stationary state. Because of the
high recombination close to the solid/liquid interface λ gives also the surface depletion
layer thickness.

From A.1 it follows that the generation of excess vacancies at the interface strongly
depends on the temperature. In entering the liquid phase the atoms are separated from
the vacancies. As to be seen in the following sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the vacancies
are grasped away from the interface under the in�uence of a strong pressure gradient
and di�usional distribution.

Thermal activated atoms recombine with vacancies after a certain time τr. Thus, in
thermal equilibrium the rate of vacancy generation and recombination is equal. In this
model the velocity of vacancy generation reaches a stationary regime because of re-
combination with atoms that return from the liquid phase, whereas most atoms leave
the nozzle and herewith produce the liquid jet This causes that the recombination
time τr conspicuously increases, because most interstitial atoms2 - treated as recom-
bination centers - follow the main �ow into the direction of the ori�ce and support
the liquid beam. Additionally, the generation of excess vacancies causes an increase
of the vacancy concentration. Thus, the increase of the recombination time τr is also
a result of the higher vacancy concentration, that will be calculated in section 3.3.4.
The increase of the concentration is approximated to be one order of magnitude above
the equilibrium concentration. Each vacant lattice site remains much longer vacant
because the number of interstitial atoms is much smaler than in equilibrium condition.

2Interstitial atoms are a defect of the crystal geometry because they do not belong to a de�nite
lattice site and are placed in between
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Both e�ects, the increase of the vacancy concentration and the separation from inter-
stitials cause an increase of the average vacancy lifetime. As to be seen in the following
sections the increase of the vacancy concentration is responsible for the background
�ow and for the oscillatory behavior.

3.2 Melting Process and Background Flow

The explanation for the liquid beam �ow through the nozzle is given by a melting pro-
cess that is caused by the generation of vacancies. The high concentration of vacancies
decreases the density of the solid which is related to a decrease of the pressure. This
mechanism is presented is this section. Additionally the meaning of the background
pressure pdet,bg is discussed.

Figure 3.3: Inside the source tube the Helium is solid. Except near the ori�ce the
solid liqui�es, where the pressure drops down to almost zero. The lines indicate that
the solid cross section S0 inside the source tube shrinks to the cross section at the
solid/liquid interface Ssl. The pressure p0 drops down to pm caused by dislocation
climbing and plastic �ow. According to Bernoulli the pressure decreases. The drop of
the source pressure indicates a strong pressure gradient inside the system. The phase
diagram on the right side shows a representation of the melting pressure pm at Ssl

and the pressure p0 in the solid at S0. The pressure drop indicates the existence of a
pressure gradient close to the nozzle.
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In �gure 3.3 (left) the schematic of the nozzle head is shown. Inside the source tube
the Helium is solid, except close to the ori�ce it liqui�es. The lines indicate that the
cross sections S0, that are isobares with p = p0, inside the source tube shrinks to the
cross section at the solid/liquid interface Ssl, where the pressure is approximately the
melting pressure.

Below the schematic drawing of the nozzle head the pressure is shown as a function
of the distance to the ori�ce. Inside the bulk solid the pressure corresponds to the
source pressure p0. At some distance r0 from the nozzle exit the pressure drops down
from p0 to pm. Inside the liquid phase the pressure drops down again according to
the Laplace pressure pLap = 2σ/d0. The Laplace pressure gives the pressure inside the
liquid �lament that results out of the surface tension of the liquid. For d0 = 2µm and
T = 2 K one obtains for the Laplace pressure pLap ≈ 3 mbar.

The constriction of the cross section S0 is caused by the vacancy motion inside the
bulk solid: Atoms move in the direction of the ori�ce, whereas vacancies propagate
into the opposite direction, driven by di�usion and drift. As a consequence vacancies
and atoms recombine at edge dislocations and grain boundaries3.

In �gure 3.5 the change of the crystal structure is shown. The recombination of
atoms and vacancies at point <R> causes that whole lattice planes are vanishing and
the cross section shrinks. This mechanism is known as dislocation climbing. The
number atoms that leave the ori�ce and produce the background pressure pdet,bg is
assumed to be equal to the number of vacancies that recombine with atoms in the bulk
solid Helium to narrow the cross section S0 down to Ssl. These vacancies cause the
constant background �ow that makes approximately 80 percent of the entire beam �ux.
Especially near the solid/liquid interface the presence of vacancies causes a decrease

3In �gure 3.4 the defect of the crystal structure is shown, that is caused by Edge dislocations and
grain boundaries. Edge dislocations belong to the so called "line defects" of crystalline structures.
This kind of defect is regarded as the insertion (or removal) of an extra half plane of atoms in the
crystal structure. Grain boundaries are defects of lattice planes. A grain boundary is a defect that
separates regions of di�erent crystalline orientations (grains) within a polycrystalline solid [33].

Figure 3.4: Illustration of edge dislocations (A) [40] and grain boundaries (B) [34].
This kind of defect is regarded as the insertion (or removal) of an extra half plane of
atoms in the crystal structure. A grain boundary is a defect that separates regions of
di�erent crystalline orientations (grains) within a polycrystalline solid [33].
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of the density because of inward relaxation and the pressure drops down from p0 to
pm. To summarize the facts: The model assumes that the high concentration of excess
vacancies causes the melting process.

R

Figure 3.5: Distribution of atoms and vacancies at the solid/liquid interface. The
yellow particles indicate atoms, whereas the turqoise particles stand for vacancies.
Especially near the solid/liquid interface the presence of vacancies causes a decrease of
the density because of inward relaxation. The decrease of the density causes that the
pressure drops down from p0 to pm. The picture below illustrates dislocation climbing
near the solid/liquid interface [34]. Vacancies move from the interface (blue arrow)
and recombine with atoms of lattice planes comming from the left (red arrow). At
position <R> vacancies and atoms recombine. The whole lattice plane disappears.
As a result the cross section shrinks from S0 down to Ssl

The shrinking of the cross section is just possible because in solid Helium the defor-
mation of the crystal is relatively easy. This is related to the weak interatomic binding
forces. Under the in�uence of an external force whole lattice planes are able to slip on
each other. This e�ect is known as "plastic slip motion". Thus, the solid can easily
be deformed (plastic deformation). Under continuing external in�uence the crystal
changes its structure permanently. The solid is able to creep. This kind of motion is
called "plastic �ow" . The e�ect of plastic �ow in Helium is meanwhile well known
[99, 117]. Both, the process of plastic �ow and the mechanism of dislocation climbing
by the presence of excess vacancies allows the constriction of the solid.

3.3 Periodic Pulses

The oscillations showed in �gure 3.1 and 3.6 start with a sharp peak at time t = 0
and subsides after a few seconds. The period τ0 has an accuracy of between 1 and 5
percent, even over hours (�gure 1.2). Two main parameters a�ect the period τ0 and the
curve shape: the source pressure p0 and temperature T0. This behavior is investigated
in this work. In this theoretical model these oscillations in the beam intensity - the
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so called "Geyser e�ect" - are a direct consequence of the injection of excess vacancies
into the solid.

Figure 3.6: Oscillations of the pressure inside the vaccum detector chamber pdet at
35 bar and T = 1.725 K. After the sharp peak at t = 0 seconds an attenuated part
follows . The period is about 173 seconds. It varies in the range of 1-5 percent. The
curve shape strongly depends on the source pressure p0 and the temperature T0. The
dashed line at 3.83 ·10−5 mbar is a guide to the eye and marks the separation between
the oscillatory part and the background �ow. According to the pressure at the top
of the peak in relation to the background pressure the oscialltory part is about ≈ 8
percent of the entire �ux. (nozzle diameter: d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)

As mentioned in the previous section the main fraction of excess vacancies recombines
with lattice planes. The high concentration of excess vacancies is the reason for the
pressure drop and the melting process. A small fraction of vacancies do not recombine
with interstitials. These vacancies move freely through the crystal. As a direct result
the concentration of vacancies in the bulk solid is increased. The concentration of
the excess vacanies Xc

v is about a factor two larger than the equilibrium vacancy
concentration X0

v .

The periodic behavior results from an interplay of dynamical processes which are va-
cancy motion, vacancy generation and recombination. In the following these di�erent
behaviors of vacancies are described. Finally these three features will be combined.

To demonstrate the model the following sections show time dependent simulations of
the vacancy distribution in the nozzle head. In these simulations the distribution of
vacancies follows the equations of di�usion and drift, but the model does not repre-
sent the original experimental dimensions. For this illustration the following model is
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Figure 3.7: Simulation of the distribution of vacancies that move under the in�uence of
di�usion in a non-uniform concentration gradient. On the right side the concentration
pro�le is shown as a function of the distance to the solid/liquid interface. On the top
at time t = 0 the vacancy generation at the solid/liquid interface is shown. Here the
vacancies build a concentration gradient corresponding to a step function. Later the
vacancies move under the laws of non-steady-state di�usion inside the bulk Helium.
On the bottom the vacancies are distributed through the crystal. Their concentration
increased continuously.
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restricted to two dimensions. The behavior of di�usion (�g. 3.7) and drift (�g. 3.8) is
shown for three di�erent times, respectively. These times correspond to the beginning
and the end of one periodic pulse and one optional time between. In �gures 3.10 and
3.11 the simulation of drift and di�usion is summarized. This vacancy distribution is
shown for �ve di�erent times, to make the origin of the periodicity more clearly. All
examinations start at a time t = 0, directly after the peak in the periodic signal has
occured. The time unit is an arbitrary unit. Additionally to the vacancies distribution
the concentration of vacancies is shown as a function of distance to the solid/liquid
interface.

First, the distribution of the vacancies under the in�uence of non-steady-state di�usion
is shown. Then the distibution is shown under the in�uence of drift. Finally, the
vacancy distribution is shown as a combination of drift and di�usion.

3.3.1 Di�usion of Vacancies

The process of vacancy di�usion was already discussed in chapter 2.2.3. Thus, the
results are just applicated to the present model. The di�usion process of vacancies is
caused by a concentration gradient. When the di�usion process begins the concentra-
tion as a function of a certain distance build a step function at the solid/liquid interface,
as shown in appendix A.2 in �gure A.3 and A.2. The time dependent vacancy distri-
bution is given by the second law of Fick [43, 41], which describes a non-steady-state
di�usion4 process:

∂xv

∂t
= Dv

∂2xv

∂r2
. (3.2)

The vacancy �ux is determined by:

jDiff (t) = −Dvx
′
v(rsl, t), (3.3)

where x′v is the space derivative of the vacancy concentration. At the top of �gure
3.7 the simulation of the distribution of vacancies in the nozzle head is shown. The
�gure shows the vacancy distribution for three di�erent times, corresponding to the
beginning (top) , the end (bottom) of the period and one time in between(middle).
Additionally, for each time the vacancy concentration is shown as a function of the
distance to the solid/liquid interface. According to the dynamic of non-steady-state
di�usion the vacancies move inside the bulk Helium as seen in the middle of �gure 3.7
and later at a time corresponding to the end of a period. Their concentration increases
continuously with time because of the steady generation of vacancies. For each time
shown in �gure 3.7 the vacancy concentration pro�le corresponds to classical di�usion
related to the second law of Fick.

4The non-steady-state di�usion describes processes in which the concentration of particles is not
constant with time. In this model the non-steady-state di�usion is related to the steady generation
of excess vacancies.
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3.3.2 Drift of Vacancies

Generally, drift occurs if particles move under the in�uence of an external force. In
the present model this force is given by the strong pressure gradient ∇p, that appears
between the cross section Ssl and the bulk solid at cross section S0 where the pressure
corresponds to the source pressure p0, as seen in �gure 3.3. In this model the pressure
gradient ∇p is assumed to be linear, except in the region of the cross section S0, as
shown in �gure 3.3.

In �gure 3.3 the phase diagram is also displayed, in which the melting pressure pm

and the source pressure p0 are shown. Corresponding to the pressure dropdown over
a certain distance l = r0 − rsl , the linear pressure gradient ∇p is given by:

∇p =
p0 − pm

r0 − rsl

(3.4)

This pressure gradient ∇p forces the vacancies to move into the bulk solid Helium.
The force is given by [9]:

F = −(V ∗ − Va)∇p, (3.5)

where Va = 34 Å3 is the atomic volume of Helium-4 and V ∗ = 0.45 Va is the isobaric
vacancy formation volume [37]. This force that pushes vacancies towards a higher
stress has been introduced by Herring in the theory of di�usional creep in polycrys-
talline materials [68]. This mechanism is known as the "Nabarro-Herring" mechanism.
The migration of vacancies climbing a stress gradient is a basic mechanism of the dif-
fusively creep in materials. The Nabarro-Herring mechanism can be applied to the
present case because the mobility of vacancies in the high temperature regime that
Nabarro`s experiments were concerned with is comparable to the mobility of vacancies
in solid Helium. In solid Helium, at not too high pressure, the mobility of vacancies is
orders of magnitude larger than in ordinary solids and is the main reason for plastic
deformation even at 1.5 K. Because of their inward relaxation vacancies accumulate
in the region of high pressures. The drift �ux for vacancies occurs according to:

jDrift = uvxv(0, t) = −(µv∆V∇p) · xv(0, t), (3.6)

where uv is the vacancy drift velocity [cm/s], ∆V is the vacancy volume. The vacancies
are forced to move in the same direction as if they are forced to move by di�usion .

In �gure 3.8 the drift motion is illustrated for three arbitrary times. Starting at
time t = 0 the vacancies are generated at the solid/liquid interface. This situation
corresponds to the same conditions at t = 0 as if the vacancies move under the in�uence
of di�usion. At t = 0 the vacancy concentration pro�le corresponds to a step function.

After a certain time the vacancies move inside the bulk solid Helium under the in�uence
of the pressure gradient, as seen in �gure 3.8 (mid). On the right of �gure �gure 3.8
the vacancy concentration pro�le illustrates the vacancy density distribution inside
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Figure 3.8: Simulation of the drift of vacancies in a uniform pressure gradient. At t =
0 the vacancies are generated at the solid/liquid interface. This situation corresponds
to the behavior at t = 0 when the vacancies move under the in�uence of di�usion.
The outer edge of the blue half-circle remarks the source pressure p0. At this ring the
vacancies start to accumulate because the pressure gradient vanishes.
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the solid. The vacancy concentration decreases linearly from the top margin at the
solid/liquid interface down to zero. The vacancies stop moving if they reach the
region where the pressure is equal to the source pressure p0. The outer edge of the
blue half-circle marks the cross section S0 that corresponds to the source pressure p0.
At a certain distance from the interface the vacancies start to accumulate because
the pressure gradient vanishes and the force F is zero. At the solid cross section S0

the vacancy concentration increases rapidly and the simulation indicates that xc
v is

even higher than at the solid/liquid interface. As to be seen in the following section,
the rapidly increase of the vacancy concentration at S0 is responsible for the periodic
e�ect.

3.3.3 Theoretical Explanation for the Geyser E�ect

In this section the in�uence of drift and di�usion will be combined to obtain a model
that explains the oscillations in the beam �ux intensity. To complete the model the
remaining processes are the vacancy generation and annihilation caused by recombi-
nation with interstitial atoms. The vacancy generation and the e�ect of suppressed
recombination are already introduced in section 3.1.

The vacancy current jv(t) consists of the two terms that combine the di�usional and
the drift current:

jv(t) = −Dvx
′
v(rsl, t) + uvxv(rsl, t), (3.7)

where xv(rsl,t) is the concentration of the excess vacancies injected at the solid/liquid
interface. The excess vacancy concentration - including the recombination and gener-
ation term - can be found by solving the kinetic equation in one dimension:

∂xv

∂t
= Dv

∂2xv

∂r
− uv

∂xv

∂r
− xv

τ
+ G(r, t) (3.8)

The �rst and second term in equation 3.8 describe di�usion and drift of the vacancies.
The third part reduces the concentration by thermal induced recombination with in-
terstitial atoms with a recombination time τr. The external generation function G(r,t)
includes terms describing the generation of excess vacancies by:

G(r, t) = −x0
vδ(t− t0)θ(r − rsl)θ(r − r0) + x0

vusδ(t− t0)θ(r − rsl), (3.9)

where θ is the Heaviside step function. G(r, t) consists of two terms. The �rst term
describes the sudden depletion of the vacancies with respect to the equilibrium value
x0

v in the region between rsl ≤ r ≤ r0 starting at time t = t0. The second term de-
scribes the subsequent vacancy injection at the solid/liquid interface with the vacancy
generation velocity us.

Integrate equation 3.8 one obtains for the time dependent excess vacancy concentra-
tion:
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x(r, t) = X0[−
1

2
e−t/τr erfc

uvt− r√
4Dv t

+ us

∫ t

0

dt′√
4πDv t′

e−t′/τr e−(uvt′−r)2/4Dv t′ ], (3.10)

where erf is the "error function" and erfc its complementary. Both are de�ned in ap-
pendix A.2. As a solution the derivation of the time dependent vacancy concentration
gives the vacancy current that corresponds to the oscillating beam �ux:

jv(t) = −Dvx
′
v(rsl, t) + uvxv(rsl, t)

= X0uv

(
1

4

√
τv

πt
e−t/τ∗ +

1

2
e−t/τv erf

√
t

τv

+
us

2uv

√
τ ∗

τv

erf

√
t

τ ∗

)
(3.11)

In a reduced form the beam �ux can be described by [9]:

josc(t) =
1

4
X0

vuv[
e−βy

√
πβ

+ 2e−yerf
√

y +
α√
β

erf
√

βy], (3.12)

with y = t/τv, α = 2us/uv, β = τv/τ
∗ ≥ 1, the reduced time τ ∗ = τvτr/(τv + τr),

the vacancy generation velocity us
∼= 2uv + λ/τr and the thermalization time τv =

4Dv/u
2
v = 4kT/Fuv. The thermalization time τv is the time required to dissipate an

amount of energy of the order of the thermal energy 4kT .

Thus, the periodic curve shape can be �tted with only two parameters α and β.
Applying equation 3.12 the periodical curve shape can be perfectly reproduced in a
wide range of pressure and temperature. In �gure 3.9 the time dependent developing
of josc(t) is shown in comparrison with the experimental oscillating beam �ux intensity.
This measurement is done at source pressure p0 = 32 bar and source temperature T0

= 1.70 K. By �t the experimental beam �ux with equation 3.11 one reproduces the
experimental beam �ux with the parameters α = 1.0 and β = 8.0 . Table 3.1 gives
the values that are derived from the both �t parameters α and β. As a result the
obtained value for the di�usion coe�cient D0 corresponds to experimental results of
Dv in the literature [13, 131]. This result indicates that the present model is able to
describe the shape of the periodic behavior at the expansion of solid Helium into a
vaccum, but the periodic peak can`t be reproduced. This is due to two aspects that is
not included in the transport equation: The pressure gradient is assumed not vanish
at distance l, where the pressure is equal to the source pressure p0. The distance l
is set to be in�nite and therefore the vacancies do not accumulate. Furthermore, the
periodic peak occurs due to a collapse of the lattice. This mechanism is presented in
the next section.
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Figure 3.9: Theoretical �t of the experimental data obtained by applying equation 3.12.
The experimental data were observed at source pressure p0 = 32 bar and temperature
T0 = 1.70 K. The best �t was obtained for α = 1.0 and β = 8.0. The explanation of the
unit josc follows in the next section. Below the single terms of equation 3.11 is shown:
The straight line indicates the �rst term that describes the di�usion of vacancies. The
dotted line represents the motion by drift and the dashed line describes the third term
of 3.11 that determines the recombination. For this measurement the recombination
time is obtained to be τr ≈ 5 seconds. After this time the recombination term becomes
constant. (nozzle diameter: d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Source pressure p0 = 32 bar
Source temperature T0 = 1.70 K
Period τ0 = 82 sec
Di�usion coe�cient Dv = 3.6 10−5 cm2/sec
Mobility of vacancies µv = 1.5 1011 sec/g
Drift velocity of the bulk solid uv = 2 10−3 cm/sec
Vacancy generation velocity us = 2 uv

Recombination time τr = 5.14 sec
Thermalization time τv = 36 sec
Reduced time τ ∗ = 4.5 sec
Ratio of the critical concentration Xc,∞

v /X0
v = 1.82

Table 3.1: Overview of the obtained values derived from the parameters α and β of
equation 3.12 by �t the periodic curve shape in �gure 3.9.

3.3.4 The Mechanism of Periodicity

In the previous section the theoretical approach was introduced that describes the time
dependent vacancy current. Now the approach is applicated to show the occurence of
the periodicity in the beam �ux. Corresponding to the two dimensional illustrations in
section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the vacancy distribution is shown as an interaction of di�usion
and drift. The illustrations are presented in �gure 3.10 and 3.11. Again the vacancy
concentration is shown as a function of the distance to the solid/liquid interface.

Similar to the previous considerations the illustration starts at t = 0, corresponding to
the occurence of the the peak in the signal. As seen in �gure 3.10 at t = 0 the vacancy
concentration pro�le shows a step-wise character. The step behavior at short times is
less pronounced because of the in�uence of both di�usion and drift. At a certain time
between t = 0 and the collapse the vacancies move under the in�uence of di�usion and
drift and accumulate at a distance l that corresponds to the cross section S0.

As already seen in �gure 3.3, this behavior corresponds to the location where the
pressure gradient vanishes and the forced motion of drift stops (�g. 3.10, middle).
After a certain time a new aspect arises. In the zone of accumulation the vacancy
concentration increases more and more. Thus, an additional vacancy concentration
gradient appears. This concentration gradient forces the vacancies to di�use in both
directions away from the accumulation zone. On the one hand the vacancies disperse
into the bulk solid Helium. On the other hand they di�use back into the direction of
the solid/liquid interface. This process is called backward di�usion.

To clarify the di�erence: On the bottom of �gure 3.10 the vacancy concentration sep-
arates into two di�erent lines. Additionally the white circles illustrate the vacancy
concentration without the in�uence of backward di�usion. The following considera-
tions regard only the red line that includes the additional backward di�usion. Under
the in�uence of backward di�usion the vacancy concentration inside the accumula-
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Figure 3.10: Drift and Di�usion of vacancies applied to the present model. Top:
Vacancy generation at the solid/liquid interface. Beside the vacancy concentration as
a function of distance from the solid/liquid interface. Middle: The vacancies are forced
to move under the in�uence of drift and di�usion. At the zone where the pressure
gradient vanishes the vacancies accumulate. Bottom: Starting from the accumulation
zone the vacancies di�use forward into the solid and backward in direction of the
solid/liquid interface because of the high concentration of vacancies that causes a
concentration gradient. The red line regards to the backward di�usion mechanism
while the white circles correspond to the vacancy concentration without di�using back
to the solid/liquid interface.
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Figure 3.11: The continuation to the presented model of �gure 3.10. Top: Increase
of the vacancy concentration in the accumulation zone. Middle: After a while the
concentration in the accumulation zone reaches a critical threshold of the vacancy
concentration. At this time the lattice collapses. The mechanism of percolative col-
lapse is demonstrated on the bottom: The red line indicates a continuous path of
vacancies in the lattice. If the path is closed the lattice collapses.
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tion zone decreases. Thus, the vacancy �ow coming from the solid/liquid interface
decreases because of the backward current in the opposite direction. As long as the
net vacancy current into the direction away from the solid/liquid interface occurs the
vacancy concentration in the accumulation zone increases, as seen in �gure 3.11. In the
middle of �gure 3.11 the region where the vacancies accumulate is clearly pronounced.

The periodic peak is a statistical process of percolative5 collapse of the crystal. This
collapse occurs when the number of vacancies reaches a critical concentration Xc

v . An
illustration of a percolative collapse is shown in the right picture at the bottom of �gure
3.11: The grey �elds mark a vacant lattice site. If a closed connection line of vacant
lattice sites occurs the vacant sites build a perfect vaccum. As a result this region
collapses under the in�uence of the outer pressure. As a consequence of the collapse
all vacancies in the crystal are annihilated (vacancy bleaching). Thus, the collapse
acts as a reset of the initial conditions at t = 0, and the concentration of vacancies
is even below the equilibrium concentration. The lattice collapse is the reason for the
periodic peak in the signal. After the collapse vacancies are generated again at the
solid/liquid interface and the process occurs again.

The collapse of the lattice occurs if the critical concentration Xc
v is below or equal a

de�nit maximal vacancy concentration Xc,∞
v . This vacancy concentration Xc,∞

v gives
the maximal possible vacancy concentration that can be reached, because with the
increase of the vacancy concentration at the cross section S0 the resulting concentration
gradient forces the vacancies to di�use away. Thus, the collapse occurs only if Xc

v ≤
Xc,∞

v . The condition for the collapse follows from the solution of the transport equation
for �nite l [9]:

τ0

τ ∗
=

[
erf−1 Xc

v −X0
v

Xc
v + 1

2
X0

v

√
τv

τ ∗

]2

. (3.13)

From 3.13 it follows for ratio between the maximal vacancy concentration Xc,∞
v and

the equilibrium concentration X0
v :

Xc,∞
v

X0
v

=
1 + 1

2

√
τ∗

τv

1−
√

τ∗

τv

(3.14)

The ratio can be determined from �t the curve shape with equation 3.12. Table 3.1
gives the results for τ ∗ and τv. Thus, for the ratio of the excess vacancy concentration
to the equilibrium concentration equation 3.14 gives Xc,∞

v

X0
c
≈ 2.

The periodic peaks in the signal shows that the condition Xc
v ≤ Xc,∞

v is ful�lled,
whereas the occurrence of backward di�usion suggests that Xc

v ' Xc,∞
v . Therefore, the

concentration of vacancies is increased of a factor two above the thermal equilibrium
concentration.

5Percolation describes a mathematical processes that searches for the probability to �nd a contin-
uous path through a multidimensional network. In the theoretical model the network is represented
by the crystal lattice and the closed connection line has to be �lled with vacancies.
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In the present model one process is neglected that was already mentioned which in-
�uences the periodic process. As mentioned in section 3.3.3 vacancies in equilibrium
condition recombine with interstitial atoms. In separating the vacancies from intersti-
tials by drift and di�usion the recombination time τr increases as well. If the period
τ0 is shorter than the recombination time τr the vacancies do not recombine with in-
terstitial atoms. On the other hand the period τ0 increases if the recombination time
τr is shorter than the time till the collapse occurs, because the vacancy concentra-
tion decreases if vacancies begin to recombine. The enlarged recombination time itself
increases the period but does not suppress the periodic e�ect itself.

To summarize the presented model: The periodic oscillations and the liquid beam �ow
is produced by the injection of excess vacancies at the solid/liquid interface. The high
concentration of vacancies produces the melting of the solid and eventually a periodic
collapse of the crystalline structure. The model shows that the periodic curve shape
can be reproduced theoretically with the vacancy current in the solid that is mainly
caused by drift and di�usion.

In this experimental work the temperature and pressure dependence of the Geyser
e�ect is investigated. The main observable is the period that acts as an indicator for
the vacancy mobility. Furthermore the in�uence of the isotope Helium-3 to the period
τ is investigated as a function of pressure, temperature and concentration.



Chapter 4

Previous Experiments with Solid

Helium

At low temperatures quantum e�ects in solids such as Helium play a major role. The
characteristic features of quantum crystals make their experimental investigation very
interesting. Helium as the best candidate to observe quantum e�ects has attracted a
lot of experimental research.

In their measurements of longitudinal velocity of �rst sound Vignos and Fairbank
observed in 1969 a new phase transition in solid Helium-4 [123]. In comparison with
the phase diagram of 3He they concluded that the new phase is body-centered-cubic
ordered, as to be seen in �g.2.1. Experimental investigations are often separated in
concerning the bcc or the hcp phase. Because of the lower density - and the resulting
larger interatomic distance - quantum e�ects in the bcc phase are more pronounced
than in the hcp crystal. The main interest in quantum crystal was in the investigation
of di�usion of defects.

This chapter illustrates the most common experiments done with solid Helium to
investigate the di�usion of defects, plastic �ow and the existence of the supersolid
state in solid Helium.

4.1 Vacancy Di�usion

The main topic in the research on solid Helium is the generation and motion of va-
cancies. The main interest concerns the determination of the energy of formation φf

that is necessary to unhinge an atom out of its lattice site. At it`s former position the
atom leaves a vacant lattice site. Further interest concerns the activation energy φa

to overcome the potential barrier of two neighboring lattice particles. Because of the
existent tunneling probability the activation energy can be treated as a band gab of
a speci�ed width ∆. Thus, ∆ is the third observable in experiments concerning the
motion of vacancies.

The motion of vacancies is mainly determined by di�usion. The most common method

34
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to investigate the di�usivity is the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method. This
method observes the motion of Helium-3 which has a nuclear spin. As mentioned
in section 2.2.4 vacancies in Helium-4 cause inward relaxation. A Helium-3 atom in
solid Helium-4 causes outward relaxation because of the smaller mass. Therefore, a
Helium-3 atom and a neighboring vacant lattice site remain together as a vacancy-
Helium-3 pair because this compensates partly their inward and outward relaxation.
Thus, the Helium-3 atoms act as a kind of marker for vacancies. In chapter 6.4
the experimental results of vacancies and Helium-3 is investigated and therefore the
generation of vacancy-Helium-3 pairs is explained more detailed.

In NMR experiments Berent et al. [13] found for mixtures of Helium-3-Helium-4 in
the bcc phase that the vacancy-Helium-3 pair even moves faster than Helium-3 atoms
in super�uid Helium-4. The high mobility of vacancy-Helium-3 pairs indicates the
extraordinary mobility of vacancies inside a quantum solid. In several experiments
[62, 93] using NMR-spectroscopy the activation energy for a vacancy in hcp solid
Helium was determined to be φa ∼ 15 K .

Another method to investigate vacancies in solid Helium is to explore the lattice pa-
rameter by X-ray Bragg scattering. If a vacancy occurs inside the lattice the lattice
parameters will increase. X-ray scattering allows mainly to determine the energy of
formation φf . The determination of φf gives information about the vacancy concen-
tration by following xv = exp(−φf/kT ). The �rst direct measurement of the vacancy
concentration in bcc solid Helium was done by Granfors et al. [59]. The energy of for-
mation was obtained to be about φf = 9±1 K and the thermal vacancy concentration
received from calculations was about 7 · 10−3. Experiments with hcp solid Helium [45]
obtained at 1.6 K a vacancy concentration of xv ≈ 5 · 10−5 that depends exponentially
on the temperature. In this experiment the formation energy of hcp solid Helium was
determined to be the same as for the bcc phase.

A new method to investigate vacancy properties in solid Helium-4 more directly was
proposed and applied by Zuev et al. [131]. Solid Helium-4 was forced through a porous
membrane. The membrane`s pore width was ≈ 2µm. From the results the vacancy
mobility in solid Helium was determined. The experiment was done to investigate the
steady-state velocity in the membrane as a function of the applied pressure. The linear
behavior of the stress-strain relation was veri�ed to pressures up to 1.8 · 104 dyn/cm2

for hcp Helium-4 and 0.5 · 104 dyn/cm2 for bcc Helium-4. As to be seen in �gure 4.1
the linear behavior between stress and strain indicates elastic strain in solid Helium.
From these results the obtained dependence Dv (T) for Helium-4 can be interpreted as
stimulated tunneling of vacancies associated with phonons [44]. The activation energy
obtained from the experiment was found to be φa ∼ 6-7 K.

In similar experiments concerning plastic �ow the in�uence of vacancy di�usion was
investigated by Berent and Polturak [12, 13]. In these experiment a superconducting
wire of diameter 80 and 24 µm was forced to move through solid Helium driven by
a magnetic �eld. The forced motion was controlled by the Lorentz force, induced by
a dc current through the wire. To neglect melting e�ects by heat transfer the wire
was chosen to be superconductive. A linear dependence of the wire velocity v to the
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Figure 4.1: Stress strain relation of a solid

applied stress σ is characteristic for the Nabarro-Herring mechanism, where the mass
�ow takes place through counter-di�usion of vacancies and atoms due to a vacancy
concentration gradient. In this mechanism the atomic di�usion takes place between
the front of the wire where the stress is high and the back of the wire where the
stress is low. It is interpreted as an exchange mechanism of atoms and vacancies.
If an atom jumps from the front of the wire to the back it leaves a vacant lattice
site. Atoms and vacancies change their position depending on the applied stress. The
vacancy concentration in the front di�ers from the concentration behind the wire. One
assumes that the motion of the wire takes place through di�usion of vacancies towards
the wire while atoms di�use in the opposite direction. Because of the unequal vacancy
concentration before and behind the wire a concentration gradient appears. Following
Fick`s Law of di�usion one obtains a direct relation between the wire�s velocity v and
the atomic di�usion coe�cient Ds:

v

Ω
= Ds

σ

kBT l
, (4.1)

where Ω is the atomic volume, σ the applied stress and l the wire diameter. As a
result the wire�s velocity increased of about two orders of magnitude in crossing the
bcc-hcp transition. Corresponding to the increase of the velocity the activation en-
ergy φa decreased from 15 K down to ∼ 10 K. The decrease of the activation energy
was interpreted as a result from the interaction of phonons. The self di�usion coe�-
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cients of Helium atoms is related to the vacancy di�usion coe�cient by the vacancy
concentration:

Ds = xvDv. (4.2)

Therefore, the investigated atomic di�usion coe�cient is always related to the di�usion
coe�cient of vacancies. Various experiments determined Dv in the order of 10−5

cm2/sec which is in the same order of magnitude as for a liquid. Whereas even after
almost forty years of investigating the behavior of vacancies in solid Helium-4 the exact
determination of the parameters ∆ and φa is still an unsolved problem.

4.2 Plastic Flow

One of the �rst experiment to investigate the plastic �ow in hcp solid Helium-4 was to
measure the force required to move a steel ball through the crystal at nearly constant
velocity [117]. Andreev et al. already attempted a forced motion of a small ball driven
by a magnetic �eld [2]. In these experiments at about 0.5 K there was no observable
displacement of the ball. The velocity was estimated to be less than 2 · 10−7 cm/sec.
Suzuki`s measurements were carried out at pressures between 29 and 51 atmospheres
and temperatures between 1.38 and 2.13 K. Because of the exponential increase of the
di�usion coe�cient with increasing temperature the temperature range investigated
by Suzuki is related with a higher mobility of defects. Velocity rates from 10−3 up to
1 mm/sec were observed while a force in the order of 10 Newton was applied to the
ball. After the maximum force was applied to the ball the force could be reduced to
obtain a steady motion. Because of the drop in the force-displacement dependence the
migration of vacancies was assumed to explain the plastic �ow in solid Helium. Instead
of vacancy assisted motion the motion of crystal dislocations su�ciently explains the
observed behavior.

Another way to investigate the plastic �ow in solid Helium was applied by Sanders
et al. [106]. The process of deformation was done by increasing the pressure linearly
in time in order to push a piston down to an approximately constant rate. The
investigation of the bcc ordered crystal showed that in the case of plastic deformation
the crystal behaves more like a viscous liquid than an ordinary crystalline solid. This
result was attributed to the higher concentration of vacancies in the bcc phase. In
these experiments the process of crystal growth was of a special interest. This was
done to investigate if the process of plastic deformation inside the crystal is supported
by dislocations, which was not observed.
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4.3 The Supersolid Phase

In section 2.4 the theoretical aspects of the supersolid state in Helium-4 are discussed.
After long decades of discussions [25, 108] and experimental research the supersolid
state is today assumed to be a Bose-Einstein condensate of vacancies.

The supersolid is assumed to occur right at the melting line, favored at the bcc phase
between 1.45 K and 1.78 K. Due to the lower density1 near the melting line the
vacancy mobility is maximal. It is unclear however at which critical temperature Tc the
supersolid phase should occur. On the other hand the assumed existence of zero-point-
vacancies at T = 0 suggest that the supersolid could occur at very low temperatures
down to T = 0. The second aspect that remains is that just a limited fraction of
the solid becomes supersolid. The ratio of the supersolid to the normal solid fraction
(ρs/ρ) > 0 is one of the most interesting aspects that has to be investigated. Another
aspect is the critical velocity vc of the particles that form the supersolid fraction.
According to the super�uidity of liquid Helium the critical velocity vc marks the upper
limit for super�uid �ow. Above vc the particles loose the property of frictionless
motion. The velocity of the supersolid fraction should also have such an upper limit.
In super�uid Helium the occurrence of rotons restricts the �ow velocity to ≈ 50 m/sec,
a value that is not proven experimentally. One might expect that there is also an upper
threshold for the velocity of supersolid �ow.

During the last 35 years various experimental approaches were taken to search for the
supersolid. Plastic �ow in solid Helium-4 was investigated [117, 38, 12]2. The motion
of di�erent kind of objects (wire, bullets) through solid Helium was investigated. The
temperature range was chosen between 0.5 and 2.12 K. In the supersolid phase the
particles motion should be frictionless or at least signi�cantly higher than in normal
solid Helium. The experiments showed no evidence of supersolid behavior. A lower
limit for the critical velocity of 10−10 and 10−4 cm/sec depending on the size and
geometric properties of the used object was obtained from the experiments.

Greywall`s method [61] to verify the supersolid state was to measure the capillary
�ow of solid Helium-4 between two pressurized chambers of di�erent pressure. The
pressure gradient should produce a measurable �ow between the two chambers. If the
supersolid phase should occur the �ow in the capillary would have been assumed to be
super�uid. The temperature range was chosen between 30 mK and 1K. The behavior
at pressures between 25 bar (corresponding to the melting pressure) and 50 bar was
investigated. The capillary consists of 25 stainless steel capillaries and each capillary
had a diameter of 20 µm. The pressure di�erence between both chambers was up to
5 bar. No super�uid �ow in the capillary was found.

In 1970 Leggett [87] was the �rst who proposed an experimental possibility to observe
the supersolid state. His approach was to rotate a cylindrical annulus (hollow cylinder)
�lled with solid Helium-4 with constant angular velocity ω. The free energy is given
by:

1especially at the bcc phase
2as described in the former section
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F (ω) = F0 +
1

2
I0ω

2 + ∆F (ω), (4.3)

where F0 = F (0) is the free energy at ω = 0 when the system is non rotating and
I0 = NmR2 the classical moment of inertia in the super�uid liquid. The term ∆F (ω)
describes the supersolid behavior in the system. ∆F (ω) is assumed to be even and
periodic in ω with period ω0:

ω0 =
h̄

χmR2
, (4.4)

where χ is of the order 1. For ω < ω0/2 the function ∆F (ω) can be written as:

∆F (ω) = −1

2
(ρs/ρ)I0ω

2 (4.5)

The expression (ρs/ρ) de�nes the supersolid fraction. In a classical system ρs = 0 and
the expression ∆F (ω) is identical zero. If (ρs/ρ) → 1 even at T = 0 the system di�ers
from classical rotational inertia. Thus, Non-classical-rotational-inertia (NCRI) would
be evidence for a super�uid component.

Reppy et al. [16] investigated the possible phenomenon of NCRI. The assumed lost
of inertia was investigated at 25 mK and pressures starting from the melting line at
25 bar up to 48 bar. Nevertheless, no anomalous behavior was found. The supersolid
fraction was measured to be ρs/ρ < 5 · 10−6, two orders of magnitude smaller than
estimated by Leggett. The critical velocity vc was assumed to be less than 5 · 10−4

cm/sec. Even after reducing the average cavity velocity from 5 · 10−3 cm/sec down
to 5 · 10−4cm/sec the experiment did not show any observable e�ective change of the
results. A small fraction of about 0.04 % of the isotope Helium-3 was added. Even
after reducing the Helium-3 concentration down to 3·10−4 % and variations in pressure
as mentioned above a NCRI-behavior could not been observed. For some decades the
observation of supersolid Helium failed.

In 2004 E. Kim and H.W. Chan did another search for NCRI using a torsional oscillator
containing a porous vycor glass disc [75]. The oscillator was �lled with Helium-4 at
de�nite pressures and temperatures corresponding to the solid phase. The use of vycor
as a porous media was used as a possibility to increase the vacancy concentration. The
vycor was mounted in the hollow cylinder and had an average pore diameter of 7 nm
and pore length 30 nm. In using vycor glass the melting pressure at temperatures
below 1.3 K shifts up to 40 bar, as experimentally observed by several investigations,
i.e. [7]. Otherwise Helium remains super�uid on the tube walls and the motion of the
solid is just an e�ect of the slip motion on a super�uid Helium �lm.

The results of the investigations are presented in �gure 4.2 showing that below 175
mK the drop in the period ∆P indicates some abnormal behavior, which might be
an indication for NCRI. This result was interpreted as the evidence for the existence
of the supersolid phase. Adding a small concentration of Helium-3 made the e�ect
disappear. The observed phenomenon caused a �ood of publications concerning the
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Figure 4.2: The left part shows the experimental setup used by Kim and Chan. The
arrangement mainly consists of the rotating annulus mounted on the bottom of a
cryostat. The picture is taken from [78]. On the right the results for the period at
a function of temperature are shown. The dropdown of the period using Helium-4
occurs at temperatures T < 175 mK. The e�ect does not occur using Helium-3 or an
empty disk, respectively.

possible observation of the supersolid state in solid Helium-4 [5, 6, 14, 21, 22, 23, 26, 29,
30, 31, 35, 49, 50, 73, 82, 83, 84, 86, 100, 104, 107, 109, 115, 120, 124, 125, 128, 129]. The
main critics that arose about the observation was the possible e�ect of slip motion on a
liquid �lm [126]. The possible in�uence of the vycor glass was not satisfyingly su�cient
to accept the evidence for the supersolid state. Therefore, Kim and Chan repeated
the experiment with the same conditions except the use of vycor. The oscillatory tube
was �lled with bulk Helium-4.

They observed a decrease of the period at the same critical temperature as with vycor.
From these results they proposed a phase line for the supersolid, as to be seen in
�gure 4.3. The supersolid fraction was calculated from the results. It depended on
the maximum oscillation frequency and the temperature, respectively. Below 230 mK
the Non-Classic-Rotational-Inertia-Fraction NCRI increased from zero up to between
1 and 2 %. In these experiments it was shown that the supersolid fraction increases
with the applied pressure.
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Figure 4.3: The experimental observed phase line of the supersolid state for solid
Helium-4 at 230 mK obtained by Kim and Chan in 2004 [76]. Below Tc ≈ 230 mK
the resonant period of the rotating annulus decreases as seen in �gure 4.2.

The results are controversial because the supersolid state was assumed to occur most
probable close to the melting line. The occurrence of NCRI at such high pressures
is still not solved. Oshero�3 mentioned this lack in an article of Collins [27]. Solid
Helium at high pressure turns into a classic solid. The critical velocity was found to
be up to 20 − 25 µm / sec. The e�ect could not be observed using pure Helium-3.
Unfortunately, the experiments have not been done using mixtures of both isotopes.

It is still unclear why earlier experiments of Creppy et al. [16] did not observe NCRI.
It is suggested that the concentration of Helium-3 might have been to be too high.
Further experiments are necessary to prove the occurrence of the supersolid at tem-
peratures and pressures obtained by Kim and Chan.

3D. Oshero�: "If they are correct, then I don't understand how supersolids become super. I hope
the theorists are thinking about it seriously." [27]



Chapter 5

Experimental Setup

In this experiment ultra pure (99.9999 %) Helium-4 at temperatures between 1.3 and
2.3 K and pressures according to the solid phase up to 20 bar above the melting
pressure pm was expanded into vacuum through a small pinhole ori�ce of diameter
between 1 and 5 µm. The Helium gas was cooled by means of a bath cryostat providing
temperatures T0 = 1.3 - 4.3 K. Originally, the apparatus was designed to investigate
molecular beams of liquid Helium [64].

In �gure 5.1 the scheme of the apparatus is shown. The apparatus mainly consists of
a bath cryostat (3) and two separate vacuum chambers (1),(2). The nozzle assembly
(4) is mounted at the bottom of the cryostat.

5.1 Vacuum System

The apparatus consists of two vacuum chambers, as shown in 5.1. The source vacuum
chamber (1) contains the cryostat (3) and the nozzle assembly (4). The setup of the
nozzle assembly is explained in section 5.3. The second vacuum chamber (2) is used
as a pitot detector chamber. The pressure pdet measured in this chamber is used to
investigate the oscillations in the beam �ux intensity. Both chambers are connected
by an aperture of 30 mm diameter at a variable distance of 10-50 mm from the jet
source. The experimental setup is shown in �gure 5.3 and �gure 5.2.

Several fore-pumps were used to produce a fore-vacuum in the range of 10−2 mbar.
Table 5.1 gives an overview of the di�erent pumping units (5-8) used in both chambers.
Additionally, �gure 5.3 and 5.2 show the position of the pumps. The source chamber is
pumped by two turbomolcular pumps, a Pfei�er TPH 170 (�g. 5.3 (7)) and a Leybold
Turbovac 1000 (�g. 5.2 (5)), and one di�usion pump (6) having a pumping speed
of 6000 l/sec. An additional ba�el is used to prevent oil di�usion into the vacuum
chamber. Thus, the pumping speed of the di�usion pump is reduced to about 3000
l/sec. The detector chamber is pumped by two Pfei�er TMH 1601 P (�g. 5.2 (8))
turbomolecular pumps.

While cooling with liquid Helium down to temperature T = 4.3 K the Helium gas jet

42
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the apparatus. The cryostat (3) is mounted in the source
chamber. The supply tube for the Helium 6.0 gas leads through the Helium reservoir.
Thus, the gas is pre-cooled in the inner reservoir before it enters the nozzle assembly
(4) at the bottom of the cryostat. In this scheme the outer reservoir of the bath
cryostat for LN2 is not shown. On the inset the nozzle head is shown. Point (I) marks
the outer screw pressing on the steel-made socket (II). The nozzle (IV) has a diameter
between 1 and 5 µm. The nozzle is placed in the nozzle head (V). A gold seal (III)
keeps the assembly hermetically sealed.

Description Pumping speed [l/sec] Application
2 · Pfei�er TMH 1601 P 2 · 1380 Detector chamber

Pfei�er TPH 170 170 Source chamber
Leybold Turbovac 1000 1000 Source chamber

Di�usion pump 3000 Source chamber

Table 5.1: Overview of the di�erent pumping units. The total pumping speed of both
vacuum chambers is 6930 liters per second. In �gure 5.2 the di�erent pumping units
(except the Pfei�er THP 170) are shown: Leybold Turbovac 1000(5), Di�usion pump
(6) , Pfei�er TMH 1601 P (8)
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup of the apparatus. The left vacuum chamber (1) con-
tains the bath-cryostat (3). Through the window (enlarged at the inlet) the position
of the nozzle assembly (4) is visible, which is covered by a radiation shield. The beam
direction is indicated by the white points. The beam leaves the nozzle and enters
the detector chamber (2) through an aperture with a diameter of 30 mm. Inside the
detector chamber the single droplets hit the wall and vaporize (end of the white dotted
line). The di�erent pumping units are shown (5-8) according to table 5.1.

becomes liquid. This process is observable as an increase of the detector chamber�s
pressure pdet and the source chamber�s pressure psource of about one order of mag-
nitude. The jet enters the detector chamber through the aperture and vaporizes by
hitting the chambers wall. Thus, the amount of emerging gas in the detector chamber
is in the range of 50 liters per second at a corresponding pressure pdet ≈ 10−5 mbar
with a pumping speed of approximately 2760 l/sec1.

5.2 Cooling Technique and Cryostat Application

The cooling is achieved by means of a bath cryostat. The bath cryostat (CryoVac
3 - 04 - 3957 A) consists of two separate cylindrical reservoirs for liquid Nitrogen

1Calibrated to N2
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(LN2)2 (outer reservoir) and liquid Helium (inner reservoir). The capacity of the
Helium reservoir is 7.5 l. To decrease and �nally to control the temperature a roots
pump and a fore-pump is connected to the Helium reservoir, as shown in �gure 5.3
(9). The pumping speed is su�cient to decrease the vapor pressure down to pvap ≥
1.6 mbar. This pressure mainly determines the minimal temperature of the system
(around 1.3 Kelvin) as explained in the next section. The minimal temperature is
furthermore depending on the nozzle diameter and on the pressure psource in the source
chamber. The beam �ux intensity is proportional to the square of the nozzle diameter.
A high beam �ux increases the vacuum pressure psource and pdet. Especially a high
vacuum pressure psource in the source chamber increases the heat transfer between the
chamber�s wall and the cryostat. This causes an increase of the temperature. Because
of the high amount of vaporized Helium gas the pressure in the upper part of the
vacuum chamber is up to one order of magnitude higher than in the lower part of the
chamber. Therefore, a 170 l/sec Pfei�er turbo pump (�g. 5.3 (7)) was used to achieve
a vacuum in the order of 10−6 mbar and �nally to reach low temperatures.

The cooling process occurs in the following steps. First the outer reservoir is �lled up
with liquid Nitrogen (LN2) by pumping the liquid with an overpressure of about 0.3
bar from a LN2 tank through a te�on connection line into the Nitrogen reservoir of the
cryostat. The connection line is visible in �gure 5.3 (10): It leads from the reservoir
can to the top of the cryostat.

After the outer LN2 reservoir is �lled up, the inner Helium reservoir is pre-cooled with
LN2. To �ll liquid LN2 into the inner reservoir a hopper is used. After approximately
4-5 liters3 of LN2 are vaporized the �nal temperature in the inner reservoir is about 120
Kelvin. This LN2 pre-cooling saves approximately 20 liters of liquid Helium. When
the temperature increases again the Nitrogen is completely vaporized and the liquid
Helium can be �lled in. A connection line from the Helium can is put into the ori�ce
of the inner reservoir. By overpressure the liquid Helium �ows from the Helium dewar
into the inner reservoir. Helium gas that vaporizes inside the reservoir of the cryostat
�ows out of the cryostat, passes the roots pump and the fore-pump and is �nally
recycled in a Helium recovery system.

By �lling the inner reservoir with liquid Helium the temperature decreases down to
4.3 Kelvin. This temperature corresponds to the vapor pressure of liquid Helium-4 at
one atmosphere. Figure 5.4 shows the vapor pressure of Helium-4 in dependence of
temperature. After �lling the inner reservoir with about 7.5 liters of liquid Helium the
connection line is taken out of the cryostat and the ori�ce of the inner Helium-reservoir
is closed. By pumping the vaporized Helium gas by a fore-pump a �nal vapor pressure
about 30-40 mbar is achievable. This pressure corresponds to a temperature of about
T0 = 2.3 K. An additional roots pump (�g. 5.3 (9)) reduces the vapor pressure down
to 1.6 mbar. The pressure pvap = 1.6 mbar corresponds to the temperature T0 = 1.3
K (�g. 5.4 (3)). This is the lowest temperature that can be reached.

2Instead of "liquid Nitrogen" the shortcut "LN2" will be used
3The quantity of 4-5 liters of LN2 is an empirical value.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup of the apparatus. The bath cryostat (3) is mounted
on the top of the source chamber. Through the white connection line (10) liquid N2 is
transported into the cryostat. On the top of the vertical bath-cryostat the corrugated
tube connects the roots pump (9) to the liquid Helium bath. By pumping the vapor
above the liquid Helium the temperature is de�ned by the vapor pressure for Helium.
The detector chamber (2) is used as a pitot detector chamber. The ultra pure Helium
6.0 gas is transferred from the bottle (11) to the cryostat. The nozzle pressure p0 is
indicated at the pressure gauge (11) Through the window the nozzle assembly (4) and
the liquid jet is visible. An additionally turbo pump (7) is used to achieve a better
vacuum in the source chamber, as described in section 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: Vapor pressure of Helium-4 in dependence of temperature. Point (1)
marks the temperature T0 = 4.3 K that corresponds to a vapor pressure of atmosphere
pressure. Using the �rst pumping stage the vapor pressure can be reduced down to
approximately 40 mbar, which corresponds to a temperature of about T0 = 2.3 K
(Point 2). The second pumping stage allows the reduction of the vapor pressure down
to 1.6 mbar. This pressure corresponds to the lowest temperature reachable in this
experiment (Point 3) T0 ' 1.3 K.

5.3 Nozzle Assembly

The ultra pure Helium gas is injected through a steel tube. It leads through the bath
cryostat into the copper made cooling head (�gure 5.5) at the bottom of the cryostat.

Figure 5.5 shows the complete nozzle assembly mounted at the bottom of the cryostat.
The upper block is made of copper and is hollow at the inside. The lower copper block
consists the actual nozzle assembly. On the top of the upper block the supply tube of
the ultra pure 6.0 Helium-4 leads directly into the block. The Helium gas is already
pre-cooled on entering the nozzle assembly because the supply tube goes through the
inner reservoir which is at the temperature of the liquid Helium 1.3 K < T < 4.3 K.

In the inset of �gure 5.1 the construction scheme of the nozzle head (4) is shown. The
nozzle (IV) is placed in front of the cooling head. Through this ori�ce Helium 6.0 is
expanded into vacuum by a controllable source pressure p0 in the supply line. Point (I)
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Figure 5.5: Nozzle assembly that is mounted at the bottom of the cryostat. The upper
block is also �lled with liquid Helium. The lower block is mounted by screws. In the
front the supply line for the ultra pure 6.0 Helium-4 gas is shown. The supply line
enters the lower copper block at the opposite site as the nozzle head. In the front the
mounted nozzle holder is shown. The schematic drawing in �gure 5.1 shows the build
up of the nozzle holder.

marks the outer screw pressing on the steel-made socket (II). A gold seal (III) keeps
the alignment hermetically sealed. The nozzles are produced by Ro�n [103]. They
consist of an outer ring and a thin foil of a thickness which is comparable to the ori�ce
diameter. The ori�ce itself is cut by a laser beam. The producer gives a tolerance of
the diameter of between 20 and 40 percent. As one can see in �gure 5.6 the ori�ce is
not perfectly round and the diameter varies depending on the deepness. Because of
the distorted geometry unexpected e�ects during the experiments are always present.
In this experiment mainly 2 µm were used, but nozzles with diameter 1, 3 and 5 µm
were also used.

A problem that often occurred was the clogging of the nozzle. Because of the small
nozzle diameters even smallest particles were able to clog the ori�ce. Thus, the pu-
ri�cation of the system and mainly of the supply line of the He 6.0 gas was a very
important aspect. Several �lters were mounted into the supply line. One �lter with
an average pore diameter of 0.5 µm was also mounted into the nozzle head. The
extremely carefully handling of those �lter elements and the clean-up of the nozzle
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Figure 5.6: Electron microscope illumination of the conventional nozzles. The ori�ce
is made by a laser beam. In the inlet the magni�cation of the ori�ce shows the
distorted geometry caused by the laser. Thus, the nozzle diameter d0 has a tolerance
of between 20 and 40 percent. The nozzles are produced by Ro�n [103]. Nozzles with
diameter between 1 and 5 µ m were used, but mainly the experiments were done with
d0 = 2 µm nozzles. This microscope illumination shows a nozzle with d0 = 2 µm. The
tube channel`s length is comparable to the nozzle diameter.

assembly prevents any contamination. If the suspicion arose that any pollution could
have occurred the nozzle assembly and the supply line was cleaned several times.

5.4 Calibration of the Nozzle Diameter

Investigating the nozzle diameter�s in�uence to the present e�ect such as the period
of the oscillations the exact nozzle diameter must be determined. Measuring the beam
�ux intensity through the ori�ce o�ers a practical method to determine the exact
nozzle diameter [63]. Given by the continuity equation the mass �ow rate for a steady,
one-dimensional, isentropic �ow in a channel is given by

ṁ = ρuexitA, (5.1)

where ρ is the density, uexit the �ow velocity and A the cross section at a given point in
a channel. In this approximation Helium is assumed to behave as an ideal gas, so that
the �ow properties at the nozzle outlet (A = πd2

0/4) can be expressed analytically in
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terms of the source pressure p0 and temperature T0. Following the ideal gas equation
one obtains

ṁ =
π

4
d2

0

f(γ)√
R

p0√
T0

, (5.2)

with

f(γ) =
γ

1
2

(γ+1
2

)
γ+1

2(γ−1)

, (5.3)

where R = R/M , with R the universal gas constant and M the molar mass. For Helium
one obtains for the quotient γ = cp/cv = 5/3 and R = 2078 J/kg · K. For an ideal gas
the mass m is given by m = pV/RTgas, whereas the mass �ow ṁ must coincide with
the pV-�ow Q̇ through the intake port of the source chamber`s pump. The derivation
of the pV-energy can be expressed by Q̇ = p∗sourceS1, where S1 is the pumping speed
at the intake partial pressure in the source chamber p∗source. Assuming that Tgas is
the temperature of the gas streaming through the pump it follows from the ideal gas
equation:

pV = mRTgas =⇒ m =
pV

RTgas
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RTgas
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One obtains for the nozzle diameter d0

d0 =

√
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√

RTsource
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= d1

√
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√
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Tsource

, (5.6)

where d1 ' 8.16 cm is a constant obtained with S1 = 3 · 103 l/sec and Tgas ≈ 300 K.
Equation 5.6 was derived for a single chamber vacuum system, whereas the present
experiment consists of two chambers. Both vacuum chambers are equipped with dif-
ferent pumps. Thus, both vacuum systems have di�erent pumping speeds. Therefore,
the equation has to be expanded under the assumption that the beam partly evapo-
rates in the source chamber and is �nally annihilated in the detection chamber. The
calibration was done at room temperature so that the squareroot relation between T0

and Tsource in equation 5.6 simpli�es. The relation for the nozzle diameter is expressed
in the following way:

d0 = 81600

√
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source)
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+
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(p1
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det)
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0)
) · 5.9

1000
· 103 [µm] (5.7)
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As a standard procedure the pressure in the source chamber pressure psource and de-
tector chamber pdet was measured at two di�erent source pressures p0, generally p1

0 =
10-20 bar and p2

0 = 0 bar. Comparing the diameter obtained by calibration and the
diameter given by the producer it varies in a range of approximately 5-30 percent. The
deviation is signi�cantly larger for the 1 µm nozzles. Appendix D gives an overview
of the used nozzles.

5.5 Temperature and Pressure Controlling

In section 5.2 the cooling process was described, whereas in this section the procedure
of temperature controlling is illustrated. The liquid Helium bath`s vapor pressure pvap

is controlled by a valve4 placed between the Helium reservoir of the bath-cryostat and
the roots pump, as seen in �gure 5.3(3). The valve opens or closes depending on pvap

with an accuracy of 0.2 mbar. In changing the vapor pressure the temperature is
estimated according to:

T0 = 0.432 + 0.00476 ∗ P 0.838
vap + 0.78955 ∗ P 0.1822

vap (5.8)

According to the exponential dependence between temperature T0 and vapor pressure
pvap the resolution of the vapor pressure pvap (± 0.2 mbar) a�ects the resolution of
the temperature T0, as shown in �gure 5.7: For low temperatures T < 1.4 K the
temperature resolution approximately amounts to be between 15 and 20 mK, whereas
at higher temperatures around 1.86 K the average resolution of the temperature is
approximately 4 mK. Nevertheless, the temperature resolution is su�cient for this
experiment, even in the low temperature limit.

The source pressure�s resolution is determined visually by a manometer. The pressure
is regulated manually by increasing or decreasing the valve. The manometer`s range
is between 0 and 100 bar with a resolution of 0.5 bar. The source pressure p0 was
detected manually. Thus, an error for p0 of +/- 0.1 bar is assumed.

5.6 Data Acquisition and Processing

The most interesting observable in this experiment is the detector pressure pdet . This
pressure pdet is measured as a function of time. To determine pdet a conventional
Bayard-Alpert ionization pressure gauge of type Huntington Typ TK-150 was used.
The signal was ampli�ed with a Granville Phillips Ionization Gauge Controller type
330 and �nally digitalized with a Keithley 2000 voltmeter. Via a GPIB interface card
(IEEE 488) the signal was recorded with a conventional Lab View Software [85] of
National Instruments. The corresponding Lab View programm recorded the detector
pressure as a function of time with a minimal resolution of one data value each 100

4Control Butter�y Valve by VAT with included step motor DN 63 Series 61.1, controlled by a
VAT Adaptive Pressure Controller PL-3
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Figure 5.7: Temperature T0 as a function of the vapor pressure pvap in the low temper-
ature regime. The exponential dependence a�ects the resolution in temperature: At
temperatures above 1.8 K the resolution of pvap = 0.2 mbar changes the temperature
of about 4 mK. At lower temperatures T0 < 1.4 K the resolution amounts between 15
and 20 mK. The data of pvap(T) are taken from [122].

msec. The average resolution in time was 250 msec up to 500 msec. Additionally the
synchronous recording of the source temperature T0 was also done with the same data
acquisition via GPIB.



Chapter 6

Experimental Results

6.1 Investigations of the Liquid Beam

If the cryostat`s temperature reaches 4.3 K the Helium gas streaming through the
nozzle liqui�es and generates a beam of liquid Helium. The liquid jet propagates as
a smooth cylindrical �lament until it spontaneously breaks up into a stream of mono-
disperse droplets [46]. Figure 6.1 shows a picture of the liquid Helium jet. Additionally,
the mechanism of Rayleigh break up is illustrated, where L is the �lament`s length.

L

d0

Figure 6.1: Left: Picture of the uniform Helium jet [64]. Right: According to the
behavior of Rayleigh breakup the uniform �lament breaks up into single droplets at a
de�nite decay length L.

The condition for this type of jet decay is a laminar �ow inside the ori�ce, de�ned by
the Reynolds numbers Re = ρvd0/η ≈ 1200, where ρ, v and η are the density, velocity
and viscosity of the liquid, respectively. In this regime the decay length L is given by
[64]

53
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Figure 6.2: Detector chamber pressure pdet as a function of time. At a constant
temperature T = 1.87 K the source pressure p0 (dotted line) is increased stepwise
from below to above the melting pressure pm (right scale). At pressures p0 above the
melting pressure the detector pressure pdet starts to oscillate with a de�nite period τ
in the range of seconds up to minutes. The amplitude and the period τ increases with
the source pressure p0. (d0(#16) = 2.0 µm)

L ' 12v[

√
ρd3

0

σ
+

3ηd0

σ
] (6.1)

where σ is the surface tension of the liquid. For low viscosity �uids the droplet for-
mation point primarily depends on the �rst term in equation 6.1. With d0 = 2µm,
ρ(4He) = 125 kg/m3, σ(4He) = 2.39 · 10−4 N/m and the exit velocity v ≈ 200 m/sec
the �laments length can be determined to be L ≈ 5 mm. After leaving the nozzle the
liquid Helium beam is cooled down by evaporative cooling to a �nal temperature of
about T = 0.42 K. Approximately 20% of the liquid vaporizes and sees to it that the
pressure psource inside the source chamber increases, as well.

Liquid Helium jets have been copiously investigated by Grisenti [64] and Grams [56].
This work is devoted to investigate the oscillations of the beam �ux intensity. The
most interesting observable is the period τ and its dependence on temperature T and
source pressure p0. The investigation of the Geyser e�ect separates in two parts. As
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to be seen the behavior of the period τ changes at temperatures below Tc = 1.58 K.
Section 6.2 shows the experimental results at T0 > 1.7 K and the following section 6.3
presents the investigations obtained in the temperature range below 1.7 K. Section 6.4
illuminates the investigations of the in�uence of Helium-3, and �nally the in�uence of
the nozzle diameter is presented in section 6.5.

6.2 Experimental Results at T0 > 1.7 Kelvin

This section shows the experimental results of the period`s dependence on source
pressure p0 and temperature T0 > 1.7 K. The section begins with the results of τ as
a function of the source pressure p0 at �xed temperature T0. Then the dependence of
the period τ is shown as a function of temperature T0 at �xed source pressure p0.

6.2.1 Dependence on Source Pressure with Fixed Temperature

The experimental results of the investigation of the Geyser e�ect in solid Helium-4
begins with the dependence on the source pressure p0 at constant temperatures T0

> 1.7 K. Figure 6.2 shows the time dependent pressure pdet in the detector chamber
while the source pressure p0 is increased from pressures below pm corresponding to the
liquid phase at a constant temperature T = 1.87 K. As long as the source pressure p0

< pm (0 - 500 seconds) the detector pressure pdet is related to the source pressure p0 by
the bernoulli relation pdet ∝

√
p0, as seen for p0 < 33.4 bar. After 200 and 500 seconds

the pressure p0 is increased of 0.5 bar, respectively. By increasing p0 above pm the
beam �ux intensity starts to oscillate. The period τ and the amplitude increases with
increasing the source pressure p0. In �gure 6.3 the time dependent detector pressure
pdet of the measurement shown in �gure 6.2 is shown for several source pressures p0 in a
stretched time scale. The oscillations occur not right at source pressure p0 = pm = 33.4
bar, but slightly above at a certain pressure pτ that is between the melting pressure pm

and 34 bar. The oscillations are constant in period, period shape and in intensity, as
well. The period τ at p0 = 34 bar is in order of seconds (τ ≈ 7 seconds) and increases
up to τ ≈ 82 seconds for p0 = 38.4 bar.

The same kind of measurement is also done for several source temperatures to show
that pτ corresponds to pm. Figure 6.4 shows the result obtained with four di�erent
temperatures between 1.78 and 1.98 K. The source pressure p0 (dotted line) is increased
of about 0.5 bar at time intervals of ≈ 100 seconds, respectively. The detector pressure
pdet is observed to oscillate if the source pressures p0 is right above the melting pressure
pm. Investigating the temperature range between 2.1 K and 1.78 K the periodic
behavior always occurs at the melting line by increasing the source pressure p0 at
�xed temperature, as seen in �gure 6.5. Deviations of pτ (T) from the melting line are
explained by the resolution of the source pressure: the increase of the source pressure
occurred with a resolution of 0.5 bar according to the minimum scale range of the
manometer. The pressure was recorded visually. Regarding �gure 6.4 the change of
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Figure 6.3: Increasing the source pressure p0 at a source temperature T = 1.87 K. The
measurement is also shown in �gure 6.2. Following the corresponding points in the
phase diagram the pressure pdet inside the detection chamber increases. If the source
pressure overcome the melting line the detector pressure signal starts oscillating. The
period τ increases with increasing the source pressure p0. (d0(#16) = 2.0 µm)
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Figure 6.4: Time dependence of the detector pressure pdet at constant source tem-
peratures T between 1.78 and 1.98 K by increasing the source pressure p0. Starting
from pressures below pm the source pressure p0 (dotted line) is increased of about 0.5
bar in time intervals of ≈ 100 seconds. At pressures p0 > pm the detector pressure
pdet oscillates in the range of seconds. The corresponding pressure pτ (T) is found to
be approximately the melting pressure pm The points in the phase diagram indicate
pτ (T) at the temperatures T and source pressures p0, at which the oscillations occur.
( nozzle diameter: T = 1.98 K d0(#16) = 2.0 µm, T = 1.91 K and T = 1.78 d0(#26)
= 1.3 µm, T = 1.82 K (d0(#27) = 1.81 µm)
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Figure 6.5: Pressure pτ (T) at which the oscillations start to occur by increasing the
source pressure p0 starting in the liquid phase in a temperature range between 2.1
and 1.7 K: The pressure pτ ≈ pm indicates that the e�ect is related to the solid phase
of Helium-4. Small deviations of pτ from the melting pressure are explained by the
resolution of the source pressure: the increase of p0 occurred with a resolution of 0.5
bar according to the minimum scale range of the manometer.
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Figure 6.6: Period τ as a function of source pressure p0 at �xed source temperature T
= 1.83, 1.87 and 2.17 K, respectively. On the right side the dependence τ(p0) is shown
again at temperature T = 1.87 in a corresponding scale. The pressure range of p0 up
to 30 bar above the melting pressure o�ers a relation between p0 and τ as derived in
equation 7.1

the source pressure p0 and the detection pressure pdet practically occurs without any
delay.

The dependence τ(p0) for three di�erent temperatures T = 1.83, 1.87 and 2.17 K is
shown in �gure 6.6. The dependence of the period as a function of the source pressure
is found to be non-linear. The period is investigated for source pressures up to 30
bar above the melting pressure pm. As p0 increases above the melting pressure pm the
period τ changes according to:

τ = %(p0 − pm)γ, (6.2)

with a critical exponent γ between ≈ 0.5 and 0.7 and % as a pre-factor in the range
about 10 − 102. In section 7.10 the coe�cients are presented separately for each
temperature.

The period τ is obtained from the oscillating detector pressure pdet. Figure 6.7 shows
the time dependent detector pressure pdet monitored at temperature T = 1.83 K for
source pressures p0 between 32 and 54 bar. At pressures p0 > pm the detector pressure
shows the expected oscillations. The period τ increases with increasing source pres-
sures p0. The noisy signal of the vacuum detector pressure pdet results from an early
experimental setup where the noise of the used roots pump in the source chamber af-
fected the detector signal. Typically, for pressures close to pm the periodic curve shape
shows a sawtooth like behavior. For higher source pressures p0 > 45 bar the curve
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Figure 6.7: Time dependent detector pressure pdet monitored at temperature T =
1.83 K for source pressures p0 between 32 and 54 bar. The phase diagram in the
inlet shows the corresponding source pressures p0. At pressures p0 > pm the detector
pressure shows the expected oscillations. The period τ increases with increasing source
pressures p0. (d0(#05) = 2.0 µm)
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Figure 6.8: Time dependent detector pressure pdet monitored at temperature T = 2.17
K. The source pressures p0 was increased between 45 and 71 bar. The phase diagram
in the inlet shows the corresponding source pressures p0. At pressures p0 > pm ≈ 45
bar the detector pressure pdet shows the oscillating character. The period τ increases
with increasing source pressures p0. (d0(#05) = 2.0 µm)
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shape shows a sharp peak. In �gure 6.6 the period τ(p0) is also shown for temperature
T = 2.17 K. The corresponding oscillations of the detector pressure pdet are presented
in �gure 6.8 at source pressures between 45 and 71 bar. For both temperatures T =
1.83 and 2.17 the curve shape of the oscillating detector pressure pdet is found to be
identical.

The results can be summarized as follows: The period τ(p0) is found to be increasing
with increased source pressure p0. In the temperature range between 2.1 and 1.8 K
the oscillation of the detector pressure pdet occurs at source pressures p0 ≈ pm. One
more detail can be observed in the experimental results: In �gure 6.6: At a constant
source pressure p0 = 50 bar the period is found to be τ(T1) ≈ 140 sec at temperature
T1 = 2.17 K. For the same source pressure p0 and temperature T2 = 1.83 K is found
to be τ(T1) ≈ 530 sec. Thus, the results show that with decreasing temperature T and
constant source pressure p0 the period τ increases. The investigation of this behavior
is shown in the following section.

6.2.2 Dependence on Temperature with Fixed Source Pressure

In this section the beam �ux intensity is investigated at �xed source pressure p0 and
decreasing source temperature T0 starting from the liquid phase, respectively. In
this work one of the main topics is the investigation of the period τ as a function of
temperature T. The �rst experimental results are shown in �gure 6.9. Beginning at
temperature T0 = 1.9 K and �xed source pressure p0 = 35 bar the detector pressure
pdet is monitored as a function of time. In intervals of approximately 300 till 1500
seconds the temperature was stepwise decreased about ∆T ≈ 0.2 K. In the inset of
�gure 6.9 the phase diagram indicates the process of the measurement. The detector
pressure doesn't show any oscillating character as long as the conditions belong to the
liquid phase, similar to the results obtained in the previous section. The maximum of
the oscillating peaks is observed to be always constant at pdet ≈ 4.16 · 10−5 mbar. The
observation indicates that the beam �ux intensity after the collapse is temperature
independent. Besides the peak�s amplitude the period is the second parameter that
increases with decreasing temperature.

The same data are presented in �gure 6.10 where the obtained period τ is shown as a
function of temperature. The oscillations of pdet occur at T = 1.9 K with a period τ ≈
10 sec. At temperatures T > 1.78 K the period increases almost linear with decreasing
temperature. At T = 1.78 K the extraordinary increase of the period is recognizable.
This temperature corresponds to the transition between the hcp and bcc phase, as to
be seen in the phase diagram of �gure 6.10 (dashed line). In �gure 6.9 the temperature
is T = 1.78 K is reached at time t = 3600 sec which is indicated with the dashed line.
The time range is split into times according to temperatures above (1) and below (2)
the hcp-bcc transition temperature T = 1.78 K. Whereas in this illustration of the
time dependent detector pressure pdet(t) the enormous increase of the period is not
pronounced.

To show the e�ect more distinctive the oscillating detector pressure pdet is shown in
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Figure 6.9: Time dependent measurement of the detector pressure pdet with decreasing
source temperature from 1.9 K down to 1.7 K and �xed source pressure p0 = 35 bar.
The temperature is indicated with the dotted line (right scale). The left scale shows
the detector pressure pdet. The temperature was decreased stepwise in intervals of
300 till 1500 seconds. The inset shows the region of the measurement in the phase
diagram. At temperatures below the melting temperature Tm the detector pressure
pdet oscillates. With decreasing temperature the period τ and the period`s amplitude
increases. The top of the amplitude shows a �xed line at the maximum detector
pressure pdet ≈ 4.16 · 10−5 mbar. The temperature range is split (dashed line at t =
3600 sec): at temperatures T > 1.78 K (1) the solid is hcp ordered, whereas at T <
1.78 K (2) for low pressures the bcc phase occurs. (nozzle diameter: d0(#17) = 2.28
µm)
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�gure 6.11 with an increased time resolution for some selected temperatures above
and below T = 1.78 K. For T > 1.78 K the oscillating curve shape is observed to
be almost independent of temperature. The curve shape at temperatures close to the
melting line (T = 1.90 K) is comparable with an asymmetric sawtooth signal. The
shape shows a linear positive slope up to the maximum of pdet followed by a negative
linear slope down to the minimum detector pressure pdet,bg. With the increased time
resolution the enormous increase of the period τ is presented much more detailed at
temperatures T < 1.78 K. Also the periodic curve shape changes explicitly. The sharp
peak is identical, whereas the attenuating part shows a much more detailed shape.

Figure 6.10: Period τ as a function of temperature at p0 = 35 bar according to the
measurement of �gure 6.9. The temperature range is split for temperatures above and
below 1.78 K (dashed line) For T > 1.78 K the period τ increases almost linear with
decreasing temperature. At T < 1.78 K the period τ increases extraordinarily. The
separation of the temperature range is also shown in the phase diagram. At T = 1.78
K the transition between the hcp and bcc phase of Helium-4 occurs.

The temperature dependence of the period τ is also investigated for several source
pressures p0. The results obtained for τ(T) for source pressure p0 = 32, 35 and 41
bar, respectively, is presented in �gure 6.12. Independent of the source pressure the
period τ increases almost linearly with decreasing temperature. At temperatures T ≈
1.78 K the period increases extraordinarily. The measurements show that the increase
is independent of the source pressure p0 and depends only on the temperature T. A
possible explanation is given by considering the phase diagram: The temperature T
= 1.78 K corresponds to the hcp-bcc phase transition.

The investigation of the temperature dependence of the period τ shows that the period
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Figure 6.11: The oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of temperature and
constant source pressure p0 = 35 bar. According to �gure 6.9 the signal is shown with
an increased time resolution for some selected temperatures above and below T = 1.78
K. At temperatures T = 1.78 K the period τ increases extraordinarily and the periodic
curve shape alters for low temperatures. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure 6.12: Period τ as a function of temperature at three di�erent source pressures
p0 = 32, 35 and 41 bar, respectively. Independent of p0 the period jumps up at
T0 ≈ 1.78 K, indicated by the dashed line. The result is associated to be depending
on the hcp-bcc phase transition. Similar to the investigations of increasing the source
pressure the periodic e�ect appears right at the melting line at corresponding melting
temperature. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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increases with decreasing temperature. The enormous increase of τ at T = 1.78 K will
be explained by the change of the crystalline structure in section 7.9. The results show
that the period acts very sensitive to changes in the structure of solid Helium. As to
be seen in the next section the periodic behavior exhibits an unknown behavior of
solid Helium-4 that can be investigated explicitly by the dependence of the period as
a function of pressure and temperature.
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6.3 Experimental Results at T0 < 1.7 Kelvin

In this section the investigation of the period τ in the temperature regime below 1.7 K
is presented. The experimental results are obtained in the same way as the results in
the previous section. The period is investigated as a function of temperature at �xed
source pressure, and vice versa. First, the periodic behavior is illustrated as a function
of temperature at �xed source pressure. As a main result below Tc = 1.58 K the
period decreases with decreasing temperature, showing the exact opposite behavior
as for temperatures above 1.58 K. Therefore, a critical temperature Tc = 1.58 K is
introduced. As to be seen in �gure 6.13 the curve shape is independent of the source
pressures and temperatures T < Tc. Finally the periodic behavior depending on source
pressure p0 is shown. The results exhibit the existence of two regimes in the phase
diagram of solid Helium-4 in which oscillations are not observable in the signal of the
detector pressure pdet.

6.3.1 Period as a Function of Temperature

In this section the period τ is investigated as a function of temperature below 1.7 K at
constant source pressure p0. In �gure 6.14 the period τ is shown at �xed source pressure
p0 = 33 bar. For temperatures between T0 = 1.85 K and 1.42 K. The corresponding
temperatures and pressures are shown in the phase diagram below. Down to T = 1.78
K the period τ increases linearly with decreasing temperature. At 1.78 K (right dotted
line) there is a step rise in the period as already discussed. Further decreasing of the
temperature down to Tc = 1.58 K let the period increase to a maximum value of τmax

= 124 seconds (left dotted line). The temperature where the maximum of τ occurs is
denoted as the critical temperature Tc. For temperatures between Tc = 1.58 K and
1.5 K the period decreases. Below T = 1.5 K the period is almost constant around
τmin ≈ 50 seconds. The critical temperature Tc seems to split the phase diagram in
two temperature regimes.

The �rst hint is given by the corresponding detector pressure pdet. According to the
measurement shown in �gure 6.14 the oscillating detector pressure pdet is presented for
several temperatures in �gure 6.15. The observed oscillations at temperatures T > 1.64
K correspond to the results of the previous section: the curve shape of the oscillations
changes signi�cantly at temperatures below T = 1.78 K. After the peak occurs (t =
0) the detector pressure pdet decreases down to a plateau (≈ 4.52 · 10−5 mbar for T =
1.64 K). Again, the detector pressure pdet decreases for times t > 60 seconds till the
next peak occurs. At temperature Tc = 1.58 K the period τ is maximal. Comparing
the corresponding curve shape with the plateau at T = 1.65 K the detector pressure
decreases to pdet,bg. Below Tc the shape canges to a single narrow spike followed by a
plateau. Furthermore the period`s amplitude decreases with decreasing temperature.

The temperature dependence of the period τ in the regime above and below 1.58 K is
also investigated for several source pressures p0. In �gure 6.16 the period τ is shown
as a function of temperature for six di�erent source pressures p0 between 29 and 40.3
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Figure 6.13: Periodic shape below 1.58 K at di�erent source pressures and tempera-
tures T < 1.58 K. The shape is always identical, whereas the peak�s amplitude depends
on the source pressure. As a main result the period τ is shorter than for temperatures
T ≈ 1.58 K. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure 6.14: The period τ as a function of temperature at constant source pressure p0

= 33 bar. Below the points of the measurements are indicated in the phase diagram
of Helium-4. At temperatures T > 1.58 K the period τ increases with decreasing
temperature. At T = 1.78 K (right dotted line) the period τ increases extraordinarily.
At Tc = 1.58 (left dotted line) the period τmax = 124 seconds is maximal. Whith
decreasing the temperature below 1.58 K the period decreases down to τmin ≈ 50
seconds. (d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure 6.15: Time dependent detector pressure pdet for several temperatures at con-
stant source pressure p0 = 33 bar. The curve shape of the oscillations alters in crossing
T = 1.78 K. As seen for T = 1.64 K the signal decreases down to a plateau (≈ 4.52·10−5

mbar) after the peak occurred. For times t > 60 seconds the detector pressure pdet

decreases again till the next peak occurs. At temperature Tc = 1.58 K the period τmax

is maximal. Compared with the plateau at T = 1.64 K the detector pressure decreases
more intensive. This behavior becomes more detailed at temperatures T < Tc. The
period decreases and the periodic signal just consists of a peak and a �at plateau. As
a further observation the period`s amplitude decreases with decreasing temperature.
(d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure 6.16: Period as a function of temperature for a wide range of source pressure
between 29 and 40.3 bar. At 1.58 K the period peaks whereas it drops down with
decreasing the temperature T. The phenomenon seems to be depending on the source
pressure in that way that the percentage dropdown increases in decreasing the source
pressure. For the regime of source pressures below p0 = 31 bar the period drops down
to zero, whereby the oscillating character of pdet vanishes. (nozzle diameters: p0 =
29.0-30.5 bar d0(#22) = 2.2 µm p0 = 32.0 bar d0(#17) = 2.28 µm, p0 = 36.3 and 40.3
bar d0(#06) = 2.2 µm)
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bar. The measurements at source pressures p0 = 32, 36.3 and 40.3 bar show in a
distinctive way the decrease of the period τ at temperatures below Tc = 1.58 K. The
critical temperature varies by only ± 0.02 K.

At 29 bar the periodic e�ect below 1.58 K vanishes completely, excluding at T = 1.42
K. At low source pressures a second maximum of the period appears. The temperature
of 1.42 K marks the temperature at which the bcc-hcp transition occurs at the melting
line. Comparing the increase of the period τ at T = 1.78 K and 1.42 K it seems that
the phase transition bcc-hcp back and forth a�ects the period τ , as already seen in
the previous section. For high pressures the e�ect at 1.42 K seems to vanish, which is
probably related to the low resolution of the temperature.

The vanishing of the oscillating character of the detector pressure pdet below 1.58 K and
30 bar indicates a phase transition. For temperatures above 1.78 K the melting line is
found to be the phase line for vanishing oscillations. Compared with this temperature
regime the new phenomenon of vanishing oscillations in the solid phase indicates that
solid Helium-4 below 1.58 K and source pressures of 3-5 bar above the melting line
behaves like a liquid.

Investigations at pressures between the melting line and close above do not exhibit any
oscillations of the detector pressure pdet. The method of varying temperature at �xed
source pressures gives rise of a new phase line in solid Helium-4, but is not very useful
to detect such a phase line. The method of increasing pressure at �xed temperature
seems to be more promising. In section 6.2.1 the phase line for temperatures T > 1.7
K is determined in �nding the pressure pτ at which the detector pressure pdet starts
to show the oscillatory behavior.

6.3.2 Period as a Function of Pressure

As a main result of section 6.2.1 the oscillating character occurs by increasing the
source pressure p0 above the melting pressure pm at constant temperature T > 1.78 K.
In this section the same measurements at temperatures below 1.78 K are presented.
The source pressure p0 is increased with time in intervals of about 0.5 bar to determine
the pressure pτ at which the detector pressure pdet begins to oscillate. The results show
that at temperatures between T = 1.78 K and Tc = 1.58 K the periodic behavior of
pdet appears not in crossing the melting line, but slightly above the bcc-hcp phase
transition.

In �gure 6.17 the increase of the source pressure p0 as a function of time (right scale) is
shown together with the simultaneous signal of the detector pressure pdet (left scale).
The measurement is shown for two temperatures T = 1.68 K and 1.59 K. At T = 1.68
K the oscillatory e�ect occurs at t = 1100 sec. The corresponding source pressure p0

= 30 bar is indicated with the dashed arrow. Because of the low resolution of the
pressure gauge the actual pressure pτ is between 29.5 and 30 bar.

Above temperatures T = 1.7 K the period τ and the amplitude is found to increase
with increasing source pressure p0. The investigation of the occurrence of the period τ
as a function of p0 is shown at T = 1.59 K that is close to the critical temperature Tc
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Figure 6.17: Increasing the source pressure p0 (right scale) at �xed temperature T =
1.68 K and 1.59 K. Both measurements show the time dependent detector pressure
pdet between 1.78 K and 1.58 K. In this temperature regime the period τ still increases
with decreasing temperature. By increasing the source pressure in intervals of 0.5 bar
the periodic behavior of pdet does not occur at the melting line but slightly above
the bcc-hcp transition. The corresponding source pressure p0 is indicated with the
dashed arrow. In the phase diagram the source pressure p0 = pτ is indicated with a
ring, whereas the actual value of pτ is not the corresponding source pressure p0, but is
determined by the interval of the increased source pressure. Therefore, pτ is determined
to be 0.25 bar below the corresponding source pressure at which the oscillations occur.
Obviously the investigations inside the bcc phase does not show any oscillatory e�ect.
(d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)
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where the period τ is found to be maximal. The oscillations of the detector pressure
occurs at source pressure p0 = 29 bar. Once again the actual pressure is assumed to be
pτ = 28.75 bar. For both temperatures that are investigated in �gure 6.17 the period
increases with increasing the source pressure. As a �rst result the Geyser e�ect is not
observable inside the bcc phase for pure solid Helium-4. In the temperature regime
between 1.78 K and Tc = 1.58 K the periodic e�ect occurs right above the bcc-hcp
phase line, as to be seen in the phase diagram of �gure 6.17. The corresponding source
pressure p0 is indicated with a ring, whereas pτ = p0 - 0.25 bar.

Figure 6.18: Vacuum detector pressure pdet at a function of time. At constant temper-
ature T = 1.54 K the source pressure p0 is increased. The pressure p0 is monitored by
the staircase-like line below (right scale). As seen in the phase diagram the pressure
p0 is increased starting from the liquid phase up to pressures of 32 bar. Comparing
with �gure 6.17 at t = 1800 seconds the oscillating character of pdet does not occur at
the bcc-hcp transition but almost 3 bar above at pτ = 30 bar. Before the oscillations
occurred the detector pressure pdet remains constant for times t > 1400 seconds. The
corresponding pressure is de�ned as pu. In the phase diagram both pressures pτ and
pu are indicated with rings, respectively. (d0(#26) = 2.92 µm)

In �gure 6.18 the vacuum detector pressure pdet is monitored as a function of time
similar to the previous measurements, whereas the temperatures are chosen to be
below Tc. At constant temperature T = 1.54 K the source pressure is again increased
stepwise in steps of about 0.5 bar. The corresponding source pressure p0 is indicated
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by the staircase-like line below (right scale). Comparing with �gure 6.17 the detector
pressure pdet increases with increasing source pressure p0 up to p0 = 29 bar that
is almost 3 bar above the melting pressure pm. For source pressures p0 > 29 bar
the detector pressure does not show the typical oscillations. Therefore, pτ no longer
coincides with the pressure pm, as observed for T > 1.78 K. The corresponding pressure
at which the detector pressure pdet is independent of p0 is de�ned as pu. As an intriguing
result, although the nozzle head is �lled with a solid it continues to �ow as if a liquid
up to source pressures pu. Above pu there is a region of pressures in which the �ow
is constant, but the typical Geyser oscillations are not observed. When measured at
increasing or decreasing pressures and constant temperature T0 the perfect reversibility
of the relation between pu(T) and pdet indicates that some change in the properties of
solid Helium-4 occurs at pu(T), presumably induced by the injected excess vacancies.
The �uid like behavior below pressures pu(T) is assumed to be responsible for the
dropdown of the period τ at temperatures T < Tc. Regarding �gure 6.13 where the
oscillating detector pressure pdet is shown for temperatures below Tc = 1.58 K the
periodic curve shape can be seen in �gure 6.17 at times t > 1800 seconds.

For lower temperatures the results obtained at T = 1.54 K are con�rmed even more
explicitly. To avoid undesirable e�ects of phase transitions the measurement in �gure
6.19 is done at T = 1.39 K, at which the liquid phase directly transits into the hcp
phase. The measurement starts inside the liquid phase about 4 bar below the melting
pressure. Once more the detector pressure pdet is monitored as a function of time by
increasing the source pressure p0. To obtain better results for pu and pτ the source
pressure�s resolution is increased: The indicator�s position at the pressure gauge is
determined by eye to estimate the pressure in smaller intervals than 0.5 bar. Even
through this kind of procedure increases the inaccuracy of the source pressure p0.
Nevertheless, the smaller steps of increasing the source pressure are useful to analyze
the behavior of the detector pressure pdet in �gure 6.19. At source pressure p0 = 26 bar
(t = 1800 sec) the source pressure overcomes the melting pressure without any change
in the relation between p0 and the detector pressure. In �gure 6.19 the vertical line
indicates the source pressure p0 that corresponds to the melting pressure pm. Thus, for
times t > 1800 seconds the Helium in the nozzle head seems to be solid. Surprisingly
the detector pressure`s intensity changes with the source pressure according to the
bernoulli relation and therefore the solid behaves like the liquid phase while the source
pressure is increased up to 27.2 bar. By increasing p0 above 27.3 bar (t > 2500 seconds)
the detector pressure pdet does not change with the source pressure. Corresponding to
the results at T = 1.54 K the source pressure p0 corresponds to the pressure pu. This
plateau in �gure 6.19 persists up to pτ = 30.2 bar, at which the oscillating character
occurs (t = 4000 seconds). The corresponding pressures pu and pτ are indicated in the
phase diagram by rings.

For a better determination of pτ the time interval between 3900 and 4800 seconds is
magni�ed in �gure 6.19. With the better time resolution the occurrence of the periodic
signal of pdet can be determined to occur at t = 4140 seconds. At this time the source
pressure p0 = 30.2 bar. Additionally, the oscillating signal of pdet is shown in more
details. It shows the same characteristic curve shape as observed in �gure 6.13. In
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Figure 6.19: Time dependent detector pressure pdet as a function of source pressure p0

at constant temperature T = 1.39 K. As seen in the phase diagram at this temperature
the liquid phase directly transits into the hcp phase. Thus, undesirable e�ects of bcc-
hcp phase transitions can be ruled out. The source pressure p0 (right scale) is increased
in intervals of ≈ 0.2 bar. At time t = 1800 seconds the phase transition between liquid
and solid phase occurs. Surprisingly the behavior between pdet and p0 does not change
up to pressure pu = 27.3 bar. Above source pressures p0 = 27.3 bar the detector
pressure pdet is constant and herewith independent of p0. At pressures pτ = 30.2 bar
the oscillations in the detector pressure signal occurs (t > 4000 seconds). Below the
regime at which the oscillations occur is enlarged. The pressure pτ can be determined
very exactly. The transition from the non-oscillating to the oscillating regime is well
de�ned. In the phase diagram the pressure pu and pτ is indicated with a ring. pτ is
observed to be 4 bar above the melting pressure pm. (d0(#27) = 1.81 µm)
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this regime the period τ and the amplitude increases with the source pressure p0. The
shape of the oscillations mainly consists of a sharp peak with a comparable simple
structure and alters to look like the structure for temperatures T > Tc as to be seen
in �gure 3.6 and 3.9. The sharp peak�s structure is also observed in the periodic
structure shown in �gure 6.15, where only the peak itself marks the periodical signal
in the detector pressure. This interesting behavior show in �gure 6.19 demands for a
complete new explanation.

The results indicate that solid Helium-4 undergoes two phase transitions. The �rst
phase transition occurs at pressures between pm and pu, where the solid exhibits a �uid
like behavior. The second phase line is determined by the pressure pτ . To investigate
the �uid-like component between pm and pu the average detector pressure pdet as a
function of the source pressure p0 is plotted in �gure 6.20. The dependence between
pdet and p0 seems to be linear, whereas the behavior follows the equation of bernoulli for
a �uid �ow: in the liquid phase for pressures below 26 bar the beam intensity changes
with the increase of the source pressure by following the Bernoulli behavior for ideal

�uids pdet ∝ p
1
2
0 . At source pressures p0 > pm = 26 bar the behavior between pdet and

p0 does not change signi�cantly, whereas at pressures p0 > pu = 27.3 bar the detector
pressure remains constant. Following the bernoulli relation the dependence between
pdet and p0, the exponent 1/2 can be treated as an indicator for �uid-like �ow in the
nozzle head. If the exponent is equal to zero the beam �ux (which is proportional
to the detector pressure pdet) does not change in varying the source pressure p0. In
�gure 6.20 the exponent is plotted as a function of the source pressure p0. Once more
the dropdown of the exponent at pu = 27.3 bar and not at the melting pressure pm

indicates that the solid shows a �uid like behavior.

The measurements shown in �gure 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19 were extended to the entire
temperature regime between 2.1 K and 1.3 K. In section 6.2.1 the pressure pτ was
found to be approximately the melting pressure pm for temperatures T > 1.78 K.
In the phase diagram seen in �gure 6.21 the pressure pτ (T) and pu(T) is plotted as
a function of temperature in the regime between 2.1 K and 1.3 K. At temperatures
between Tc = 1.58 K and 1.78 K the pressure pτ was determined to occur slightly
above the bcc-hcp phase line. Below Tc the pressure pτ (T) deviates from the phase
transitions to be up to 4 bar above the melting pressure pm. The phase line of pu is
indicated with the dashed line. Below pu(T) the solid behaves as a liquid. The method
of increasing the source pressure p0 at constant temperature is able to monitor the new
phase line in solid Helium-4.

6.3.3 Sub-Oscillatory Behavior

A further phenomenon is observed below Tc = 1.58 K at higher source pressures
p0, approximately 2 bar above pτ (T). The measurement in �gure 6.22 shows small
oscillations of pdet that occur right after the main peak. The source pressure p0 is 41
bar and the e�ect is shown for several temperatures between 1.56 K and 1.36 K. The
amplitude of this sub-oscillations decreases with time and after 10-12 oscillations the
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Figure 6.20: Average detector pressure pdet as a function of the source pressure p0

obtained from the measurement at T = 1.39 K, as seen in �gure 6.19. For source pres-
sures p0 according to the liquid phase the dependence is found to verify the Bernoulli

relation pdet ∝ p
1
2
0 , whereas for source pressures p0 ≤ pu the relation is still valid. This

behavior indicates that the solid behaves as a liquid at pressures pm < p0 ≤ pu. For
pressures p0 ≥ pu the detector pressure pdet is found to be constant, and herewith
independent of p0. In the �gure below the exponent derived from the bernoulli rela-

tion pdet ∝ p
1
2
0 is shown as a function of p0. The value of ≈ 0.5 indicates a �uid-like

behavior that is still present at pressures between pm and pu. For pressures p0 > pu

the exponent drops down to zero and indicates a solid-like behavior.
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Figure 6.21: Investigating of the pressure pτ in the temperature regime between 2.1 K
and 1.3 K by increasing the source pressure p0 at �xed temperature, as demonstrated
in �gure 6.18 and 6.19. At temperatures above 1.7 K the pressure pτ was found to
correspond to the melting pressure pm. At temperatures below 1.7 K the pressure pτ

no longer coincides with the melting pressure pm. At temperatures between Tc = 1.58
K and 1.7 K the pressure pτ was determined to occur slightly above the bcc-hcp phase
line. Below Tc the pressure pτ deviates from the phase transitions to be up to 4 bar
above the melting pressure pm. The phase line of pu is indicated with the dashes line.
Below pu(T) the solid behaves as a liquid.
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Figure 6.22: Oscillations of the detector pressure pdet observed at constant source
pressure p0 = 41 bar and varying temperature below Tc = 1.58 K. Beside the sharp
regular peaks this measurement shows small oscillations that occur right after the
main peak. The amplitude of this sub-oscillations decreases with time and after 10-12
oscillations the experimental noise overlays the e�ect. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure 6.23: A section of the same measurements as presented in �gure 6.22. The
section enlarges the region where the sub-oscillations occur. The right scale shows
the time between two peaks (black dots). As a surprising result the time interval
between two sub-oscillations decreases together with the amplitude of the peak. After
a certain time the sub-oscillations disappear. The sub-oscillations are more distinctive
for lower temperatures, probably where the period τmin is found to be independent of
the temperature.
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experimental noise overlays the e�ect. Comparing the main period in the range of
τ ≈ 250 seconds the sub-oscillations have a period in the range of 6-10 seconds.

Additionally a section of the same measurements are presented in �gure 6.23 that
enlarges the region where the sub-oscillations occur. On the right scale of �gure 6.23
the time distance of the corresponding peaks of the sub-oscillations is shown (black
dots). Surprisingly, the time interval decreases with time. The observation is probably
related to the disappearance of the sub-oscillations after a certain time.

Figure 6.24: The average period τsub(T) of the sub-oscillations as a function of tem-
perature. The average period increases with decreasing time. Therefore, τsub behaves
controversy to the behavior of the main oscillations whose period τ decreases with
decreasing temperature. Also controversy is that the sub-oscillations do not show the
perfect periodicity of the main oscillations.

The average period τsub(T) of the small oscillations as a function of the temperature T
is presented in �gure 6.24. The period increases with decreasing temperature, contrary
to the behavior of the main oscillations whose period τ decreases with decreasing
temperature. Especially at higher temperature T = 1.56 K and 1.50 K, respectively,
the period is non-uniform as seen by the large error bar.

In �gure 6.25 the sub-oscillating behavior is shown as a function of source pressure at
constant temperature T = 1.37 K. The e�ect occurs at source pressures p0 > 32 bar,
whereas for pressures below 32 bar the instrumental noise maybe overlays the sub-
oscillatory e�ect. The data show that the e�ect becomes more signi�cant for higher
source pressures, whereas for low source pressures p0 this e�ect is less distinctive.
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Figure 6.25: The source pressures dependence of the sub-oscillations at a constant
temperature T = 1.37 K. For source pressures p0 slightly above pτ the sub-oscillations
do not occur, as seen for p0 = 31 bar. Only for source pressures p0 > 31 bar the
e�ect is observable. The dependence of p0 shows that the sub-oscillations are more
pronounced for higher source pressures, especially at p0 = 39 bar, where the e�ect is
present during the entire period. (d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)
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6.4 Experimental Results on the In�uence of Helium-

3

From the theoretical model presented in section 3 follows that the period τ acts as
an indicator for the mobility of vacancies. If the period decreases the mobility of
the vacancies increases. Therefore, as one of the most surprising results at T < Tc

the behavior of vacancies seems to alter. To investigate this e�ect Helium-3 is a
suitable add-on to in�uence this behavior. The reason for the in�uence of Helium-3
will be explained in detail in chapter 7.13. The key point is that at corresponding
temperatures vacancies and Helium-3 atoms form a vacancy-Helium-3-pair. Thus, the
presence of Helium-3 in solid Helium-4 a�ects the mobility of vacancies.

In the investigated temperature regime between 1.3 K and 2.2 K the equilibrium
vacancy concentration X0

v is estimated to be about 1 percent. Therefore, a mixture
of 1 percent Helium-3 in Helium-4 is used. The investigations with Helium-3 occurred
in three phases: Measuring the period τ while decreasing the source temperature T at
constant source pressure p0, increasing the source pressure at constant temperature and
�nally decreasing the concentration of Helium-3. This way a minimum concentration
of Helium-3 could be estimated that still in�uences the vacancies in solid Helium.

The �rst measurement is shown in �gure 6.26. The period τ is measured as a function
of temperature at �xed source pressure p0 = 32 bar. Using pure Helium-4 the period
τ(T) is indicated with the grey circles. The temperature dependent period τ exhibits
the maximum of τ at T = 1.6 K, already discussed above. The second measurement
(white squares) is obtained in using a mixture of one percent of Helium-3 in Helium-4.

Decreasing the temperature down to 1.74 K no signi�cant in�uence of Helium-3 is
found. At temperatures below 1.74 K a slight deviation of the period obtained with
Helium-3 is observable that increases at Tc ≈ 1.6 K. For temperatures below 1.6 K the
period obtained with the Helium-3 mixture increases with decreasing temperature and
o�ers the complete opposite behavior to the one with pure Helium-4. The presence of
the oscillating e�ect itself suggests that the vacancies concentration is not a�ected by
the presence of Helium-3. On the other hand by using Helium-3 the increase of the
period τ suggests that the mobility of vacancies decreases with decreasing temperature,
as actually expected for pure Helium-4.

As to be seen in �gure 6.27 the periodic curve shape is also in�uenced by the presence
of Helium-3. The periodic oscillations are shown for pure Helium-4 and the mixture
of 1 percent Helium-3/Helium-4 at four di�erent source temperatures. For high tem-
peratures above 1.56 K the period does not change notably between the investigations
with pure Helium and the isotope mixture. The curve shape at 1.74 K is also identical.
Below Tc ≈ 1.56 K the behavior changes. The periods obtained with pure Helium-4
decreases whereas with 1 percent of Helium-3 the period and the oscillating structure
expands.

In summary the observed increase of the vacancies mobility below Tc is to be sup-
pressed under the in�uence of Helium-3. Regarding the results obtained with Helium-
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Figure 6.26: Period as a function of temperature. The grey circles show a measure-
ment of the period at p0 = 32 bar with pure Helium-4. The second measurement is
obtained in using a mixture of one percent of Helium-3 in Helium-4, indicated with
the white squares. Down to 1.74 K no signi�cant deviation is recognizable. At tem-
peratures below 1.74 K a slight deviation is observable that enlarges at Tc ≈ 1.6 K.
For temperatures below 1.6 K the period τ(T) obtained from the Helium-3 mixture
increases with decreasing temperature and o�er the complete opposite behavior than
with pure Helium-4. (Mixture d0(#27) = 1.81 µm, pure Helium-4 d0(#17) = 2.28
µm)
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Figure 6.27: Periodic oscillations under the in�uence of 1 percent of Helium-3 at four
di�erent source temperatures. The curve shape shows that for a temperature T above
1.56 K the oscillations seems to be independent of the in�uence of Helium-3. Below
Tc ≈ 1.56 K the period and it`s shape alters under the in�uence of Helium-3: The
period τ(T) obtained with pure Helium-4 decreases whereas with 1 percent of Helium-3
the period and the oscillating structure expands.
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4 the decrease of the period below 1.58 K �nally lead to the discovery of a �uid-like
phase at pressures below pu(T). This suggests that the �uid-like behavior is associated
with the probable increase of the vacancies mobility. Thus, the in�uence of Helium-3
at temperatures T < 1.58 K and pressures close to the melting line is investigated to
observe a possible change of the new phase lines pu(T) and pτ (T). The detector pres-
sure pdet is investigated at constant temperatures above and below Tc and increasing
source pressure p0 with a mixture of 1 percent Helium-3/Helium-4.

In �gure 6.28 the detector pressure pdet as a function of the source pressure at temper-
atures T = 1.85 K and 1.61 K is presented. The temperatures are chosen to investigate
the regime above the critical temperature Tc. At T = 1.85 K the oscillations occur
right above the melting pressure pm in agreement with the former results. Decreasing
the temperature down to 1.61 K the periodic behavior occurs at the bcc-hcp transition.
At �rst sight the result seems to be similar to the behavior in using pure Helium-4. But
in using a mixture of 1 percent Helium-3/Helium-4 the phase diagram is shifted half a
bar upwards [93]. Thus, the periodic oscillations appear right above the melting line at
pτ = 28 bar 1, in contrast to the pressure pτ = 29 bar obtained with pure Helium-4. In
�gure 6.29 the same kind of measurements are presented at the constant temperatures
T = 1.53 K and 1.40 K , both below the critical temperature Tc. Now the pressure
pτ corresponds to the melting pressure pm. For T = 1.4 K the pressure pτ is found
to be slightly below pm. The phase line pu(T) is not observable. The investigations
with Helium-4 below T = 1.78 K and especially below 1.56 K show the decrease of the
period τ and the �uid-like behavior above the melting line. The in�uence of Helium-3
seems to suppress this strange behavior, as seen in �gure 6.30, where the pressures
pτ (T) are shown for pure Helium-4 and the Helium-3 mixture, respectively.

In �gure 6.31 the average detector pressure pdet is shown as a function of the source
pressure p0. The black circles show the results obtained with pure Helium-4, whereas
the white circles represent the same measurement with a mixture of 1 percent Helium-
3/Helium-4 at constant temperature T = 1.39 K. Both measurements show that for
source pressures p0 according to the liquid phase the dependence between pdet and

p0 veri�es the Bernoulli relation pdet ∝ p
1
2
0 . Increasing p0 above 26.5 bar pdet remains

constant and independent of p0 in using the mixture of Helium-3. Comparing the result
with the investigations using pure Helium-4 the di�erence is obvious: the admixture
of Helium-3 eliminates the e�ect of �uid-like behavior. In summary: Helium-3 does
not eliminate the oscillating e�ect in expanding Helium-4 into a vacuum under solid
state condition.

The �nal investigation with Helium-3 concerns the in�uence of the concentration. The
investigation searches for an upper marginal value of Helium-3 that does not a�ect the
maximum of the period τ at Tc = 1.58 K. Therefore, the period τ is measured as a
function of temperature T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. Figure 6.32 shows
the results for di�erent concentrations of Helium-3 between 1 and 0.0015 percent and
pure Helium-4. Down to T = 1.67 K the period is independent of the Helium-3

1Actually, pτ is determined to be 28.5 bar, whereas the value is reduced because of the shifted
phase diagram
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Figure 6.28: Detector pressure pdet as a function of increasing source pressure p0.
The source pressure is increased stepwise about 0.5 bar (right scale). The phase
diagram indicates the corresponding temperatures and pressures. In using a mixture
of 1 percent Helium-3 the phase diagram is shifted up of about 0.5 bar, which is
indicated by the dashed line that represents the valid phase diagram for the mixture.
The grey colored phase diagram corresponds to pure Helium-4. The measurements are
done at T = 1.85 and 1.61 K. Both temperatures are above the critical temperature
Tc. The results for both temperatures show that the detector pressure pdet oscillates
at corresponding pressure pτ that is slightly above the melting pressure pm. (d0(#27)
= 1.81 µm)
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Figure 6.29: Detector pressure pdet as a function of source pressure p0. The source
pressure is increased stepwise about 0.5 bar (right scale). The phase diagram at the
inset indicates the corresponding temperatures and pressures. The phase lines are
shifted, as mentioned in �gure 6.28. The measurements are done at T = 1.53 and
1.40 K. Both temperatures are below the critical temperature Tc. The results for both
temperatures show that the detector pressure pdet oscillates at corresponding pressure
pτ that is even slightly below the melting pressure pm. (d0(#27) = 1.81 µm)
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Figure 6.30: Pressures pτ obtained with pure Helium-4 (black circles) and the mixture
of 1 percent Helium-3/Helium-4 (white circles). At temperatures T > 1.78 K the
pressure pτ corresponds to the melting pressure for both, Helium-4 and the Helium-3
mixture. For temperatures below T < 1.78 K the pressure pτ deviates from the melting
pressure in using Helium-4. Whereas the results for pτ obtained Helium-3 mixture
shows that pτ corresponds to the melting pressure pm. The abnormal behavior of pτ

and pu is completely suppressed in using a small Helium-3 concentration.
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Figure 6.31: Average detector pressure pdet as a function of the source pressure p0 at
constant temperature T = 1.4 K. The black circles show the results obtained with pure
Helium-4, whereas the white circles represent the same measurement with a mixture of
1 percent Helium-3/Helium-4. Both measurements show that for source pressures p0

according to the liquid phase the dependence between pdet and p0 veri�es the Bernoulli

relation pdet ∝ p
1
2
0 . For source pressures p0 above the melting pressure the bernoulli

relation is still valid for pure Helium-4, whereas the mixture of Helium-3 shows that
pdet is independent of p0. In the �gure below the exponent derived from the bernoulli

relation pdet ∝ p
1
2
0 is shown as a function of p0. The value of ≈ 0.5 indicates a �uid-

like behavior, that is still present for Helium-4 at pressures between pm and pu. For
pressures p0 > pu the exponent drops down to zero and indicates a solid-like behavior.
The results with Helium-3 show that the bernoulli exponent drops down to zero right
above the melting pressure pm. (Mixture d0(#35) = 1.39 µm (partly clogged), pure
Helium-4 d0(#27) = 1.81 µm)
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Figure 6.32: Period as a function of temperature at �xed source pressure for di�erent
concentrations of Helium-3 and pure Helium-4. Down to T = 1.67 K the period
is independent of the Helium-3 fraction. Down to T = 1.54 K the period τ always
increases, whereas the dependence of the Helium-3 concentration is obvious. (Mixtures
0.1 and 0.0015 percent Helium-3 d0(#28) = 1.78 µm, whereas the obtained period is
multiplied by a factor of 2 to �t the period with the data for pure Helium-4 and 1
percent Helium-3.)
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fraction. Down to T = 1.54 K the period τ always increases, whereas the dependence
of the Helium-3 concentration is obvious. Reducing the Helium-3 fraction from 1 to
0.1 percent makes the biggest di�erence. But already a concentration of only 1.5 ·10−3

percent of Helium-3 results in a decrease of the period τ below Tc.

Using one percent of Helium-3 the di�erent behavior between the mixture and pure
Helium-4 occurs at temperatures below 1.66 K. As shown in �gure 6.27 the periodic
character at 1.74 K is absolutely identic. For lower temperatures the period and the
curve shape changes dramatically. This e�ect is presented in �gure 6.33 for di�erent
concentrations of Helium-3. On the top of �gure 6.33 the oscillating detector pressure
pdet is shown at temperature T = 1.78 K and source pressure p0 = 32 bar for four
di�erent concentrations (0, 0.1 , 0.015 and 0.0015 percent) of Helium-3. Besides the
common period τ 2 the oscillating curve shape is found to be the same. The same
behavior of the oscillating detector pressure pdet is also presented in �gure 6.33 for the
same concentrations of Helium-3 at temperature T = 1.49 K. The periodic behavior
shows the sharp peak, whereas the amplitude �attens especially at the measurement
done with 0.001 percent of Helium-3.

Obviously, the presence of Helium-3 has an intriguing in�uence on the period τ and
the behavior of pτ and pu at temperatures below the critical temperature Tc = 1.58 K.
Moreover the results indicate that the observed phenomenon of the oscillating beam
�ux intensity is related to the dynamics and presence of vacancies in solid Helium-4.
The exact analyze and interpretation of the in�uence of Helium-3 follows in section
7.8.

6.5 In�uence of the Nozzle Diameter

In this experiment the ori�ce acts as a source for the generation of excess vacancies.
Thus, the ori�ce`s diameter d0 should have an enormous in�uence to the experimental
results. Several nozzle diameters between 1 and 5 µm are used, but mainly noz-
zles with diameter 2 µm are mounted. This section shows the experimental results
obtained with di�erent nozzle diameters by measuring the detector pressure pdet at
constant temperature T and constant source pressure p0, respectively. In �gure 6.34
the oscillating detector pressure pdet is shown for p0 = 29 bar and T = 1.59 K for two
di�erent nozzle diameters (2.2 µm and 1.52 µm, respectively). Besides the di�erent
average beam �ux the period τ is found to be shorter for larger nozzle diameter d0.

The dotted line marks the average detector pressure that is proportional to the beam
�ux. The detector pressure pdet is reduced for a smaller nozzle diameter, as expected.
The relation between the detector pressure pdet and the nozzle diameter d0 is given by:

d2
01

d2
02

=
pdet1

pdet2

(6.3)

2The period is determined with di�erent nozzle diameters that in�uences the period. The period
can be calibrated to one reference nozzle diameter as seen in the next section.
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Figure 6.33: Oscillating detector pressure pdet obtained for four di�erent concentrations
( 0.1, 0.015, 0.0015, 0 percent) of Helium-3 constant at temperature T = 1.78 K and T
= 1.49 K and constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. At T = 1.78 K the periodic curve
shape is found to be identical. The period is obtained with di�erent nozzle diameters,
whereas in calibrating the period to one nozzle diameter the period is found to be equal
for all concentrations of Helium-3. At T = 1.49 K for high concentrations of Helium-3
the curve shape exhibits the typical shape that is also found for high pressures at
temperatures T > 1.78 K. (Pure Helium-4 d0(#17) = 2.28 µm, mixtures 0.1 and 0.015
percent d0(#28) = 1.78 µm, mixture 0.0015 percent d0(#30) = 2.4 µm)
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Figure 6.34: Measurements of the oscillating detector pressure pdet with two di�erent
nozzle diameters, 2.2 (#22) and 1.52 (#23) µm, respectively. The source pressure of
p0 = 29 bar and source temperature T0 = 1.59 K is the same for both. The observed
behavior shows that the period τ decreases for larger nozzle diameter whereas the
mean beam �ux intensity (indicated with the dotted line) increases.

Applied to the data in �gure 6.34 one obtains:

d2
01

d2
02

=
(2.2 µm)2

(1.52 µm)2
= 2.09

pdet1

pdet2

=
4.12 · 10−5mbar

1.96 · 10−5mbar
= 2.10 (6.4)

The in�uence of the nozzle diameter d0 to the period τ in �gure 6.34 is also obvious.
The period is shorter for a larger nozzle diameter d0. For the same source pressure p0

= 29 bar and temperature T = 1.59 K one obtains a squareroot dependence between
the period τ and the nozzle diameter d0:

d01

d02

=

√
τ2

τ1

(6.5)

that matches perfectly for the data in �gure 6.34:

d01

d02

=
2.2 µm

1.52 µm
= 1.44

√
τ2

τ1

=

√
18sec

9sec
= 1.41 (6.6)
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Figure 6.35: The oscillating detector pressure pdet of four di�erent nozzle diameters
(d0 = 1.39(#35), 1.81(#27), 2.4(#30) and 5(#19) µm, respectively) are investigated
under the same conditions of source pressure p0 = 32 bar and T = 1.7 K temperature.
The increase of the period τ with decreasing nozzle diameters d0 is obvious. The
dotted line marks the average detector pressure pdet corresponding to the mean beam
�ux. The mean beam �ux decreases with decreasing nozzle diameter d0.
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Because of the same dependence of the ratio d01

d02
between the period and the mean

beam �ux, both are related to each other for the same conditions of temperature and
pressure:

τ2

τ1

=
pdet1

pdet2

(6.7)

Figure 6.36: Period and mean vacuum pressure as a function of the nozzle diameter.
The period and the mean vacuum pressure of four di�erent nozzle diameters between
1.39 and 5 µm at the same conditions of temperature and pressure are summarized. Fit
the period as a function of the nozzle diameter one obtains a squareroot dependence.
The square dependence of the mean detector pressure is not vari�ed

The dependence on the nozzle diameter is furthermore illustrated in �gure 6.35 for
four di�erent nozzle diameters (1.39, 1.8, 2.4 and 5 µm, respectively) for the same
conditions of source pressure p0 = 32 bar and temperature T = 1.7 K. The dotted
line marks the average detector pressure pdet (right axis scale) according to the mean
beam �ux. Obviously the periodic shape is not in�uenced by the nozzle diameter
whereas the period τ increases with decreasing nozzle diameter d0 (left axis scale).
For this set of data the relation 6.3 can be veri�ed. Figure 6.36 shows the period τ
and the average detector pressure pdet as a function of the nozzle diameter d0. Fit
the data one obtains a perfect squareroot dependence between the period τ and the
nozzle diameter d0, in agreement with equation 6.3. These data are reliable whereas
the average detector pressure pdet does not show the expected square-dependence for
all four nozzle diameters d0. The detector pressure pdet obtained for the 5 µm nozzle is
probably increased because of a former experimental setup where the e�ective pumping
speed is reduced. The explanation for the dependence between the period τ and the
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detector pressure pdet as a function of the nozzle diameter d0 is presented in the next
chapter.

Figure 6.37: Temperature dependence of the period for two di�erent nozzle diameters.
The period enlarges for the small nozzle diameter of d0(#35) = 1.39 µm ± 0.1. Using
relation 6.3 the data for the 1.39 µm nozzle have been transformed. The period
corresponds almost perfectly to the data obtained with the larger nozzle d0(#17) =
2.28 ± 0.1 µm.

Relation 6.3 can be applied to a full set of data measuring the period τ as a function
of temperature T at a constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar, as shown in �gure 6.37.
Two di�erent nozzle diameters are used, d0 = 2.28 and 1.39 µm, respectively. The
period τ(T) obtained with the smaller nozzle diameter d0 = 1.39 µm (white circles)
is obtained to be larger. Following relation 6.3 the data for τ obtained with the 2.28
µm nozzle (black circles) are calibrated to a nozzle diameter of d0 = 1.38 µm. Since
an error for the calibrated nozzle diameter of ± 0.1 µm is assumed the period can be
calibrated almost perfectly by multiplying with a factor of 2.22/1.52 (grey circles).

As already seen in �gure 6.21 the pressure pτ , at which the oscillating character in
the detector pressure signal appears, is measured in the entire temperature range
between 2.1 and 1.3 K. The measurement is done with a nozzle of diameter d0 = 2
µm. Two aspects of the nozzle diameter�s in�uence are interesting to investigate: First
the behavior of pτ above 1.78 K, where the periodic behavior appears right above the
melting line, and second the strong deviation from that behavior at lower temperatures,
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Figure 6.38: Pressure pτ measured in the entire temperature range between 2.1 and
1.3 K as a function of the nozzle diameter d0 with nozzle diameters of 1, 2, 2.9(#25)
and 3.6(#24) µm. The pressures pτ (T) obtained for the 1 and 2 µm nozzle are the
most reliable because the measurements were done several times to obtain a better
statistic. The pressure pτ observed with the larger nozzles were obtained in a single
measurement. Above T = 1.78 K the pressure pτ is found to be independent of d0.
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where the periodic detector pressure pdet appears at pressures pτ approximately 4 bar
above the melting line. Figure 6.38 shows the phase line pτ (T) of the 2 micron nozzle.
Additionally the pressures pτ (T) obtained with nozzle diameters of 1, 2.9 and 3.6 µm
are presented. The pressures pτ (T) obtained for the 1 and 2 µm nozzle are the most
reliable because the measurements are done several times to check for reproducibility.
Within the estimated experimental error the data for all diameters agree nicely. Maybe
the pressures pτ (T) obtained with the small 1 µm nozzle are slightly shifted above,
but this result has to be con�rmed.



Chapter 7

Discussion

The expansion of solid Helium into a vacuum o�ers a novel tool to investigate numerous
properties of solid Helium, especially the behavior as a quantum solid. The oscillating
intensity of the detector pressure pdet is explained by the interplay of di�usion and
drift of vacancies. Thus, with the present experiment the dynamics of vacancies can
be investigated. In the previous chapter the experimental data were presented. The
interpretation and analysis of the data are given in this chapter. One of the key issues
is the behavior below Tc = 1.58 K and the related occurrence of the supersolid state.
Alternative explanations for the oscillating beam �ux intensity and the behavior below
Tc = 1.58 K are also discussed.

7.1 Slip Stick Mechanism as an Alternative Explana-

tion for the Oscillatory E�ect

The interpretation of the oscillating e�ect as a mechanism of slip-and-stick motion of
solid Helium inside the source tube can be ruled out. Slip-and-stick motion is caused
by the friction between the tube wall and the forced medium that moves through the
tube. The motion changes continuously between slip and stick. The continues change
causes an periodic e�ect with a de�nite slip-and-stick- frequency fslip−stick, whereas
the periodicity is similar to a sawtooth frequency. This kind of motion is well known
and describes classical motion under the in�uence of friction. Figure 7.1 shows a
measurement of the detector pressure pdet at constant temperature T0 = 1.775 K and
increasing source pressure p0 above the melting pressure pm. The detector pressure
pdet starts oscillating right after increasing the source pressure p0 above pm. The shape
of the oscillations close to the melting line corresponds to a sawtooth-like similar to a
periodicity of slip-and-stick behavior.

Among other things the slip-stick frequency fslip−stick depends on the static and dy-
namic friction coe�cient and the applied force. As shown by Rozman et al. [105], the
slip-and-stick frequency increases with the velocity of the forced medium and there-
fore with the applied pressure. If the velocity increases the frequency increases as

102
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Figure 7.1: Measurement of the detector pressure pdet at constant temperature T0 =
1.775 K and source pressures p0 slightly above the melting pressure. The oscillations of
the detector pressure pdet occur right after p0 > pm. The shape of the oscillations close
to the melting line corresponds to a sawtooth-like shape as expected for slip-and-stick
behavior. (d0(]25) = 2.92 µm)

well.Figure 6.6 however shows that in our case for increased pressure the frequency
decreases, ruling out the slip-and-stick mechanism.

Furthermore the �ow of solid Helium inside a tube was investigated by Gordon et
al. [54]. This experiment shows that inside a cylinder cell solid Helium �ows with
negligible friction at the cell�s wall even with a very small pressure gradient. This
is explained with the Nabarro-Herring mechanism [68] that was introduced in section
3.3.2 of the theoretical model. At the region of a dent at the cell�s wall the stress
increases. Following the Nabarro-Herring mechanism vacancies are forced to move
to equilibrate the pressure gradient. Thus, the vacancies lubricate the region of the
dent and the friction shrinks. As a result, inside the source tube the solid moves with
negligible friction.

7.2 The Explanation for T > Tc

In the temperature regime T > Tc = 1.58 K the period τ was found to increase with
increasing source pressure p0 at constant source temperature T according to:
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τ = %(p0 − pm)γ, (7.1)

with γ between ≈ 0.5 and 0.7 and % in the range about 10− 102, as shown in section
6.2.1. In section 7.5 it is shown that at constant temperature T the period τ depends
on the vacancy di�usion coe�cient as τ ∝ D−1

v . As found by Zuev et al. [131] in a
temperature regime 1.25 K < T < 2 K the di�usion coe�cient Dv decreases exponen-
tially with increasing pressure. Thus, for temperatures T > 1.58 K the dependence of
τ(p0) is related to the decrease of the vacancy di�usion coe�cient for high pressures.
The explanation of the temperature dependence of τ results from the same dependence
of τ to the vacancy di�usion coe�cient. The vacancy di�usion coe�cient Dv depends
on temperature as introduced in section 2.2.3:

Dv = D0 e−
φa
T . (7.2)

Thus, the vacancy di�usion coe�cient falls exponentially with decreasing temperature
and the period τ increases, as experimentally observed in section 6.2.2. The increase
of the period τ in the temperature regime around 1.78 K is discussed separately in
section 7.9.

7.3 The Explanation for T ≤ Tc

The intriguing behavior at temperatures below 1.58 K and pressures p0 close above the
melting line leads to the observation of two new phase lines in solid Helium-4. These
new phases have been neither experimentally observed nor predicted theoretically,
previously. Generally, the occurrence of the phase lines pu(T) and pτ (T) is due to the
increase of the vacancy concentration during the injection of excess vacancies at the
solid/liquid interface.

For di�erent source temperatures �gure 7.2 marks the pressure pτ (T) where the os-
cillations starts occurring. The points deviate from the melting line at 1.78 K and
follows the bcc-hcp phase transition down to 1.58 K. Below 1.58 K the pressure pu(T)
increases slightly with decreasing temperature.

In this section the decrease of the period τ below T = 1.58 K is explained by the
increase of the vacancies mobility. The period τ0 is mainly determined by the travel
time of the vacancies from the solid/liquid interface to the zone of accumulation and by
the time to reach the critical concentration that triggers the percolative collapse. The
faster the vacancies move the faster the critical concentration Xc

v is reached. Thus, an
increase of the vacancies mobility causes a shorter period τ .

The pressure gradient ∇p = (p1 − ps/l)/l does not change signi�cantly for T < Tc by
assuming that the distance l is constant. Since the pressure gradient∇p is constant the
drift force FDrift is independent on the temperature. Thus, vacancies will be driven by
the same net force FDrift above and below Tc. Caused by interaction with neighboring
atoms the vacancies move at a certain friction with a stationary velocity uv. Thus,
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Figure 7.2: The new phase lines pu(T) and pτ (T) shown in the phase diagram of
Helium-4, respectively: Beside the bcc (between 1.78 and 1.48 K) and hcp phase the
�rst phase is located between the melting line and the phase line outlined by the
pressure pu(T). Below the average detector pressure pdet is shown as a function of the
source pressure p0 at constant temperature T = 1.4 K The pressures regimes of pm, pu

and pτ are indicated, respectively. In at pressures between pm(T) and pu(T) the solid
is found to behave as a liquid. Between the phase line pu(T) and pτ (T) a second phase
occur, that does not o�er any oscillations in the beam �ux intensity.
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the change of the period τ above and below 1.58 K indicates a decrease of friction.
As a main feature of these regimes below pτ (T) in solid Helium below T = 1.58 K the
vacancies partly move in a frictionless environment, or at least in an environment of
reduced friction.

This scenario is indicated in �gure 7.3 where the di�erent phases are shown in the
nozzle`s source tube. The phase diagram shows the both phases (blue and red) at
which the oscillating behavior is not observed. The line that separates the green
and the yellow phase corresponds to the melting line that is shifted up to 10 bar
above pm. It is assumed that for source pressures p0(T) the vacancies have to cross
the same distance l from the solid liquid interface to the cross section S0. For two
temperatures T = 1.83 K (2) and T = 1.39 K (1) the scenarios inside the source
tube are illustrated. The temperatures correspond to the temperature regime above
and below Tc, respectively. For T = 1.83 K (1) the vacancies have to cross a region
(yellow) of normal solid behavior. The corresponding period is τ ≈ 320 seconds. In
the temperature regime below Tc the vacancies cross two phases that are separated by
pu and pτ . In both phases (blue and red) vacancies move with a higher mobility and
therefore almost frictionless, because the period τ in this regions is found to be zero.
Thus, the vacancies need less time to cover the distance l and the period τ decreases
at temperatures T = 1.58 K. For the present temperature T = 1.39 K and source
pressure p0 = 10 bar + pm the period is τ ≈ 150 seconds.

This model explains also the source pressure dependence of the ratio between the
maximum period τmax at Tc = 1.58 K and the minimum period τmin at temperatures T
≈ 1.48 K. Figure 6.6 indicates a dependence between the dropdown from the maximum
period at Tc to the shorter period at temperatures T ≤ 1.48 K. Below 1.48 K the period
seems to be independent of the temperature. A little e�ect occurs at T = 1.42 K where
the period shows a little maximum, but just for low source pressures up to 31 bar. In
section 7.9 the meaning of this maximum at 1.42 K will be discussed.

From the model presented in �gure 7.3 the phase line pτ (T) can be derived from the
dropdown of the period τ below 1.58 K, as shown by Benedek [8]. Below Tc in a
pressure range between pm < p < pτ the period τc is given by equation:

τc =
l

uv

=
l

µv∆vr∇p
, (7.3)

but the critical pressure is now pc = pτ and l = (p0 − pm)/∇p has to replaced by
the shorter length l′ = (p0 − pτ )/∇p that corresponds to the width of fraction of the
normal solid behavior. It follows that

τmin

τmax

=
l′

l
=

p0 − pτ (T )

p0 − pm(T )
(7.4)

In �gure 7.4 the linear relation of equation 7.4 is demonstrated with the experimental
data for τmin and τmax and the corresponding pressures. The ratio τmin

τmax
converges

to 1 for higher source pressures p0 ' 43 bar, because the vacancies have to cross a
larger region under normal solid conditions, related to the distance l they have to
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Figure 7.3: For temperatures above and below Tc = 1.59 K the scenario inside the
nozzle tube changes. At temperatures T > Tc (here indicated at (2) for T = 1.83
K) the vacancies move from the cross section Ss/l up to the region S0 were they meet
the friction that corresponds to the normal solid behavior. In the phase diagram the
yellow region indicates the regime of normal solid behavior. To compare the scenario
above and below Tc the source pressure p0(T) = pm(T) + 10 bar is indicated by the
transition between the yellow and green section. For temperatures T < Tc (indicated
at (1) for T = 1.39 K) the vacancies move almost frictionless up to pressures pτ . Thus,
the time they need to cover the distance l decreases below temperatures Tc = 1.58 K.
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Figure 7.4: Applying equation 7.4 for measurements of the period τmax and τmin at
source pressures p0 = 30.5, 31, 32, 36.3 and 40.3 the linear dependence con�rms the
assumption that the phase line ptau can be derived from the ratio between τmax and
τmin. The exactness of this method is shown in the linear �t where y ≈ x veri�es
equation 7.4 and 7.6.

cover. Comparing the data for two measurements the phase line pτ (T) can be derived
because for pτ it follows:

pτ = p0 −
τmin

τmax

(p0 − pm), (7.5)

and �nally for the temperature dependent pressure pτ (T):

pτ (T ) = p0 −
τmin(T )

τmax

(p0 − pm(T )). (7.6)

In �gure 7.5 the result for pτ (T) derived with equation 7.6 are presented. For three
di�erent source pressures p0 = 32, 36 and 41 bar, respectively, the results for pτ (T)
correspond in a good agreement with the experimental results.

Another e�ect presented in section 6.3.3 that occurred below temperatures T = 1.58 K
is the sub-oscillations of the detector pressure pdet. From the Bernoulli relation between
p0 and pdet it follows that the lowest pressure pdet,bg corresponds to the pressure pu and
the pressure observed at top of the small oscillations pdet,top corresponds to the pressure
pτ for high source pressures. The sub-oscillations amplitude seems oscillates between
pu and pτ , respectively. A possible explanation is given by comparing the phenomenon
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Figure 7.5: The theoretical phase line pτ (T) obtained by applying equation 7.6 for
measurements of the period τ for three di�erent source pressures p0 = 32, 36 and
41 bar, respectively. The good agreement between the theoretical approach and the
experimental observation emphasizes that the decrease of the period τ is a direct
consequence of the phase line pτ (T).
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with "gun-oscillations", that appear in semiconductors. Generally, oscillations occur
between two unstable states.

The increase of the mobility below 1.58 K is caused by the increase of the vacancies
concentration. Solid Helium-4 forms a new state of matter just if the concentration of
vacancies overcome a threshold value Xc. The small oscillations can be explained in
the following way: Vacancies are accelerated by the strong pressure and concentration
gradient, respectively. The vacancies density in a de�ned space element V and time
interval ∆t can be described by Nvac/(∆t ∗V ), where Nvac is the number of vacancies.
If the mobility is increased the vacancies density in the volume element V and time
interval ∆t decreases below Xc. In this case the solid behaves as normal solid Helium-4
and the vacancies mobility suddenly decreases. Afterwards the concentration increases
again. Increasing the vacancies concentration causes again the formation of the new
state of matter and the vacancies are accelerated again. If the velocity dependent
concentration decreases below Xc again, the mechanism starts again.

In summary the sub-oscillations in the detector pressure signal can be explained by
the oscillation between the new state of matter and the normal solid in Helium-4.
The transition between both states is caused by the density of vacancies that depends
on the mobility. In the case of normal solid the pressure inside the nozzle increases
up to pτ . If the vacancies mobility decreases and the concentration increases again
the pressure drops down to pu. The behavior itself occurs at high source pressures.
The reason for this is still unclear. The increase of the vacancies mobility explains the
decrease of the period below Tc, whereas the non oscillating region at constant detector
pressure between pu(T) and pτ (T) is not understood at all. Possible explanations will
be discussed in section 7.13.

7.4 Discussion of the bcc Phase Behavior

In �gure 6.17 the stepwise increase of the source pressure p0 and the detector pressure
pdet is shown at temperatures T = 1.68 K and 1.59 K, respectively. The periodic
oscillation occur at source pressures p0(1.68 K) = 30 bar and p0(1.59 K) = 29 bar,
right at the bcc-hcp transition. As a general result the periodic Geyser-like oscilla-
tions are not observed for source conditions inside the bcc phase. In the temperature
range between 1.78 K and 1.6 K �gure 6.21 illustrates that the points of �rst periodic
oscillating occurrence follow the bcc-hcp phase transition. Above 1.68 K the points
follow the melting line. Below 1.6 K the points mark the phase line pτ (T). The behav-
ior inside the bcc phase corresponds to the �uid-like solid as observed below pu(T).
Investigating the increase of the beam �ux no indication for a phase transition is ob-
served. As mentioned in the previous section the period mainly depends on di�usion
and drift. Di�usion itself is determined by the self di�usion coe�cient for vacancies,
Dv. The di�usion coe�cient for hcp solid Helium was measured in many experiments
and is of the order of 10−5 cm2/sec [131, 98]. Inside the bcc phase the di�usion coef-
�cient Dv was investigated by Zuev et al. and determined to be ≈ 10−4 cm2/sec and
herewith one order of magnitude larger that in hcp solid Helium. Thus, vacancies in
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the bcc phase of solid Helium move about one order of magnitude faster than in the
hcp ordered phase. The di�usion constant is de�ned as the number of particles (in
mole) that move through an area of 1 cm2 in the time of 1 second. Responsible for
the higher di�usion constant in the bcc phase is the di�erence in the activation energy
φa for self di�usion. The di�usion constant is related to the activation energy φa as
already shown in equation A.10,

Dv = D0 e−
φa
kT (7.7)

.

Table 7.1 gives an overview of the experimental and theoretical results for φa.

As a result the activation energy for di�usively vacancy motion in the bcc ordered
phase is in the range between 5-8 K, whereas in the hcp phase φa is quite higher
between 6 and 20 K. Additionally, �gure 7.6 [113] gives an overview of the experimental
results for φa in hcp solid Helium-4. The data points have been obtained with di�erent
experimental techniques, which is surely one reason for the wide spread of the data.
Even the wide range of results obtained for the hcp phase show that the activation

Phase Vmol [cm3/mole] φa [K] theoretical φa [K] experimental
bcc He4 8.08±2.76a 5.5±0.5b

6.66±3.86a 6.5 ±0.2c

7.66±4.73a 5.2 ±0.5c

20.92-21.08 5.1d

hcp He4 20.3 6.3d

20.49 6.1d

20.67 6d

20.82 5.8d

15.63±3.85a 15±1b

15.55±4.63a 14±3c

bcc He3 24.2 4.3d

24.3 4.1d

24.4 3.9d

24.5 3.8d

24.6 3.7d

24.7 3.7d

Table 7.1: Overview of the activation energy, obtained by experimental and theoret-
ical investigation. Especially the results for the activation energy in the hcp phase
spread in a wide range. Regarding the results by Chaudhuri [24] , Schuster [110, 97]
and Guyer [67] the di�erence between the bcc and hcp phase becomes clearly.

aReference [24] bReference [67] cReference [110, 97] dReference [131]
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energy φa for solid Helium is a quantity that is di�cult to access. Because of the
quantum properties of vacancies in solid Helium the activation energy gives an upper
limit for the energy that is necessary for vacancy motion. Moreover the real energy is
determined by an energy band with band width ∆ of the order of some degrees. That
makes the investigation of φa di�cult.

Figure 7.6: Activation energy φa as a function of the molar volume in hcp 4He by
Simmons [113]. Di�erent experimental techniques have been used to obtain the data,
like NMR Measurements, X-Ray scattering and acoustic excitations.

In the bcc-ordered solid the band with ∆ is in the range of φa. Therefore, the vacancies
tunnel through the crystal with a certain probability. Thus, the periodic e�ect at
source pressures and temperatures corresponding to the bcc phase is expected to be
shorter than in the hcp phase. Surprisingly, the period vanishes. Vacancies inside
the bcc phase move under conditions su�cient to form the new state of matter even
above Tc = 1.58 K. The �uid-like behavior observed in the bcc phase resembles the
experimental results of Sanders [106], who obtained that in case the plastic deformation
in the bcc phase the solid behaves more like a viscous �uid than a crystalline solid.

7.5 Results of the Di�usion Coe�cient Dv

Many experiments [55, 12, 131, 101, 36] have been carried out during the last decades
to determine the pressure and temperature dependence of the di�usion coe�cient of
vacancies Dv. In Dv the quantum nature of solid Helium becomes visible. Dv is in the
range of ∼ 10−5 cm2/sec, comparable to di�usion coe�cients in a liquid [102].
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In the present model the vacancies` dynamic is described by equation 3.11. The mo-
bility, and therefore the di�usivity as well, changes during one period. Therefore, the
obtained di�usion coe�cient is averaged over the period τ0. For short times t � τv, τr

in the range of some seconds the periodic mechanism is dominated by the di�usion of
vacancies. Thus, equation 3.11 can be reduced for short times t � τv, τr in the form:

uexit,osc(t) =

√
4Dv

πt
(
φs

φn

)2, (7.8)

where uexit,osc(t) is the oscillating part of the jet velocity uexit, and
φs

φn
the ratio of the

tube to the ori�ce`s cross section. The jet velocity uexit is given by

uexit =
4 · 5.9 Seff

R Tgas πd2
0

pdet, (7.9)

where the factor 5.9 comes from the conversion of the pressure gauge pdet(He) =
5.9 · pdet(N2), Seff is the corresponding pumping speed, R the gas constant, Tgas the
room temperature and d0 the nozzle diameter. For d0 = 2µm one obtains uexit =
5.52 · 106 m

sec mbar
· pdet.

One has to separate the beam �ux into an oscillatory part and the underground �ux
because equation 7.8 just regards the oscillatory signal in the beam �ux. Therefore,
the velocity uexit,osc is given by the detector pressure uexit,osc = 5.52 · 106 m

sec mbar
· posc

det,
with posc

det = pdet(t)− pdet,bg. One obtains for the di�usion coe�cient Dv:

Dv = u2
exit,osct

π

4
(
φn

φs

)4. (7.10)

From equation 7.10 it follows that for short times t � τv, τrDv is proportional to
u2

exit,osct that can generally be found in a certain time range ∆tDv . Doing so the
dashed line in �gure 7.8 shows the result for Dv as a function of time t. Between 6
sec < t < 15 sec the obtained value for Dv ≈ 1.4 · 10−5 cm2/sec. This value is in good
agreement with the data of Dv from the literature [12, 131]. Another possibility is to
�t the data of uexit,osc by equation 7.8 using Dv as one of the �t parameter:

uexit,osc(t) =

√
4Dv

π(t− t0)
(
φs

φn

)2 + uexit,0 (7.11)

where the two additional �t parameters t0 and uexit,0 are included to shift the data
in time scale and the velocity scale. As de�ned in the theoretical model the detector
pressure that separates the oscillatory part from the background signal is assumed to
be pdet,bg, whereas the e�ective value is unknown. Therefore, uexit,0 is introduced as a
�t parameter in equation 7.11. For the same reason the time t0 is introduced because
the exact time t = 0 when the periodic peak occurs is only assumed to be equal to
the begin of the oscillation. Fitting the data of the present experiment one obtains
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Figure 7.7: Di�usion coe�cient Dv obtained from the oscillating detector pressure pdet

at temperature T = 1.95 K and source pressure p0 = 41 bar. The dotted line shows
the obtained value for Dv by applying equation 7.10. Between 6 sec < t < 14 sec
the value for u2

exit,osc · t ∝ Dv is constant, and the di�usion coe�cient is derived to
be Dv ≈ 1.4 · 10−5 cm2/sec. The grey dotted line at 1 sec < t < 15 sec shows the
�t by applying equation 7.11. The corresponding di�usion coe�cient is derived to be
Dv ≈ 1.4 · 10−5 cm2/sec, as well. (d0(]17) = 2.28 µm)

the same result for Dv ≈ 1.4 · 10−5 cm2/sec in the entire range for t between 1 and 15
seconds.

This method works for temperatures above the critical temperature Tc = 1.58 K and
T � T(pm). Close to the melting line the periodic shape (as seen, e.g., in �gure 6.4)
can not be �tted in a satisfactory way because the condition t � τv, τr is not ful�lled.
The corresponding results obtained for Dv decrease with increasing temperature and
herewith it disagrees with the theory, because close to the melting line the di�usion
coe�cient has to increase. Below Tc = 1.58 K the di�usion coe�cient can`t be derived
by equation 7.10 and 7.11, because the theoretical model just describes the normal
solid behavior at temperatures T > 1.58 K. Another problem that makes the method
ine�cient is the time resolution of the data. The time resolution is set to be 250 and
500 msec, respectively. In some cases the time range ∆tDv is less than 4-5 seconds. As
the worst case less than 8-10 data points are available to obtain a value for Dv. As
a result the temperature depending di�usion coe�cient varies in a wide range so that
the method can`t be applied in a satisfactory way.

Whereas it is also possible to derive the di�usion coe�cient Dv directly from the
measured period. Since the period τ0 is determined by the time the vacancies need to
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di�use through the solid until they accumulate up to the critical concentration, the
vacancy di�usivity Dv is found to be inversely proportional to the period τ , following:

Dv = 0.05
T 2

τ0(p0 − pτ )
, (7.12)

,

where the pre-factor 0.05 is a constant �tted to the pressure dependent data of Dv

obtained by Zuev [131]. Applying equation 7.12 the di�usion coe�cient is shown in
�gure 7.8 as a function of pressure p0 − pτ at constant temperature T = 2.17 and
1.83 K, respectively. The data are taken from �gure 6.7 and 6.6. The slope in �gure
corresponds to the negative exponent γ in equation 7.1:

Dv ∝ τ−1
0 ∝ (p0 − pτ )

−γ (7.13)

The temperature dependence of Dv is given in �gure 7.9 by using the same method of
the inverse proportionality of Dv to τ0. The temperature dependence of the di�usion
coe�cient is shown for three di�erent source pressures p0 = 32, 36 and 41 bar, respec-
tively. The data are taken from the measurement seen in �gure 6.16. As expected, the
di�usion coe�cient decreases with decreasing temperature. As an intriguing result Dv

has a minimum at Tc = 1.58 K for source pressures p0 = 32 and 36 bar. This minimum
might be a direct consequence of the dropdown of the period τ0 below Tc. The results
of �gure 7.9 are comparable with investigations of Dv done by e.g. Kishvarsanyi et al.
[80] and Pushkarov [101]. In these experiments the di�usion coe�cient of 3He impu-
ritons in solid Helium-4 are investigated. For low concentrations of 3He the di�usion
coe�cient increases at decreasing temperatures similar to the results presented here.
A detailed discussion is given in section 7.8.

7.6 Activation Energy φa Derived From Dv(T)

Beside the vacancy di�usion coe�cient Dv the most interesting observable of vacancies
in solid Helium is the activation energy φa, as introduced in section 2.2.3. Generally
the activation energy φa can be derived from the temperature dependent di�usion
coe�cient Dv(T) according to the law of Arrhenius :

ln
Dv

T
= −φa T−1 + const (7.14)

As a result, in a linear regime between ln(Dv

T
) and the inverse temperature one obtains

the activation energy φa by:

−
ln
(

Dv1T2

Dv2T1

)
T−1

2 − T−1
1

= φa (7.15)
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Figure 7.8: Di�usion coe�cient Dv as a function of p0 − pτ derived from the source
pressure dependent period τ(p0) at two constant temperatures T = 2.17 K and 1.83
K, respectively. The data of τ are taken from the measurement seen in �gure 6.6. The
data con�rm the temperature and pressure dependence of Dv measured by Zuev et al.
[131] with an extension to higher pressures and temperatures.

Figure 7.9 shows Dv(T) as a function of temperature in a range between 2.1 and 1.3
K for three di�erent source pressures p0 = 32.0, 36.3 and 40.3 bar. Applying equation
7.14, �gure 7.10 shows the logarithm of the Di�usion coe�cient Dv divided by T as a
function of inverse temperature. As a result one obtains a non exponential behavior of
Dv so that the linear �ts come out to be di�cult. The increasing period at the region
around 1.78 K (inverse temperature 0.56 K−1) and the herewith related temperature
dependent decrease of Dv is one of the handicaps that makes the �ts di�cult. But
in some temperature range the Arrhenius dependence is found to be linear, as seen
in �gure 7.10 which is indicated by the larger circles. Especially at Tc < 1.58 K,
where the period τ decreases, the di�usion coe�cient increases. Therefore, �gure 7.10
is separated in two di�erent regimes of inverse temperature, namely above and below
0.64 K−1 which corresponds to Tc = 1.58 K. The activation energy φa is equal to the
slope of the behavior in �gure 7.10. Thus, one directly obtains that the activation
energy φa decreases at temperatures below 1.58 K.

For p0 = 32 bar and T > 1.58 K the activation energy is found to be φa(32bar) = 21.6
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Figure 7.9: The temperature dependence of Dv by deriving Dv as a function of τ0.
The temperature dependent di�usion coe�cient is shown for three di�erent source
pressures p0 = 32, 36 and 41 bar, respectively. For source pressures p0 = 36.3 and
especially 32 bar the di�usion coe�cient Dv(T) has a minimum at Tc = 1.58 K, as a
result out of the maximum period τmax.

K. The obtained values for the activation energy φa for p0 = 36 bar in the temperature
range between T = 1.78 K and T (pm) are φa(36bar) = 27.0 K and φa(41bar) = 25.5 K.
These values for the activation energy are in the right order of magnitude. Whereas
the theoretical assumption is not veri�ed that φa close to pm is small because in �gure
7.10 (36.3 and 40.3 bar) the slope increases for higher temperature. Applying the �ts
in a linear regime below Tc = 1.58 K the activation energy φa decreases one order of
magnitude. For the low pressure data p0 = 32 bar the activation energy φa = 2.8 K is
minimal.

In a further application the activation energy is obtained from the di�usion coe�cient
derived in �gure 7.9. At this measurement the di�usion coe�cient is derived for
constant temperatures 2.17 K and 1.83 K and pressures p0 up to 80 bars. In �gure
7.11 two values of Dv for both temperatures with the same source pressure p0 = 49
bar, respectively, are summarized to obtain further values for φa. At source pressure
p0 = 49 bar the activation energy is derived to be φa = 16.7 K between 2.17 K and
1.87 K. The activation energy is found to be in a good agreement with results shown
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Figure 7.10: The Arrhenius plot is shown for three source pressures p0 = 32, 36.3
and 40.3 bar, respectively. Following equation 7.14 the logarithm of the di�usion
coe�cient Dv(T) divided by temperature T as a function of the inverse temperature
gives the Arrhenius plot to obtain the activation energy φa. The inverse temperature
regime is separated into corresponding temperatures above and below Tc = 1.58 K. For
temperatures above T = 1.58 K the activation energy φa is derived to be between 21.6
K (32 bar) and 25.5 K (40.3 bar) in a good agreement with data of φa as seen in �gure
7.1. The vertical dashed line indicates the corresponding temperature T = 1.78 K, at
which the hcp-bcc phase transition occurs. The increase of the period τ at T = 1.78 K
a�ects the linear behavior between ln(Dv/T) and the inverse temperature, especially
at source pressure p0 = 36.6 bar. Thus, the activation energy has to be derived weather
above or below T = 1.78 K. Below T = 1.58 K the constant di�usion coe�cient Dv(T)
causes a decrease of φa. The activation energy is derived to be between 2.8 K (32 bar)
and 5.1 K (40.3 bar). Obviously the activation energy increases with increasing source
pressure p0, independent of the temperature regime.
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Figure 7.11: Arrhenius plot of the pressure dependent data of Dv, taken from �gure
7.8. To obtain a value for the activation energy φa two values of ln(Dv/T) with the
same source pressure p0 = 49 bar are picked out, as seen in the inset The activation
energy is derived to be φa = 16.7 K.

in �gure 7.6 for high pressures. As a general result the analysis of the activation
energy indicates that the temperature and pressure dependence of the period τ of the
Geyser oscillations o�ers a direct method to investigate the activation energy in solid
Helium-4. In the future this method can be enlarged in a wide regime of temperature
an pressure.

7.7 Analysis and Interpretation of the Integral Aosc

Each Helium atom that leaves the ori�ce creates a vacant lattice site inside the bulk
solid. Thus, the signal of the detector pressure pdet corresponds directly to the vacancy
generation rate. The background signal pdet,bg consists of atoms whose vacancies are
responsible for the melting process. The oscillatory part of the beam �ux consists of
atoms whose vacancies in the bulk solid are assumed to generate the periodic e�ect.
Separating the mean beam �ux and the oscillatory behavior as demonstrated in �gure
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7.12, the number of vacancies responsible for the periodic collapse of the solid is
proportional to the area Aosc that indicates the oscillating beam �ux.

Figure 7.12: A single oscillation of the detector pressure inside the vacuum chamber
pdet at 35 bar and T = 1.725 K. The dashed line at 3.83 · 10−5 is a guide to the
eye and remarks the separation between the oscillatory part and the background �ow.
According to the pressure at the top of the peak in relation to the background pressure
the oscillatory part is about ≈ 8 percent of the entire �ux. The grey area Aosc indicates
the area of the oscillating beam �ux. Because of each atom leaving the ori�ce generates
a vacancy, the atoms that build the area Aosc corresponds to the number of vacancies
that are responsible for the oscillatory e�ect. (d0(]17) = 2.28 µm)

In determine the area Aosc of the oscillatory part the number of vacancies necessary
for the percolative collapse can be obtained as a function of temperature T and source
pressure p0, as well. In �gure 7.13 the value of the area Aosc of the oscillating part in
the signal is plotted as a function of temperature for two di�erent source pressures p0 =
32 and 41 bar, respectively (upper �gure). Additionally, the temperature dependence
of the period τ is shown above. As an interesting result, for both measurements the
maximum of Aosc is at temperature T = 1.78 K (right dashed line) and is not at the
critical temperature T = 1.6 K (left dashed line), where the period τ has it`s maximum.
This result indicates that at T = 1.78 K the number of vacancies for the percolative
collapse and the herewith related critical concentration Xc is maximal. As seen in
�gure 7.13 the period at T = 1.78 K increases, a result that is already shown in �gure
6.12. As shown in the phase diagram at the inset of �gure 6.12 the temperature T =
1.78 K corresponds to the bcc-hcp transition.

At temperatures below 1.78 K the value of the area Aosc decreases slightly for decreas-
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Figure 7.13: The area Aosc as a function of temperature for two measurements at
source pressure p0 = 32 bar and 41 bar, respectively. Additionally the temperature
dependent period τ is shown above. The dashed lines correspond to the temperature
T = 1.78 K (2) and the critical temperature Tc = 1.58 K (2), as seen in the phase
diagram. As a result the area Aosc shows a maximum at T = 1.78 K. Below Tc = 1.58 K
the area Aosc drops down about one order of magnitude. The maximum of Aosc can be
interpreted by the proportionality of Aosc to the number of generated vacancies: More
vacancies have to be generated to produce the collapse because a fraction of vacancies
are responsible for the hcp-bcc phase transition. The dropdown of Aosc below T =
1.58 K is a consequence of the periodic curve shape that only consists of the sharp
peak.
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Figure 7.14: The area Aosc as a function of the period τ for two di�erent measure-
ments at decreasing temperature T and constant source pressure p0 = 35 and 41 bar,
respectively. For period τ > 50 seconds the dependence between Aosc and τ is found
to be almost linear. The linear behavior is found to be only for temperatures above T
= 1.66 K (35 bar) and 1.74 K (41 bar). (d0(]17) = 2.28 µm)

ing temperatures. At Tc = 1.6 K the period τ has its maximum and decreases with
decreasing temperatures. The origin of this behavior can be seen in �gure 6.15, where
the oscillating detector pressure pdet is shown for several temperatures and constant
source pressure p0 = 33 bar: At temperatures above 1.64 K the area Aosc increases.
The curve shape shows a peak and a huge "shoulder". In this picture the period in-
creases down to 1.58 K, whereas the curve shape at 1.58 K already shows the typical
behavior of the curve shape at low temperatures: the periodic signal just shows a
sharp peak and a constant beam �ux. The increase of the vacancies mobility a�ects
that the vacancies spend less time in the volume between Ssl and S0. Thus, the area
Aosc decreases because less vacancies are needed to produce the collapse. The curve
shape in �gure 6.15 indicates, why the area Aosc decreases below temperatures T =
1.78 K. This result below 1.78 K shows that even though below 1.78 K the period τ
increases the periodic behavior is in�uenced by the abnormal periodic behavior at low
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temperatures: In �gure 6.21 the phase line pτ already deviates from the melting line
at temperatures below 1.78 K.

Figure 7.15: Area Aosc as a function of the source pressure at constant temperature
T = 1.87 K. Instead of exponential increase of Aosc with increasing source pressure p0

the area Aosc increases almost linear with increasing source pressure p0.

For temperatures below Tc = 1.6 K the area Aosc decreases on order of magnitude,
as seen in �gure 7.13. As mentioned above the periodic signal just shows a sharp
peak and a constant �ux. According to this below 1.6 K the critical concentration
of vacancies necessary for the percolative e�ect seems to be very small. Figure 7.14
captures this relation between the period τ and Aosc. For two source pressures p0 = 35
and 41 bar the area Aosc is shown as a function of the period. The data are restricted
to a temperature range T > 1.66 K, because for lower temperatures the dependence
is not that distinctive. Whereas for T > 1.66 K the dependence is found to be almost
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Figure 7.16: Area Aosc as a function of the period τ . The non-linearity between Aosc

and τ is already indicated in �gure 7.15. This result maybe gives an indication for the
transition between the quantum and classical regime of solid Helium-4.

linear. This result shows that obviously the critical concentration of vacancies for the
percolative collapse and the time till the collapse occurs (period τ) goes hand in hand.
This temperature regime is mainly dominated by the hcp phase, so that the in�uence
of the hcp/bcc transition and the deviation of the periodic behavior is negligible.

Another way to investigate the area Aosc is to look for the dependence of the source
pressure p0. The analysis is related to the measurement that is shown in �gure 6.3:
The source pressure p0 is increased stepwise from 33.4 bar up to 38.4 at constant source
pressure T = 1.87 K. In �gure 7.15 the period τ and the area Aosc is shown as a function
of the source pressure p0. In contrast to the period τ , Aosc shows a linear dependence
on the source pressure p0, as seen in �gure 7.15. As a result, the dependence between
Aosc and period τ is not linear, as to be seen in �gure 7.16. In the theoretical model the
period τ can be interpreted as the time until the critical concentration for the collapse
of the solid is reached. As obtained from the temperature dependent analyze, the linear
dependence between Aosc and τ supported the argumentation of the model. Whereas
now the data can be interpreted that for higher source pressures p0 the number of
vacancies for the periodic collapse is enlarged. It seems that an additional e�ect
reduces the concentration of vacancies that strongly depends on the source pressure
p0.
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In summary, the area Aosc gives direct information about the critical concentration of
vacancies that provokes the collapse of the solid, producing the oscillatory e�ect. The
temperature dependence of Aosc re�ects the dependence of the period τ . At constant
source pressure p0 and varying temperature the dependence between the area Aosc and
the period τ shows a linear behavior. This can be easily explained with the theoretical
model that was introduced in chapter 3.3.4. The dependence of the source pressure
shows a di�erent behavior. With the present model an conclusive interpretation of the
data is not possible.

7.8 The In�uence of Helium-3

As shown in section 6.4 Helium-3 atoms in�uence the behavior of vacancies in solid
Helium-4. To remind the essential features: A vacancy in Helium-4 causes inward
relaxation: Surrounding Helium atoms at neighboring lattice sites are able to oscillate
in a wider empty space because of the weak interatomic binding energy. Figure 7.17
shows the schematic distribution of lattice atoms under the presence of a vacant lattice
site. Helium-3 atoms in solid Helium-4 act in the opposite way: Because of the smaller
mass Helium-3 atoms oscillate in a wider range so that the neighboring atoms inside
the lattice are restricted in their free space, as to be seen in �gure 7.17. Thus, Helium-
3 causes outward relaxation. Both behaviors, the inward relaxation of vacancies and
the outward relaxation of Helium-3 are compensated by occupying neighboring lattice
sites. Figure 7.17 illustrates the formation of such a vacancy-Helium-3-pair: A vacant
lattice site and a Helium-3 atom di�use through the crystal (1-3). If they occupy
neighboring lattice sites (4) they form a vacancy-Helium-3-pair that moves through
the crystal.

With this in mind the in�uence of Helium-3 to the present phenomenon is very in-
teresting to investigate. Nevertheless the presence of Helium-3 does not decrease the
vacancy concentration but hinders the free motion of vacancies inside the crystal. The
investigations are presented in section 6.4. As a main result the presence of Helium-3
seems to reestablish the normal solid behavior at temperatures below Tc ≈ 1.6 K.
This result strongly indicates that indeed in solid Helium-4 at low pressures and tem-
peratures below 1.6 K a fully new e�ect occurs. Under the in�uence of Helium-3 this
unexpected behavior is completely suppressed, as to be seen in �gure 7.18. This in-
dicates that the formation of vacancy-Helium-3-pairs occurs at temperatures below
1.64 K. This seems reliable since the the binding energy of a vacancy and a Helium-3
atom is approximated to be around 1 Kelvin, which is approximated by the di�erence
of the formation energy of vacancies in pure Helium-4 and mixtures of Helium-3 in
Helium-4 [13]. Thus, the interaction of vacancies and Helium-3 occurs only at lower
temperatures T < 1.64 K. This interpretation o�ers an exciting new possibility for the
exact determination of the binding energy [11].

A further aspect is also shown in �gure 7.18 (bottom). From the period τ one can
easily determine the di�usion coe�cient Dv, as already demonstrated in section 7.5.
Thus, the di�usion coe�cient Dv is shown as a function of temperature for the dif-
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Figure 7.17: The model describes the generation of a vacancy-Helium-3-pair. In (1)
the outward relaxation of Helium-3 atoms in solid Helium-4 is visible. The surrounding
atoms are restricted in their free space because the zero point oscillation of Helium-
3 is larger than for Helium-4. A vacancy causes the opposite behavior. The inward
relaxation allows the neighboring Helium-4 atoms to stay in a wider regime. In (2) and
(3) both, the vacancy and the Helium-3 atom move through the solid. If they occupy
neighboring lattice sites (4) the inward and outward relaxation is partly compensated.
Therefore, Helium-3 atoms and vacancies form a vacancy-Helium-3-pair that moves
through the solid.
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Figure 7.18: The di�usion coe�cient Dv derived from the period τ for measurements
at �xed source pressures p0 = 32 bar and decreasing temperature T for pure Helium-
4 and three mixtures of Helium-3 and Helium-4 with concentrations of between 1
and 0.0015 percent. The corresponding period τ is shown above as a function of
temperature. Above T = 1.64 (1) the di�usion coe�cient Dv is independent of the
Helium-3 concentration. At T = 1.78 K (2) the temperature dependence ofDv - derived
from the inverse period τ - changes also independent of the Helium-3 concentration
according to the increase of the period at the hcp-bcc transition. According to the
results for Dv with pure Helium-4 the di�usion coe�cient shows a minimum at T =
1.6 K that corresponds to the maximum period τmax at Tc. This maximum of the
period τ is not found for the mixtures of Helium-3/Helium-4. The di�usion coe�cient
Dv decreases with decreasing temperature below T = 1.64 K. This behavior shows a
dependence of the Helium-3 concentration.
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ferent concentrations of Helium-3 between 1 and 0.0015 percent. For pure Helium-4
the behavior of Dv shows the typical minimum at Tc = 1.6 K, as already seen for
several source pressures in section 7.5. Under the in�uence of Helium-3 the di�usion
coe�cient Dv decreases smoothly with decreasing temperature, even below 1.6 K. On
the �rst view this result corresponds to experimental results from several investiga-
tions concerning the di�usion coe�cient Dv of Helium-3 in solid Helium-4, done by
e.g. Allen and Richards [1], Mikheev et al. [92] and Kishvarsanyi and Sullivan [80].
These investigations were looking for quantum di�usion processes of Helium-3 impu-
rities in solid Helium-4. Since Helium-3 and vacancies form pairs these investigations
are also related to di�usion processes of vacancies. Indeed, for very low concentrations
of Helium-31 they found a minimum of Dv at a corresponding temperature T = 1.43 K.
This minimum of Dv is found to be the transition of the quantum di�usion behavior of
vacancies, that was introduced by Andreev and Lifshitz [3]. Quantum di�usion occurs
at temperatures T � Θ, and Dv changes with temperature by:

Dv ≈
a2

t

h̄

Θt

(
Θ

T

)9

, (7.16)

where Θ is the Deybe temperature, t the time spent by a defecton on a speci�c lattice
site, and a the interatomic distance. In this regime the vacancies turn into quasi
particles (defectons) and the process of quantum tunneling occurs by the interaction
with phonons [70]. But there are some reasons showing that the minimum of Dv

measured in the present experiment has nothing to do with quantum di�usion. First,
the di�usion coe�cient of Helium-3 measured by Mikheev, Allen and Kisvarsanyi is
about four orders of magnitude below the results obtained here. This indicates that
in the present experiment the di�usion coe�cient Dv is measured for vacancies and
not for Helium-3 atoms. Next, the transition temperature from classical di�usion to
quantum di�usion for Helium-3, where Dv is minimal, was determined to be about
1.42 K [80]. In the present experiment the temperature of minimal Dv is 1.6 K.
Finally, the most important argument that contradicts the occurrence of quantum
di�usion is that the minimum of Dv, presented here, is a consequence of the maximum
of the period τ . The decrease of τ at temperatures below Tc = 1.6 K results from
the unexpected behavior at pressure pτ , where the oscillating character completely
disappears. Figure 7.5 clari�es the dependence between the decreasing period below
1.6 K and the resulting phase line pτ , which was derived from the ratio between the
maximum period at Tc = 1.6 K and the decreased period at temperatures below.
Thus, the dependence of Dv to the in�uence of Helium-3 can not be interpreted with
the mechanism of phonon controlled quantum di�usion.

The reestablishment of the normal solid behavior below Tc = 1.6 K under the in�uence
of Helium-3 calls for a more detailed analysis. Thus, the next step is the analyze of the
vacancy activation energy φa. With pure solid Helium-4 the analyze of φa shows an
intriguing decrease at temperatures below Tc ≈ 1.6 K, as seen in �gure 7.10. Below 1.6

1around 0.02 percent (Kisvarsanyi), 6 ·10−3 percent (Mikheev) and 0.005 percent (Allen and
Richards)
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Figure 7.19: Activation energy φa derived from the slope of the dependence of ln(Dv/T)
to the inverse temperature for di�erent mixtures of Helium-3/Helium-4 and pure
Helium-4. The Arrhenius plot is divided into two temperature regimes above and
below T = 1.58 K. In the temperature regime above T = 1.58 K the activation energy
is derived to be 9 K < φa < 15 K, which weakly depends on the Helium-3 concentra-
tion. The activation energy is derived from the slope in the regime below T = 1.78 K
(dashed line) to avoid the in�uence of the hcp-bcc phase transition. Below T = 1.58
K the dependence of the Helium-3 concentration is obvious. The data points that are
used to derive φa are indicated with enlarged symbols. The activation energy φa is
found to increase with increasing Helium-3 concentration. This result indicates the
reestablishment of the normal solid behavior under the in�uence of Helium-3.

K the activation energy was determined to be between φa = 2.8 K at source pressure
p0 = 32 bar up to 5.1 K at 30.3 bar. In �gure 7.19 the same analysis is presented
at source pressure p0 = 32 bar and di�erent concentrations of Helium-3. The range
of inverse temperature is separated in two regions, below and above 0.624 K−1, that
corresponds to the critical temperature Tc ≈ 1.6 K. At corresponding temperatures
above Tc (1/T < 0.624 K−1) the activation energy φa is determined to be 9 K <
φa < 15 K, depending on the concentration of Helium-3. For the low temperature
regime below 1.6 K ( 1/T > 0.624 K−1) the activation energy is smaller, whereas φa

clearly depends on the Helium-3 concentration. For X3He = 1 percent the value of φa

amounts 9.2 K. For X3He = 0.1 percent the activation energy is even slightly above.
For the lowest concentration of Helium-3 X3He = 0.0015 percent the activation energy
decreases down to 4.3 K. Finally for pure Helium-4 the value of φa becomes very small,
corresponding to the obtained values as in section 7.6. Especially the obtained values
of φa for the high concentrations of Helium-3 are in good agreement with the activation
energy that comes from the literature, as to be seen in �gure 7.6. Once more, this
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result shows the in�uence of Helium-3, namely the reestablishment of a normal solid
behavior below temperatures T = 1.6 K.

Another di�culty appeared with pure solid Helium-4. The investigation of the area
Aosc in the previous section o�ered a linear behavior between Aosc and the period τ , but
just in a region of temperatures above ≈ 1.7 K. As shown above, below temperatures
of 1.6 K the presence of Helium-3 turns solid Helium-4 into normal solid conditions.
Therefore, the analyze of Aosc under the in�uence of 1 percent Helium-3 is shown in
�gure 7.20. In the �gure on the top of 7.20 the period τ is shown as a function of
temperature at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar for pure Helium-4 and a mixture
of 1 percent Helium-3. As already shown before, the period τ increases under the
in�uence of Helium-3 even below Tc ≈ 1.6 K. At the bottom of �gure 7.20 the area
Aosc is shown as a function of temperature, once more for pure Helium-4 and the 1
percent Helium-3 mixture. As expected, while Aosc decreases at temperatures below
1.7 K using pure Helium-4, the area Aosc increases with decreasing temperature under
the in�uence of Helium-3. This result can also be found in �gure 6.27, where the
oscillating detector pressure pdet is shown as a function of time for several temperatures
above and below Tc ≈ 1.6 K, for pure Helium-4 and the mixture of 1 percent Helium-3,
respectively. At low temperatures the periodic behavior of pure Helium-4 is just the
sharp peak and constant �ux, whereas for the Helium-3 mixture the curve shape shows
the typical behavior with a sharp peak and an attenuating part, as generally observed
at high pressures and temperatures between melting and the critical temperature Tc ≈
1.6 K (e.g. �gure 6.8, for p0 > 63 bar).

Finally, in �gure 7.21 the area Aosc is shown as a function of the period τ . The linear
behavior between Aosc and τ , which was already denoted in �gure 7.13, enlarges even
at temperatures below 1.7 K under the in�uence of Helium-3. This results indicates
once more, that the in�uence of Helium-3 reestablishes the normal solid behavior below
1.6 K. The di�erent analyzes done in this section always leaded to the same result: In
the present experiment the behavior of vacancies at temperatures below 1.6 K changes
dramatically. The decreasing period indicates that the mobility increases extraordi-
narily. Even small concentrations of Helium-3 are su�cient to destroy this new and
exciting behavior of vacancies in solid Helium-4. The presence of Helium-3 suppresses
this behavior in any way: The period τ increases with decreasing temperature, the
oscillating character occurs right at the melting line, the activation energy is in the
range of values obtained by several investigations of φa and nevertheless the linear be-
havior between Aosc and τ stands for the reestablishment of the normal solid behavior.
The investigations with Helium-3 gives the �nal evidence that the oscillatory behavior
is a phenomenon related to vacancies.
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Figure 7.20: Area Aosc as a function of temperature T obtained for pure Helium-4
and a mixture of 1 percent Helium-3/Helium-4 at constant source pressure p0 = 32
bar. At temperature T = 1.78 K (2) the area Aosc increases with decreasing temper-
ature, accordingly to the results obtained in �gure 7.13. In the temperature regime
between 1.6 K (1) and 1.78 K (2) for the Helium-3 mixture the area Aosc increases
with decreasing temperature even below T = 1.6 K. Compared to the data obtained
for pure Helium-4 the di�erence appears already at T = 1.78 K. Once more this result
indicates the reestablishment of the normal solid behavior of Helium-4 below T = 1.6
K by adding a small fraction of Helium-3.
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Figure 7.21: Area Aosc as a function of the period τ shown for the mixture of 1 percent
Helium-3/Helium-4 and pure Helium-4, respectively. Using pure Helium-4 the linear
dependence Aosc(τ) is found only for temperatures above 1.64 K, whereas for the
Helium-3 mixture the linear dependence Aosc(τ) is observed in the total temperature
regime down to T ≈ 1.4 K.

7.9 Discussion of the Behavior at T = 1.78 K (and

1.42 K)

In the very early experiments concerning the oscillations of the beam �ux intensity,
there is one phenomenon that has not been discussed so far. By decreasing the source
temperature from melting down to temperatures below 1.7 K at constant source pres-
sure p0 the period τ increases almost linear with decreasing temperature. Whereas in
the region of temperature T = 1.78 K the period deviates from the linear dependence
of the temperature and increases of about a factor 1.6, as to be seen in �gure 6.10 on
page 64. The behavior is found to be independent of the source pressure p0: The e�ect
occurs always at temperatures right below 1.78 K. In �gure 7.22 (top) the period τ
is shown as a function of temperature in the regime 1.65 K < T < 1.85 K for three
di�erent source pressures p0 = 32, 35 and 41 bar, respectively. The vertical dashed
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Figure 7.22: Period τ as a function of temperature in the regime above and below T
= 1.78 K for three di�erent source pressures p0 = 32, 35 and 41 bar, respectively. In
this regime the period τ shows an abnormal increase with decreasing temperature. To
magnify the e�ect the period is shown as in (b) as a reduced period τ − τlin, where
τlin is the assumed linear behavior τ(T), indicated with the dashed lines in (a). The
reduced period shows a maximum at T = 1.75 K (1) whereas the increase of the period
appears at T = 1.78 K (2). As a result the maximum of the reduced period τ − τlin is
almost independent of the source pressure p0. As seen in the phase diagram line (2)
corresponds to the temperature of the hcp-bcc phase transition, whereas the line (1)
is slightly below (2).
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line on the right marks the temperature T = 1.77 K, where the period deviates from
the linear behavior. To clarify the e�ect �gure 7.22 (bottom) shows the deviation
of τ from the linear behavior. The reduced period τ − τlin shows a very distinctive
maximum at T = 1.75 K (left vertical dashed line). With decreasing temperature the
reduced period τ − τlin decreases, indicating that the e�ect is just related to the small
temperature range around 1.75 K. As to be seen in the phase diagram in the inset of
�gure 7.22 the observed temperature range is strictly related to the hcp-bcc transition.
The results point out that the change of the crystalline structure causes the increase
of the period τ .

There is another indication for the evidence that the phase transition between the hcp
and the bcc phase is responsible for the increase of τ . In decreasing the temperature
the transition from hcp to bcc occurs at T = 1.45 K. At this temperature the period
also increases, as to be seen in �gure 7.232. The temperature of maximum period Tmax

is about 0.02 K below the actual bcc-hcp transition temperature. This small shift was
also observed at T = 1.78 K, where the maximum period was also about 20 mK below
the hcp-bcc transition temperature.

Nevertheless, the increase of the period τ at T = 1.42 and 1.78 K seems to be related
with the corresponding transition between the hcp and the bcc crystalline structure.
Generally, the increase of the period τ is related whether with a decrease of the va-
cancies mobility or a decrease of the vacancy concentration. A possible explanation is
given by Berent and Polturak [12]. In their experiments the self di�usion coe�cient
Ds of atoms in solid Helium was investigated near the bcc-hcp transition. The ex-
periment was done in pulling a wire of diameter d0 ≈ 100 µm through the solid and
measuring the wire`s velocity. As a main result the di�usion coe�cient Ds increases
about 1.5 orders of magnitude in crossing the hcp-bcc transition at T = 1.78. Because
of the direct proportionality between Ds and the di�usion coe�cient of vacancies Dv

the result does not explain the present e�ect of increasing period. Following equation
7.12 the di�usion coe�cient is inverse proportional to τ , and herewith the behavior
shoes the exact opposite of the results obtained by Berent and Polturak. Nevertheless,
they mention that the critical behavior of the solid near the transition is controlled by
vacancy di�usion. The presence of vacancies supports the phase transition, because
the solid changes it`s crystalline order. This process causes the motion of atoms, and
the mobility of atoms is enlarged by the presence of vacancies. Thus, the possible
explanation for the increase of the period at T = 1.78 K and 1.42 K is a reduction of
the vacancy concentration that is responsible for the oscillatory e�ect. A decrease of
the concentration a�ects an increase of the period, as observed. Furthermore, the re-
organization of the crystalline structure is related to an increase of dislocations, which
act as recombination centers of vacancies.

2The data are taken from �gure 6.16
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Figure 7.23: Temperature dependence of the period τ at constant source pressures p0

= 29, 29.5, 30 and 30.5 bar, respectively (a). Beside the maximum of the period τ
at Tc = 1.58 K there is a second maximum at T = 1.43 K (1). The increase of the
period τ occurs slightly above at T = 1.45 K (2). The temperature corresponds to the
bcc-hcp phase transition. The maximum of the period τ at (1) is also slightly below
the actual phase transition temperature, as already observed at T = 1.78 K.
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7.10 Discussion of the Deviating Period for High Pres-

sure

Another feature that has been investigated is the source pressure�s dependence on the
period τ . As the main result, the period increases with source pressure p0 following
equation 7.1 τ = %(p0 − pτ )

γ, where pτ is the pressure at which the oscillating beam
�ux occurs and % and γ two �t parameters, respectively. This relation is applicable
for temperatures T above temperatures T = 1.78 K, where the solid shows a normal
solid behavior. In section 6.2 equation 7.1 is applied for two sets of measurements at
temperatures T = 1.87 K and 2.17 K, respectively, and source pressures up to almost
30 bars above the melting pressure pm. Fit the pressure dependence of τ one obtains:

T = 1.83 K → τ = 97.50 ( p0 - 33.33 bar ) 0.59

T = 2.17 K → τ = 38.45 ( p0 - 45.04 bar ) 0.71

The obtained values for % and γ are in good agreement with the actual dependence
between p0 and τ . The exponent γ is also re�ected in the slope of the logarithm of the
di�usivity Dv as a function of the logarithm of the reduced pressure (p0− pτ ), as seen
in �gure 7.8. In �gure 7.24 (a) the same plot is shown for the both measurements at
constant temperatures T = 1.87 K and 2.17 K, respectively. At a pressure p0 − pτ ≈
10 bar the linear behavior of the double logarithmic plot of Dv as a function of p0− pτ

deviates. The corresponding pressure is indicated by pdiv. For T = 1.83 K the dashed
line (1) indicates the enlargement of the slope for higher pressures. The actual behavior
is represented by line (2). The slope of (2) is constant for reduced pressures p0− pτ >
4 bar. The same behavior of deviating slope is observable for T = 2.17 K. Once again,
the dashed line indicates the original slope for reduced pressures p0 − pτ < pdiv ≈
10 bar, and the actual behavior is shown in the straight line, whose slope is again
constant.

Thus, the result indicates that the critical exponent γ changes at pressures of about
4-10 bar above the melting pressure pm, which corresponds to pτ in the investigated
temperature region. This result is also re�ected in �gure 7.24 (b). The period τ is
shown as a function of the source pressure. In this illustration the dependence is �tted
with equation 7.1, whereas the �t is done for two di�erent pressure ranges, namely
between pm and the corresponding transition pressure pdiv, where the behavior between
p0 and τ changes, and a second pressure range for pressures above pdiv. In table 7.2
the obtained parameters for % and γ are summarized. Generally, the critical exponent
γ increases for pressures above pdiv, which corresponds to the increase of the slope of
the dependence between ln(Dv) and the reduced pressure p0 − pτ

The di�erent parameters of γ a�ect the theoretical dependence of the period τ as a
function of the source pressure, as seen in �gure 7.24 (b). Corresponding to the dashed
(1) and straight (2) line in 7.24 (a) the behavior of τ is shown for the critical parameters
% and γ at source pressures above and below pdiv +pτ : For the measurement done at T
= 1.83 K (grey lines) the dashed line (1) gives the progression of the parameters % and
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Figure 7.24: In (a) the di�usion coe�cient at constant temperature T = 1.83 and
2.17 K is shown as a function of p0 − pτ . At pdiv the di�usion coe�cient Dvdo not
follow a straight line in the double logarithmic plot. For T = 1.83 K the deviation is
indicated by the dashed line (1). The actual behavior follows line (2). The pressure
pdiv is about 4 - 10 bar above the melting pressure pm. In (b) the period τ is shown
as a function of the source pressure p0. The dependence between the period τ and
the source pressure p0 can be described by a critical exponent γ. At p0 = pdiv + pτ

the dependence changes, according to �gure (a). The actual dependence between τ
and p0 is separated in two regimes. For T = 1.83 K line (1) shows the period τ(p0) as
if it would follow the critical exponent derived for pressures p0 < pdiv + pτ . Line (2)
is �tted by regarding only the dependence of τ(p0) for pressures p0 > pdiv + pτ . As
a result the period τ and the di�usion coe�cient deviates for high source pressures.
In �gure (c) three possible scenarios are indicated how the period τ develops for high
source pressures up to 200 bar. For both temperatures the dashed line (1) shows the
period τ(p0) for critical exponent derived for pressures p0 < pdiv + pτ , according to
(b). The same behavior is shown by the straight line (2). The third possibility in
which way the period develops for high source pressures is indicated by the straight
line (3). This behavior of τ is assumed to appear because for high pressures quantum
solid become a classical system. Thus, the period τ becomes in�nite for high source
pressures, as assumed by Grisenti [65].
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T [K] p0 % γ equation
1.83 p0 < pdiv 116.19 0.46 116.19 (p0 − 33.33 bar)0.46

p0 > pdiv 82.17 0.66 82.17 (p0 − 33.33 bar)0.66

2.17 p0 < pdiv 47.78 0.6 47.78 (p0 − 45.04 bar)0.6

p0 > pdiv 30.42 0.79 30.42 (p0 − 45.04 bar)0.79

Table 7.2:

γ obtained for pressures below pdiv + pτ . According to this the straight line (2) shows
the behavior of τ for % and γ corresponding to pressures above pdiv + pτ . The same
noti�cation is done for the data obtained at T = 2.17 K (black lines). Generally, the
dashed line (1) proceeds below the line (2), indicating that at corresponding source
pressure the period τ(1) is below τ(2).

These di�erent approaches are also re�ected in �gure 7.24 (c), which indicates possible
scenarios, how the period τ develops for high pressures up to about 200 bars. The
most probable way is given by the straight lines (2), because (2) describes the period
τ �tted for pressures p0 > pdiv + pτ . Another way, how the period develops for high
pressures is that τ follows a value between the two lines (1) and (2), whereas τ would
be assumed to be closer to (2) than to (1). The third possibility is given by Grisenti
[65] in arguing that for high pressures the system becomes more and more classical.
In a classical crystal the periodic e�ect of the beam �ux is non-existing, because of
several reasons like e.g. the much smaller concentrations of vacancies and the very low
di�usion coe�cients Dv. The deviation of the period for high pressures is also given by
the pressure dependence of the de Boer parameter. For high pressures the interatomic
distance decreases and this a�ects the decrease of Λ, as mentioned by Andreev [4]. As
a matter of fact, for high pressures quantum crystals, such as solid Helium-4, turn into
classical crystals. Thus, for high pressures the period could increase, and could �nally
become in�nite. This procedure is indicated with the straight lines (3) in �gure 7.24
(c).

7.11 The In�uence of the Nozzle Diameter

In section 6.5 the experimental results of the nozzle diameter`s dependence to the
period τ and the mean beam �ux are presented. As the most important result the
period τ depends on the nozzle diameter d0 by the relation 6.5. This indicates that
the generation rate of vacancies is proportional to the area of the cross section Ss/l.
The area of this cross section corresponds to the area of a half sphere and is given by
As/l = 2 π r2. With an increase of As/l proportionally more vacancies are generated
and herewith the excess vacancy concentration increases. As a result the critical
vacancy concentration Xc

v is reached much faster and the period τ becomes shorter.

The second result of the investigation with nozzles of di�erent diameter d0 is the
proportionality of d2

0 and the detector pressure pdet. The proportionality is experimen-
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tally observed by the empirical ratio 6.3. The proportionality of pdet and the square
of the nozzle diameter d0 is con�rmed experimentally: The ori�ce`s area A0 =

πd2
0

4
is

proportional to the mass �ow and herewith to the mean beam �ux.

Generally, the occurrence of the oscillations in the detector pressure signal is found to
be almost independent of the nozzle diameter d0. The results are summarized in �gure
6.38 where the phase line pτ is shown that is obtained with nozzles of diameter between
1 and 3.6 µm, whereas the whole temperature range is just acquired for 1 and 2 µm
nozzles. Down to 1.8 K there is no signi�cant dependence on the phase line pτ to the
nozzle diameter d0. For temperatures below 1.8 K the pressure pτ (T) obtained with
nozzles of 1 µm diameter seems to be slightly above the phase line of pτ (T) for d0 = 2
µm. If indeed the phase line pτ (T) is shifted up to higher pressures by using nozzles
with smaller diameter d0 is a point that can not be veri�ed in this experiment in a
satisfactory way. This is because of the insu�cient statistics especially for the data
obtained with the 1 µm diameter nozzles. Assumed that the phase line pτ (T) is indeed
shifted upwards for nozzles with smaller diameter d0 there should be a theoretical phase
line pτ (T) for d0 → 0. But if d0 = 0 the system is in equilibrium because if there is
no beam �ux no excess vacancies would be injected into the system. Another point
that has not yet been investigated at all is the nozzle diameter`s dependence of the
phase line pu(T). The exact trend of pu(T) can just be found exactly by increasing
(or decreasing as well) the source pressure p0 in small intervals, as demonstrated in
�gure 7.2 for nozzles with diameter d0 = 2 µm. This kind of measurements has not
been done for nozzles with smaller or larger diameter d0. The dependence of pτ (T)
and especially pu(T) on the nozzle diameter d0 is of special interest because it could
be a possible explanation for the occurrence of the both phase lines. This alternative
explanation will be discussed in section 7.13.

7.12 Application of the Theoretical Model

During one period the di�erent stages of the process (di�usion, drift, recombination)
are also re�ected in the period`s curve shape. An example for the possible in�uence
of drift, di�usion and recombination is illustrated in �gure 7.25. At the bottom of the
�gure the possible interaction of di�usion and drift is shown by the dark blue (Drift)
and bright blue (di�usion) arrows. The arrows indicate the direction in which the
vacancies move: If the arrow shows upwards the vacancies move from the solid/liquid
interface into the bulk solid, and vice versa. The amplitude of the arrows indicates
the in�uence, whereas the amplitude is chosen only for demonstration. As to be seen,
the dark blue arrow is chosen to be constant with time, because the pressure gradient
that causes drift is always present. The bright blue arrow that indicates the motion
of di�usion decreases with time and backward di�usion occurs when the arrow shows
downward.

The oscillating curve shape can be explained as follows: The sharp peak at t = 0
seconds is caused by the percolative collapse of the lattice. Released by the collapse
all excess vacancies and even the thermally activated vacancies are bleached as well.
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Thus, the system is in a non-equilibrium condition because the vacancy concentration
is below the equilibrium value. The �rst sharp decrease of the pressure pdet for t
≤ 11 seconds can be interpreted by the intensive generation of vacancies to restore
the equilibrium condition. After the equilibrium vacancy concentration is reached the
accumulation of vacancies at the cross section S0 begins where the pressure gradient
disappears (t > 10 seconds).

The generation of excess vacancies causes an increase of the recombination time τr.
As to be seen in the illustration in �gure 7.25 the recombination of vacancies with
interstitials is held to be responsible for the decrease of the signal intensity at t ≈
50 seconds (yellow section). By the in�uence of backward di�usion the net vacancy
current decreases (as shown in the blue section) until an equilibrium occurs in which
drift, di�usion and recombination cancels out each other. The assumption that these
three mechanisms equilibrate each other would lead to a zero vacancy current. As a
consequence no more vacancies would be transported to the accumulation region at
S0. The occurrence of backward di�usion shows that indeed the maximum vacancy
concentration Xc,∞

v is reached. Thus, the maximum vacancy concentration Xc,∞
v cor-

responds to the critical concentration maximum vacancy concentration Xc
v that causes

the collapse.

On the other hand the increase of the vacancy concentration up to Xc,∞
v at S0 causes

that the collapse would not be released and the period would become in�nite. A pos-
sible explanation is that the separation between background pressure and oscillatory
signal is lower than indicated with the horizontal dashed grey line at pdet ≈ 3.83 · 10−5

mbar in �gure 7.25.

Since the oscillating detector pressure posc
det is proportional to the net vacancy current

josc the integral over posc
det for times 0 < t < τ0 gives the number of excess vacancies

necessary for the periodic e�ect: Each atom that leaves the nozzle gives rise to a vacant
lattice site (as supposed for the model). In the following the number of vacancies is
calculated considering as example of the measurement shown in �gure 7.25. The atoms
that produce the background �ow pdet,bg leave vacancies which are annihilated to melt
the solid, as described in section 3.2. The vacancies that do not recombine produce the
periodic e�ect and these vacancies are generated by atoms that build the corresponding
oscillating beam �ux that is proportional to posc

det. The number of these atoms can be
derived from the integral of the oscillatory part posc

det. And this number of atoms is
equal to the number of vacancies that are responsible for josc. The number of atoms
that leave the nozzle can be derived in the following way: The volume of the liquid
Helium-jet that leaves the nozzle per second can be determined by:

VHe = uexit φn

= 5.52 · 106 m

sec ·mbar
pdet

πd2
0

4
[m3],

(7.17)

where uexit is the jet velocity in [m/sec] and φn the nozzle cross section [m2]. The
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Figure 7.25: Application of the model to explain the curve shape of the oscillatory
behavior in the beam �ux. The sharp peak at t = 0 is assumed to be caused by the
collapse of the region in which the vacancies accumulate. Because of the bleaching of
all vacancies the system undergoes the equilibrium vacancy concentration. The system
resets the equilibrium conditions at times t ≤ 11 seconds with a high generation of
excess vacancies. The high concentration of vacancies at the solid/liquid interface
causes a high di�usivity, as indicated with the large amplitude of the arrow below.
For times t larger than 11 seconds the vacancies start to accumulate and the di�usion
of vacancies reduces. At a certain time t ≈ 50 sec the recombination of vacancies with
interstitials occurs as seen in the yellow section, whereas the actual recombination
time τr is probably shorter. With increasing vacancy concentration at the cross section
Ssl the corresponding concentration gradient causes backward di�usion which plays a
major role at the �at region for times t < 130 seconds. This scenario is indicated with
the negative amplitude of the dark blue arrow below. This e�ect holds on and causes
an equilibrium between drift, di�usion and recombination for times t > 130 seconds.
The arrows that indicate the direction of di�usion and drift have the same amplitude
but it is negative for di�usion.
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factor 5.52 · 106 m
sec·mbar

comes from the inversion of pressure to jet velocity, which is
derived in section 7.5. Thus, for the measurement shown in �gure 3.6 the background
pressure pdet,bg/sec = 2 · 3.83 · 10−5 mbar/sec gives the number of Helium atoms per
second at a corresponding time resolution of 500 msec. This gives:

NHe =
Na mHe

mmol

=
Na

mmol

ρHe 5.52 · 106 m

sec ·mbar

pdet,bg

sec

πd2
0

4

≈ 2.5 · 1019 atoms

sec
,

(7.18)

where Na is the Avogadro constant, mmol the molar mass of Helium and ρHe the
density of liquid Helium. As a result each second 2.5 · 1019 atoms cross the solid-to-
liquid interface and generate the same number of vacant lattice sites. Thus, the same
number of vacancies causes the constriction of the solid from the cross section S0 to
Ssl.

To derive the number of vacancies that produce the oscillatory e�ect the oscillatory
part of the jet velocity uexit,osc during a whole period gives the corresponding volume
VHe,osc of liquid Helium-4:

VHe,osc = uexit,osc φn

= 5.52 · 106 m

sec ·mbar

∫ τ

t=0

posc
det(t)

πd2
0

4
[m3],

(7.19)

where posc
det(t) is the oscillating detector pressure at given time t. The integral

∫ τ

t=0
posc

det(t) =∫ τ

t=0
pdet(t)−pdet,bg describes the area A0 between pressure pdet(t) and pdet,bg in the time

interval 0 < t < τ , as seen in �gure 7.12. For the number of atoms that correspond
to A0 it follows from for the period τ = 173 seconds in �gure 3.6:

NHe,osc =
Na mHe

mmol

=
Na

mmol

ρHe 5.52 · 106 m

sec ·mbar

∫ τ

t=0

posc
det(t)

πd2
0

4

≈ 1.409 · 1020 atoms

period
.

(7.20)

This number of atoms gives the number of vacancies during the period τ = 173 sec that
are assumed to produce the oscillating e�ect. From equation 7.20 the experimental
vacancy current jexp

osc (t) is given by:
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jexp
osc (t) = posc

det ·
5.52 · 106 m

sec·mbar
ρHe A0

mmol

, (7.21)

where A0 =
πd2

0

4
is the ori�ce`s area. From the pre-factor 1

4
X0

vuv of jtheo
osc the experi-

mental and the theoretical current are �tted to be in the same range.

Figure 7.26: In the phase diagram the points show the corresponding pressures and
temperatures at which the curve shape of posc

det is �tted. The di�erent colored regimes
indicate at which regimes the theoretical �ts can reproduce the actual experimental
curve shape. In the regime below temperatures Tc = 1.58 K (red) the �ts are not
possible. At temperatures above 1.58 K the oscillations of pdet close to the melting
line are reproducible in a good agreement with the theory (blue and yellow regimes).
At temperatures around T = 1.78 K (orange regime) the �ts are found to be di�cult
because of the phase transition between the hcp and bcc phase, where the period τ
increases.

As demonstrated in chapter 3 the periodic curve shape of posc
det(t) can be reproduced

by deriving the vacancy current josc(t) of the excess vacancies that are responsible
for the periodic e�ect, as expressed by equation 3.11. In �gure 3.9 the validity of
the theoretical vacancy current josc(t) is demonstrated, whereas josc(t) is applied in a
reduced form 3.12.
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In appendix B the �ts of the experimental beam �ux to the theoretical expression of
josc is shown for measurements of the oscillating detector pressure posc

det at temperatures
1.6 K < T < 2.2 K and source pressures 30 bar < p0 < 41 bar. For a given equilibrium
vacancy concentration X0

v ≈ 1− 2 percent the theoretical beam �ux intensity jtheo
osc (t)

and the experimental jexp
osc (t) is found to be in the same order of magnitude. From

the �ts several constants can be derived as a function of temperature and pressure,
like the thermalization time τr, the recombination time τr, the ratio Xc,∞

v /X0
v and the

vacancy generation velocity uv.

In �gure 7.26 the measurements at corresponding temperature and source pressure are
indicated in the phase diagram. Basically the �ts are not applicable at temperatures
below Tc = 1.58 K because of the deviating curve shape as to be seen in �gure 6.13
on page 69. Generally at temperatures T > 1.58 K the �t of josc(t) is possible whereas
the reproducibility of the experimental data by the �t depends on temperature and
source pressure as indicated in �gure 7.26. Close to the melting line the theoretical
�ow josc(t) is found to match perfectly together with the experimental curve shape of
posc

det, especially at higher source pressures. At the temperature T = 1.78 K an optimal
�t is di�cult. The in�uence of the hcp-bcc phase transition is expected to play a role
in the curve shape. As explained in section 7.9 the occurrence of dislocations at the
hcp-bcc phase transition is assumed to reduce the vacancy concentration. Furthermore
the theoretical expression for josc(t) is derived with the assumption that the length l is
in�nite. Thus, the described processes of backward di�usion is not regarded in the time
dependent behavior of josc(t). This explains e.g. the insu�cient length of the shoulder
that is mainly depending on e�ects like backward di�usion are not reproducible by the
theoretical beam �ux intensity jtheo

osc .

If vacancies would not recombine the recombination time would be τr = ∞. In this
case the time scale of the periodicity would be determined by the thermalization time
τv = 4Dv/u

2
v = 4kT/Fuv. The expression Fuv is the power that is dissipated by the

vacancy drift. Thus, the thermalization time τv is the time required to dissipate an
amount of energy of the order of the thermal energy kT . But because of recombination
the thermalization time is in the range of the period τ0, whereas τr < τ0. In �gure
7.27 the thermalization time τv is shown as obtained from the �ts. Generally the
thermalization time increases with decreasing temperature T and increasing source
pressure p0. This result shows the relation of the τv to the period τ0.

In �gure 7.28 the ratio of the period to the thermalization time τ0/τv is shown as
a function of temperature T at �xed source pressures p0 = 32, 33, 35 and 41 bar,
respectively. For τ0/τv = 1 the thermalization time τv would determine the periodic
time scale since τr = ∞. This ratio is not observed. Furthermore for temperatures
around T = 1.78 K the ratio τ0/τv shows a maximum that is indicated with the dashed
line which is a guide to the eye. The maximum is nearly independent on the source
pressure and indicates a high rate of recombination at T = 1.78 K. This result con�rms
the assumption that the vacancies concentration in the system is reduced by crossing
the hcp-bcc phase transition that causes an increase of the period τ0.

The high rate of recombination is also shown in the temperature dependence of the re-
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Figure 7.27: Thermalization time τv as a function of temperature T at constant source
pressure p0 in the range between 32 and 41 bar. The thermalization time τv increases
with decreasing pressure and increases with increasing source pressure p0 at �xed
temperature T.
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Figure 7.28: The temperature dependence of the ratio τ0/τv shown for di�erent source
pressures p0 = 32, 33, 35 and 41 bar, respectively. At temperatures T ≈ 1.78 K
where the hcp-bcc phase transition occurs the ratio τ0/τv has a maximum that is
independent of the source pressure p0. The dashed line is a guide to the eye that
indicates the actual maximum of τ0/τv. Because of the di�culty by �t the periodic
curve shape in the region around T = 1.78 K the statistics in this regime is restricted.

combination time τr. The recombination time τr is obtained from the both parameters
τ ∗ and τv:

τr =
τv ∗ τ ∗

τv − τ ∗
, (7.22)

where τ ∗ = τv/β. This indicates a small recombination time τr if the parameter β is
large. In �gure 7.29 the temperature dependent recombination time τr is shown at
constant source pressure p0 = 32, 33, 35 and 41 bar, according to the data in �gure
7.28. As expected from the behavior of τ0/τv the recombination time τr in the range
of ≈ 1-30 seconds shows a minimum at T = 1.78 K that is indicated by dashed line
which is a guide to the eye. This result shows that the concentration of vacancies is
indeed reduced because of the hcp-bcc phase transition. The reduction of the vacancy
concentration xv supports the reorientation of the crystalline structure, as already
discussed in section 7.9.

An additional indicator of this behavior is also given by the ratio of the maximum
vacancy concentration to the equilibrium vacancy concentration Xc,∞

v /X0
v . In �gure
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Figure 7.29: Recombination time τr as a function of temperature shown for di�erent
source pressures p0 = 32, 33, 35 and 41 bar, respectively. The results indicate a
minimum of τr in the region of T = 1.78 K, where the hcp-bcc phase transition occurs.
The actual minimum at T = 1.78 K is not observable because in this region close to
1.78 K �t is di�cult. The dashed line is a guide to the eye and shows the possible
temperature dependency of τr(T). The results indicate that many vacancies recombine
at T = 1.78 K because vacancies support the reorientation of the crystalline structure
at the hcp-bcc phase transition.

7.30 the ratio is shown as a function of temperature T and source pressure p0. The
vertical dashed line indicates the hcp-bcc phase transition temperature T = 1.78 K,
where the ratio probably decreases. Because of the insu�cient statistics this e�ect
has to be investigated more detailed. A decrease of the ratio would indicate a lower
concentration of vacancies.

The critical ratio is always found to be Xc,∞
v /X0

v > 1, as indicated with the equilibrium
value for Xc,∞

v /X0
v = 1. This result is important because it shows that the periodicity

of the signal posc
det is associated with a percolative collapse of the crystal because of the

increase of the vacancy concentration xv. The increase of the vacancy concentration
is one of the most important arguments for the interpretation of the behavior below
Tc = 1.58 K.

To determine the drift velocity uv the di�usion coe�cient has be derived from the
period τ , as demonstrated in section 7.5. In �gure 7.31 the di�usion coe�cient Dv is
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Figure 7.30: The critical ratio Xc,∞
v /X0

v between the excess vacancy concentration
necessary for the collapse Xc

v and the equilibrium vacancy concentration X0
v as a

function of temperature T for di�erent source pressures p0 between 32 and 41 bar. The
ratio is found to be c,∞/X0

v > 1 for all �ts. This result indicates that the vacancy
concentration in the system is increased above the thermal equilibrium concentration.
Thus, the system is not in equilibrium. The obtained values for Xc,∞

v /X0
v do not show

any dependence whether on temperature nor on pressure. Whereas at T = 1.78 K
(dashed vertical line) the ratio probably decreases. This indicates that the vacancy
concentration at T = 1.78 K decreases because of the hcp-bcc phase transition.
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Figure 7.31: Temperature dependent di�usion coe�cient Dv(T) at di�erent source
pressures p0 in the range between 32 and 41 bar. The di�usion coe�cient Dv(T) is
derived from the period τ , as introduced in section 7.5 to determine the drift velocity
uv.
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shown for the �tted data. With the di�usion coe�cient Dv the drift velocity is given
by:

uv = 2 ·
√

Dv

τv

. (7.23)

The corresponding values for uv are shown in �gure 7.32. Because of the Einstein-
Nernst relation Dv = kTµv the drift velocity uv depends on temperature and pressure
as the di�usion coe�cient Dv. From the drift velocity in the range of ≈ 10−3 cm/sec
and a thermalization time τv in the order of ≈ 10− 102 seconds the vacancies cover a
distance in the order of 0.1 - 1 mm, which gives the order of magnitude for the distance
l.

Figure 7.32: Drift velocity uv obtained from the di�usion coe�cient Dv and the ther-
malization time τr. Related to the motion of di�usion by the Einstein-Nernst relation
the drift velocity gives the average velocity of vacancies.
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Generally the application of the theoretical beam �ux josc indicates that indeed the
curve shape of periodicity can be explained by the model of vacancy injection into
solid Helium-4.

7.13 Supersolid State

The interpretation of the regimes distinguished by pτ (T) and moreover pu(T) as re-
gions in the phase diagram where solid Helium-4 behaves as a liquid with negligible
friction leads to the suggestion that the expansion of solid Helium-4 into vacuum is
the �rst experimental evidence of the supersolid state. So far, the �nal experimental
con�rmation about the existence of the supersolid state is missing, since the interpre-
tation of the experimental results obtained by Kim and Chan [75, 76] is controversial.
In this section pτ (T) and moreover pu(T) will be interpreted as the phase lines of the
supersolid state.

The most obvious argument for the supersolid state is the �uid-like �ow of the solid
below pressures pu(T). Because of the high mobility of particles the supersolid state is
assumed to behave as a liquid. According to Bernoulli the dependence of the source
pressure p0 and detector pressure pdet can be expressed by:

log∆pdet =
1

2
log∆p0 (7.24)

The factor 1
2
can be treated as a criterion for an ideal �uid behavior. The analysis in

�gure 6.20 shows the exponent in dependence of the source pressure p0. Right up to
28 bar the exponent indicates a �uid-like behavior of the solid. At 28 bar the exponent
drops down to zero because pdet and remains constant for higher source pressures.

An alternative explanation for the �uid �ow below 1.58 K is given by Burovski [20] by
assuming that inside the phase between pm and pu Helium is not solid, but super�uid
that contains small crystalline clusters. As interpreted by Benedek [10] the �uid-like
�ow below pu(T) would occur as long as the cluster size is below the nozzle diameter.
In the region between pu(T) and pτ (T) the cluster`s size exceeds the nozzle diameter
and clogs the ori�ce. This scenario would explain the constant beam �ux that is
independent of p0 and the missing oscillating character. At pressures above pτ (T)
Helium �nally solidi�es and the beam �ux intensity corresponds to the behavior above
Tc = 1.58 K, as observed in the experiment. However, two strong arguments contradict
to this interpretation.

If the �uid-like �ow occurs as long as the crystallite�s size does not exceed the nozzle
diameter then pu(T) would indicate the pressure at which the size of the clusters cor-
respond to d0. According to this the phase line pu(T) would be strongly determined by
the nozzle`s diameter: pu(T) would be closer to the melting line by using nozzles with
smaller diameter, and vice versa. However the phase line pτ (T) shows a weak depen-
dence of d0. Moreover the weak dependence shows that pτ (T) is shifted towards higher
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pressures by decreasing the nozzle diameter, completely opposite to the explanation
of the cluster model.

Figure 7.33: The phase separation in Helium-3-Helium-4 mixtures as a function of the
molar fraction of Helium-3 [72]. With increasing the fraction of Helium-3 in Helium-4
the super�uidity is quenched and the lambda temperature Tλ decreases. At tempera-
tures below 1 Kelvin and a molar fraction of 6 percent Helium-3 a unstable component
of Helium-3-Helium-4 appears in which a super�uid coexists with and a normal �uid.
For molar fractions of one percent - as used in the present experiment - the mixture
is always super�uid at temperatures below 2.17 K.

The second argument is that already a small concentration of Helium-3 in Helium-4 is
su�cient to quench the behavior of the solid below 1.58 K and pτ (T) corresponds to
the melting pressure pm. Since the fraction of one percent of Helium-3 does not a�ect
the creation of the nanoclusters and the super�uid �ow, as shown in �gure 7.33, the
experimental results should have shown no in�uence on Helium-3. This result indicates
that the interpretation of the �uid-like �ow by the creation of crystallites in super�uid
Helium-4 can be ruled out. Another interpretation can be given by phonon-impuriton
interaction as experimentally investigated e.g. by Kisvarsanyi et al. [80], whereas this
interpretation is already ruled out as already mentioned in section 7.8.

In the introduction to his review on the supersolid state Lubchenko [89] discusses the
existence of the supersolid phase in amorphous solids. He suggests that the normal
component of He II could form a glassy network before it crystalizes at higher pressures.
The result would be a coexistence of a solid and a super�uid in one system.

The high concentration of vacancies causes that the solid is highly incommensurate,
especially in the shrinking region. In this region the crystal`s structure changes perma-
nently under the in�uence of dislocation climbing and therefore the solid is far away
from crystalline order. The formation of a supersolid state by the super�uid motion
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of vacancies can surely be compared with the disorder of an amorphous solid. Fur-
thermore the solid behavior can be interpreted as the formation of a superglass, as
introduced by [116]. A possible interpretation for the non-existence of Geyser oscil-
lations at pressures between pτ (T) and pu(T) could be given by the formation of a
(super)-glass. In a highly disordered solid the pressure gradient could be stretched in
a wide region of the solid so that the vacancies would not accumulate and therefore
the collapse of the solid would not occur.

From the conclusions obtained for the properties of vacancies, like the derivation of
the vacancy di�usion coe�cient, the Geyser e�ect is doubtless con�rmed to be va-
cancy assisted. As introduced in section 2.4 Andreev and Lifshitz [3] argued that the
supersolid occurs only by the presence of vacancies. Owing to the large amplitude of
the zero-point motion tunneling of a vacancy into a neighbor lattice sites occurs at
signi�cant rates. As a consequence vacancies become delocalized entities treated as
elementary quasi-particle excitations. Thus, vacancies form an ideal ideal bose gas
in the limit of small a small concentration Xv. Since the Bose-Einstein-condensation
has not been con�rmed experimentally the vacancy concentration at equilibrium is
assumed to be to small for BEC. This assumption gives the most distinctive argument
for the observation of the supersolid in this experiment since it is demonstrated that
the vacancy concentration is increased of a factor of about 2 above the equilibrium
concentration. Thus, the only possible and most favorable explanation for the behavior
below Tc = 1.58 K is given by the formation of the supersolid state.

Furthermore the observed phase line pτ (T) corresponds to the general assumptions of
the supersolid phase line, as shown in �gure 7.34. Several theoretical attempt proposed
the occurrence of the supersolid close to the melting line at pressures below ≈ 35 bar.
Galli and Reatto [47] simulated the vacancy distribution with shadow wave functions in
a Monte-Carlo simulation. They found that BEC occurred at T = 0 K at low density.
By extending the results up to �nite temperatures they found several scenarios for the
supersolid phase line depending on quantities like the formation energy φf , the e�ective
vacancy mass m?

v and the ground state vacancy concentration X∗
v that are assumed to

occur even at T = 0 K [96]. The di�erent scenarios are sketched in �gure 7.34: In the
absence of ground state vacancies (X∗

v = 0) the supersolid phase is given by section III.
They claim that this transition corresponds to a phase line that has been considered by
Burns and Goodkind [19]. If the ground state vacancy concentration is non-zero then
BEC should occur even at lowest temperatures. The possible scenarios would be that
BEC would persist along the melting line (I, II, III) or that at a certain temperature
T1

BEC the BEC state is destroyed by thermal �uctuations due to ground state vacancies
but at a certain temperature T2

BEC the supersolid re-occurs due to thermal vacancies
at su�cient concentration (I, III). The supersolid could also occur only at (I) if the
formation energy φf is too high and therefore the thermal vacancy concentration too
small. Another attempt is given by Bjisma and Stoof [15] who derived a phase line
for the supersolid from experiments of investigating ultrasound attenuation in solid
Helium-4 by Lengua and Goodkind [88]. Both proposals for the supersolid phase line
correspond nearly in a perfect agreement with the phase line pτ (T) that is indicated by
the white circles in �gure 7.34. Whereas the possible experimental con�rmation of the
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Figure 7.34: Possible phase lines for the supersolid state for solid Helium-4 obtained
from theoretical and experimental investigations. The direct measurement of the su-
persolid phase line was done by Kim and Chan [75, 75] by observing NCRI at tempera-
tures below 230 mK. From the detected phase line Weiss [124] separated the solid phase
of Helium-4 into three regions: The equilibrium supersolid (A), the non-equilibrium
supersolid (B) and the normal solid (C). Furthermore the phase line of the supersolid
was proposed by Bijsma and Stoof [15], who derived the phase line from experiments
of ultrasound attenuations in Helium-4 done by Lengua and Goodkind [88]. A the-
oretical scenario for the possible phase lines of the supersolid was proposed by Galli
and Reatto [47]. The phase lines pu(T) and pτ (T) observed in this experiment are
also shown ( dashed line and white circles ) and o�er a good agreement with the the-
oretical supersolid by Galli and Reatto and also the one derived by Bijsma and Stoof.
Surprisingly, the critical temperature - even by Weiss - is found to be Tc ≈ 1.8 K.
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supersolid phase by Kim and Chan [75, 76] at T ≈ 230 mK does not match with any
of these theoretical assumptions. A possible explanation is given by Weiss [124]. He
argued that Kim and Chan measured the supersolid for temperatures below T ≈ 230
mK at equilibrium conditions. Since the supersolid is assumed to occur only at higher
vacancy concentration Weiss proposed three phases in solid Helium-4: An equilibrium
supersolid state (A) below T ≈ 230 mK and furthermore an non-equilibrium supersolid
state (B) and the normal solid (C). Out of the supersolid transition at T ≈ 230 mK
Weiss derived a phase line that separates the non-equilibrium supersolid from the
normal solid behavior. This line is indicated by the dashed line between (B) and (C),
whereas the diamonds indicate temperatures and pressures derived by Weiss. The
separation of the solid phase into an equilibrium supersolid, non-equilibrium supersolid
and normal solid phase can interpreted as phases in which the supersolid occurs in
dependence on the vacancy concentration. The probable supersolid seen by Kim and
Chan was obtained at equilibrium whereas in this experiment the system is in non-
equilibrium conditions, caused by the increase of the vacancy concentration. For the
non-equilibrium supersolid the critical temperature is found to be Tc ≈ 1.8 K by
Weiss, Galli and Reatto and also Bijsma and Stoof. Assuming that the supersolid is a
Bose-Einstein condensation of vacancies the critical temperature for BEC is given by:

TBEC =
2πh̄2

mkB

(
N

2.612 · V

)2/3

. (7.25)

With the increase of the vacancy concentration of a factor of ≈ 3 above the equilibrium
concentration the critical temperature is found to be TBEC ≈ 1.2 K. If the vacancies
form a Bose-Einstein condensate it follows that the supersolid fraction is given by the
critical vacancy concentration Xc

v that corresponds to the maximum vacancy concen-
tration Xc,∞

v ≈ 3 ·X0
v .

The results show that the pressures pτ (T) and pu(T) can be interpreted as the phase
lines that mark the supersolid phase in solid Helium-4. The behavior of the solid
below pu(T) ful�lls the requirement of the supersolid state: The solid shows a �uid-like
behavior. Furthermore the e�ect is eliminated under the in�uence of small fractions
of Helium-3. Finally the e�ect is assumed to occur because of an increase of the
vacancy concentration above the thermal concentration X0

v . A possible interpretation
for the occurrence of the Geyser oscillation at pτ (T) and not at pu(T) can be given by
the assumption that the vacancies overcome a certain critical velocity at pu(T) that
eliminates the supersolid.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Outlook

The last three decades have seen a steady grow of interest in solid Helium as the
most "quantum" quantum crystal and much experimental e�ort has been invested
to elucidate the structure and behavior of this solid. The main focus was on the
study of quantum properties manifested in quantum di�usion of vacancies at low
enough temperatures. Final goal was the possible observation of the supersolid state,
as the counterpart to Helium-II, the only real super�uid. Many di�erent experimental
approaches have been developed and investigated but the �nal evidence for this state
is still missing.

This work gives a detailed introduction into a completely new experimental method to
investigate the quantum crystal behavior of solid Helium-4. It has been discovered by
Grisenti that in the expansion of solid Helium-4 into a vacuum through small micron-
sized ori�ces a fascinating new e�ect occurs. The jet velocity in the range of 200
m/sec indicates that surprisingly the beam is a liquid jet, whereas the conditions in
the source correspond to the solid state. Moreover, for source conditions corresponding
to the solid phase the beam �ux intensity shows periodic peaks and a distinct time
dependent behavior. The periodic �ux oscillates within seconds up to minutes and
shows a strong dependence on temperature and source pressure. This new phenomenon
has been studied for temperatures between 2.1 K and 1.3 K and pressures up to 30
bar above the melting pressure. The beam �ux intensity has been recorded by the
vacuum pressure in a pitot vacuum chamber.

In this work mainly the behavior of the period has been studied as a function of pressure
and temperature and the in�uence of the isotope Helium-3. Furthermore geometrical
aspects such as the in�uence of the nozzle diameter d0 have been investigated.

In order to explain this fascinating phenomenon a kinetic model based on the injection
of excess vacancies into the solid has been proposed. The so-called "Geyser oscilla-
tions" in solid Helium-4 are assumed to occur as a periodic collapse of the solid. This
collapse is caused by the accumulation of excess vacancies that are generated at a
solid/liquid interface close to the ori�ce. With the subsequent re-injection of vacan-
cies the e�ect repeats periodically. The accumulation of vacancies is explained by
the occurrence of a pressure gradient in the solid. Forced by drift and di�usion the
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vacancies accumulate at a �xed distance from the ori�ce where the pressure gradient
disappears. With the injection of excess vacancies the vacancy concentration can be
increased of a factor of 2 above the equilibrium vacancy concentration.

The theoretical description of the vacancy current reproduces the time dependent beam
�ux intensity, which is demonstrated for a wide range of temperatures and pressures.
The kinetic model gives direct access to values such as the temperature and pressure
dependence of the vacancy di�usion coe�cient Dv which has been found to be in the
range of 10−5 cm2/sec. From the temperature dependent di�usion coe�cient the
vacancy activation energy was derived to be φf ≈ 20 K. Also the recombination time
τr of vacancies with interstitial atoms in the lattice is observable. Typically τr was
found in the range of ≈ 1−20 sec. The good agreement of Dv with former experimental
results by Zuev et al. [131] con�rms the applicability of the theoretical model.

From the periodic behavior two temperature regimes can be distinguished:

(1) For temperatures above 1.78 K the oscillations in the beam �ux intensity appear
at a certain pressures pτ (T) that corresponds to the melting pressure pm. The pe-
riod increases with increasing source pressure at constant temperature or increases
with decreasing temperature at constant source pressure. The period is obtained to
be inverse proportional to the vacancy di�usion coe�cient Dv, and since the period
increases with decreasing temperature the temperature dependence of Dv corresponds
to experimental investigation of vacancy di�usion in solid Helium-4 [131].

(2) At temperatures below 1.78 K it is observed that the vacancies mobility is increased
in a regime close to the melting line. This novel e�ect can be observed by decreasing
- or increasing - the temperature at constant source pressure p0, whereby the period
suddenly drops down for temperatures below T = 1.58 K. With the method of in-
creasing source pressures at constant temperature below T = 1.58 K it is surprisingly
observed that up to almost 1.5 bar above the melting pressure the solid behaves as an
ideal liquid by following the Bernoulli equation. As a result this liquid-like phase was
detected by investigating the pressure pu(T) at which the Bernoulli behavior vanishes.
It is generally found that the periodic e�ect does not occur in the bcc ordered solid
phase. Above pressures pu(T) the beam �ux intensity is found to be independent
of the source pressure, but no oscillations are observed. The corresponding pressure
pτ (T) below T = 1.58 K appears up to 2 bar above pu(T).

As the most important result the �uid-like �ow of the solid below T = 1.58 K provides
direct evidence for the existence of the supersolid state of matter, that was proposed
by Andreev and Lifshitz more than 35 years ago [2] to occur as a Bose-Einstein-
condensation of defects. The phase line pτ (T) predicted for the supersolid by Galli
and Reatto [47] is in good agreement with the �ndings of this experiment. The experi-
mental investigation of mixtures of Helium-3 and Helium-4 with a fraction of Helium-3
of 1 percent and below shows that the presence of Helium-3 traps the vacancies, as
suggested by Berent et al. [13] and suppresses liquid �ow of the solid below 1.58 K.
This results also supports the observation of the supersolid phase in solid Helium-4.
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Outlook

Geyser E�ect: Proposed Further Investigations

The most interesting question is the origin of the unexpected anomaly below T = 1.58
K. This clearly calls for extensions of experimental and theoretical work.

One goal will be the investigation of the Geyser e�ect down to temperatures well
below 1.3 K to �nd the trend of the both phase lines pu and pτ . Possible scenarios are
given by Galli and Reatto [47], as shown in �gure 7.34 with the interpretation as the
supersolid state. With the bath-cryostat used here temperatures below 1.3 K can not
be reached. Thus, the investigation of the Geyser oscillations below 1.3 K requires a
completely new experimental setup. By using liquid Helium-3 instead of Helium-4 the
pumping method is su�cient to cool down to ≈ 0.3 K, whereas the required amount
of Helium-3 is far away from �nancial possibilities. The use of a Helium-3/Helium-4
mixture cryostat is a possible approach. Such cryostats use the e�ect of demixturing
a dilute phase of Helium-3/Helium-4 below the equilibrium concentration. Therefore,
Helium-3 atoms transit from a pure Helium-3 phase into the dilute phase. There they
cool down because of the higher heat capacity of the Helium-3 atoms in Helium-4.
With this method it is possible to to cool down below 100 mK. The cooling power is
well below the cooling power of a Helium-4 bath cryostat. Whereas the expansion of
Helium into a vacuum causes immense cooling power because of the steady cool down
of Helium from 300 K down to 1.5 K.

The �rst hint for the supersolid state was found by Kim and Chan in observing Non-
classical rotational inertia at temperatures below 230 mK in vycor and bulk solid
Helium [75, 76]. Since the �uid-like behavior found in this experiment below 1.58 K
indicates also supersolid �ow the �nal evidence would be given in combine both exper-
imental methods, namely NCRI measurements of the expansion of solid Helium into a
vacuum. Whereas the technical setup forbids an experiment using a rotational cylinder
because it builds a closed system. With the expansion of matter through the ori�ce
the steady inaccuracy of mass makes the sensitive change of the rotating frequency
di�cult. Vibrational excitation of the nozzle head would be an alternative approach
for an experiment comparable to the investigations of NCRI. Vertical oscillation of
the nozzle head should also probably indicate the presence of a supersolid fraction by
increasing the amplitude of the vibration.

Further insights could also be gained by studying the �ow behavior through a porous
membrane. The use of vycor or gelsil shifts the melting pressure up to 15 bars [95].
Thus, the investigation of the vacuum expansion of Helium through a vycor network
that is placed right at the nozzle - or even used instead of the nozzle - could be an
interesting experiment to investigate the oscillating phenomenon at pressures far above
pm in relation to the supersolid experiments done by Kim and Chan. On the other
hand the presence of vycor directly at the nozzle could suppress the oscillating e�ect.
The result would prove that vacancies accumulate near the ori�ce. The use of �lter
elements with a pore diameter of approximately 0.5 µm mounted close at the nozzle
did not show any in�uence on the observed oscillating phenomenon.
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The interpretation of the solid behavior as a formation of micro-sized clusters below
1.58 K and pressures close above the melting pressure could �nally be ruled out by
measuring the dependence of the pressure pu of the nozzle diameter d0. It has been
shown that the pressure pτ is almost independent of d0, whereas the systematics is
insu�cient to give a �nal result.

Instead of pinhole ori�ces the use of pipettes would allow to investigate the oscillating
behavior visually inside the source by measuring the di�erence in refraction of solid
and liquid or to investigate the lattice structure by X-ray scattering. The use of micro-
sized pipettes has been demonstrated for the liquid Helium jet by Grisenti [64] and
Grams [58]. It is theoretically been assumed that the Geyser oscillations indeed should
also occur by using micro-sized pipettes. The results would prove the existence of a
solid/liquid interface close to the ori�ce. Furthermore it would also give a hint for the
origin of the periodicity. Measuring a change in refraction is di�cult since for Helium
the refraction index for solid and liquid is almost the same and furthermore close to
unity.

Also measurements of the period along isobars chosen to be a �xed pressure above the
melting pressure would be a suitable method to investigate the Geyser phenomenon at
constant pressure gradient by assuming that the distance l is constant. Probably the
period shows a perfect exponential dependence on temperature or is even independent
of T. The temperature independence of the minimum period τmin at temperatures
below T = 1.58 K could be related to the weak temperature dependence of the melting
pressure below T = 1.6 K. With this measurement the dropdown of the period at T
= 1.58 K and the increase at T = 1.4 and 1.78 K should be seen much more detailed.

Geyser E�ect: Theoretical Model

Recent experiments of Toennies et al. [121] show that the pressure inside the source
tube exhibits the same oscillating character. It matches in period and curve shape
exactly with the beam �ux intensity. The results demands for an re�nement of the
theoretical model since presumably the collapse is assumed to be placed at a much
larger distance from the nozzle. The theoretical approach that explains the oscillations
in the source tube assumes that with the injection of vacancies the pressure drops down
below the melting pressure and therefore the collapse occurs [121]. A continually
decrease of the pressure inside the source tube decreases the pressure gradient with
time. In the present kinetic model the pressure gradient is assumed to constant,
whereas the distance l at which the collapse occurs is set to be in�nite.

Thus, the expansion of the theoretical expression josc for �nite l will provide a better
interpretation of the behavior inside the nozzle. Since the region of accumulation is
assumed to be at an in�nite distance l, processes like backward di�usion can not be
reproduced by the kinetic model. Therefore, for temperatures in the range of T =
1.78 K the periodic curve shape can only be reproduced qualitatively. Generally, the
periodic collapse has to be studies theoretically to ful�ll the kinetic model and to sim-
ulate the periodicity. For this purpose the determination of the critical concentration
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Xc
v is useful to achieve the complete description of the Geyser e�ect in solid Helium

by determine the period τ . Below the critical temperature T = 1.58 K the periodic
curve shape can not be interpreted by the kinetic model.

Investigating Other Quantum Crystals

The most interesting candidate to observe the oscillating e�ect is Helium-3. It is
predicted that the Geyser oscillations also appear but with a shorter period τ . The
vacancy di�usion coe�cient of pure Helium-3 is about one order of magnitude smaller
than for Helium-4. Whereas as already demonstrated an abnormal behavior below 1.58
K is ruled out since already smallest fractions of Helium-3 in solid Helium-4 suppress
the interaction of the boson Helium-4.

The next best candidate is solid Hydrogen, as the element with the next highest
de Boer parameter after Helium. Many experimentalists like e.g. Kishvarsanyi [81]
investigated the quantum behavior of solid Hydrogen. The recent work of Kim and
Chan �nds the same supersolid behavior in solid Hydrogen [77] as in Helium, but at
much lower temperature and smaller fraction. The results are very interesting since the
existence of the supersolid state of Hydrogen would have been proven before the long-
sought super�uid state. On the other hand if the anomaly in the rotating frequency
observed by Kim and Chan turns out to be an e�ect of solid slip on a super�uid layer
than the results obtained with Hydrogen would be the �rst evidence for super�uidity
in Hydrogen, as proposed by [51]. It seems that Hydrogen is indeed really "super", at
the latest since the �rst indication for super�uid Hydrogen in liquid Helium droplets
has been observed by Grebenev et al. [60].

The unique technique of cryogenic micro-jets also allows the investigation of the su-
per�uidity of para-Hydrogen, as proposed by [66]. And also the investigation of solid
Hydrogen seems to be interesting. Whereas with the available cryostats the temper-
ature range is also restricted and since NCRI in solid Hydrogen is observed at much
lower temperatures than in solid Helium the con�rmation of an abnormal behavior
could not be investigated. Nevertheless the investigation of the beam �ux intensity
with solid Hydrogen would be an interesting study that probably shows the same
oscillating behavior as solid Helium.

Whereas there are some reasons that the oscillations of the beam �ux intensity do
not occur by using Hydrogen: The much smaller concentration of vacancies in solid
Hydrogen probably inhibit a melting of the solid. Therefore, no solid/liquid interface
would occur and no excess vacancies would be generated. Furthermore, there would
be no pressure gradient which is �nally responsible for the periodicity of the beam
�ux. Instead of a liquid jet probably a solid �lament would appear, as seen by Grams
for solid Argon [57].

An alternative study of the Geyser e�ect could be done with mixtures of Helium-4 and
Hydrogen. As investigated by Lee [74, 79] the mixtures of Helium and Hydrogen are
highly porous van der Waals solids in which solid Hydrogen clusters are surrounded by
a thin layer of solid Helium. In this context these impurity-Helium solids are treated
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as so-called quantum gels. In this context the study of the concentration of Hydrogen
could exhibit a transition from the "Geyser"-like phenomenon to expansion of solid
�laments.

Investigations with solid Neon would probably show no real quantum behavior. It
is assumed that the exit beam would appear as a solid �lament, as demonstrated by
Grams [56, 57] by expanding solid Argon through a capillary of diameter d0 ≈ 50µm.

Search for the Supersolid

After the observation of NCRI in solid Helium the immense number of publications re-
�ects the general confusion in the scienti�c community. Many di�erent interpretations
were given and it is still unclear if the observed phenomenon is due to a (super)-
solid that behaves as a liquid or a solid motion on a super�uid layer. Beside this
interpretations for the observed phenomenon a possible explanation for the obscure
solid behavior could be that the centrifugal force causes an increase of the pressure
at the cell`s wall. Following the Nabarro-Herring mechanism the vacancies are forced
to populate at higher pressures and herewith at the cell`s wall. Thus, the vacancy
concentration is increased which causes weather the formation of the supersolid state
or just a lubrication of the solid that decreases the friction at the cell`s wall.

Bishop et al. made the �rst experiment searching for the evidence of NCRI [16]. The
question that remains is still not solved, why these earlier experiments done under the
same conditions did not observe indications for the supersolid state. It is generally
assumed that the remaining concentration of Helium-3 suppressed the NCRI. Recently,
the con�rmation of Kim and Chan`s result in bulk solid Helium has been reported
by Shirahama [112]. These experiments have been run with a higher frequency and
crystals of higher quality. It was found indication for NCRI, whereas the fraction of
NCRI was found to be one order of magnitude smaller than observed by Kim and
Chan.

Vacancies are generally be agreed to be the key to the supersolid state. Thus, the
appearance of the supersolid state has to be investigated as a function of the vacancy
concentration and this will be one of the main result of the forty year search for
this state. Beside the occurrence of the supersolid state at thermal equilibrium a
possible result could also be the existence of a non-equilibrium supersolid state, which
is probably found and investigated in this work. If and how both are related is a still
open question. This �nal step to answer it can be done by two approaches: On the
one hand the investigation of the Geyser phenomenon at temperatures well below the
transition temperature of NCRI at T = 230 mK. On the other hand one has to �nd
ways to increase the concentration of vacancies for to con�rm the results obtained in
this work. The present experiment paves the road to achieve such concentration.
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Concluding Remarks

The expansion of solid Helium-4 into vacuum is a fascinating method that allows
study of the intriguing quantum nature of solid Helium-4. The most important dis-
covery is the possibility of generating a non-equilibrium quantum solid which exhibits
unexpected behavior and a strong indication for the supersolid state.

Hopefully the uniqueness of the Geyser e�ect in solid Helium-4 and the simplicity of
this method will motivate further investigation and inspire experimentalists to �nd
other ways to generate non-equilibrium quantum solids.



Chapter 9

Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

Im Jahr 2001 wurde im Zusammenhang mit der Untersuchung der Vakuumexpansion
�üssigen Helium-4 durch eine Düse mit Durchmessern im Bereich von 1-5 µm ein
neuartiger E�ekt beobachtet. Dieser E�ekt bietet einen völlig neuen experimentellen
Zugang zum Verständnis von sogenannten Quanten-Festkörpern. In diesen Experi-
menten zeigten sich periodische Fluktuationen des Vakuums, nachdem der Düsendruck
soweit erhöht wurde, dass sich in der Düse Bedingungen für den Helium-Festkörper
ergaben. Die Fluktuationen zeigten Periodendauern in der Gröÿenordnung von Sekun-
den und Minuten und variierten sowohl mit der Düsentemperatur als auch mit dem
Düsendruck. Der Ursprung dieser Oszillationen lässt sich auf Intensitätsschwankungen
des interessanterweise �üssigen Helium-Strahls zurückführen.

Diese Arbeit bildet die erste systematische und detaillierte Untersuchung dieses Phä-
nomens. Die oszillierende Fluktuation der Strahl-Intensität wurde im Bezug auf die
Periodendauer und den Intensitätsverlauf innerhalb einer Periode im Bereich zwischen
2.1 und 1.3 Kelvin und Düsendrücken bis zu 30 bar oberhalb des Schmelzdruckes un-
tersucht. Der oszillatorische E�ekt wurde ebenfalls durch die Zugabe des Isotopes
Helium-3 in Konzentrationen im Bereich von 0.0015 und 1 Prozent untersucht.

Ein theoretisches Modell erklärt den E�ekt durch die Injektion von Gitterfehlstellen
(Vacancies) in den Festkörper an einem �üssig-fest Phasenübergang, der unmittelbar
an der Düse vermutet wird. Die Erzeugung von zusätzlichen Fehlstellen führt zu einem
induzierten Kollaps des Festkörpers, welcher sich periodisch wiederholt. Das theoreti-
sche Modell zeigt, dass ein Quanten-Festkörper erzeugt wurde, welcher - aufgrund der
erhöhten Fehlstellen-Konzentration - nicht im thermischen Gleichgewicht steht. Bei
den Untersuchungen dieses Nicht-Gleichgewicht-Festkörpers zeigte sich ein Bereich im
Phasendiagram des Festkörpers, in dem sich dieser wie eine ideale Flüssigkeit verhält.
Dies ist ein eindeutiges Anzeichen für die Entdeckung des Supersolids, der im Jahre
1969 durch Andreev und Lifshitz [3] theoretisch als eine Bose-Einstein-Kondensation
von Gitterfehlstellen progostiziert wurde. Dieser Zustand bildet das Pendant zu dem
E�ekt der Super�uidität in der �üssigen Phase von Helium-4 bei Temperaturen un-
terhalb der Lambda-Linie.
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Theoretischer Hintergrund

Spätestens seit der Entdeckung der Super�uidität von Helium-4 durch Kapitza [71]
im Jahre 1937 gilt Helium als eines der faszinierendsten Elemente. Die schwache Van-
der-Waals-Bindung ermöglicht es, dass bei tiefen Temperaturen der Wellencharacter
dieses leichten Elements in den Vordergrund tritt. Helium ist das einzige Element, das
bei Atmosphärendruck bis zum absoluten Temperaturnullpunkt �üssig bleibt. Erst bei
Drücken ab 25 bar und entsprechenden Temperaturen unterhalb 2 Kelvin bildet sich
die feste Phase. Der Quanten-Charakter o�enbart sich ebenfalls besonders im Helium-
Festkörper. Bei entsprechend tiefen Temperaturen ist die deBroglie-Wellenlänge in
der Gröÿenordnung des interatomaren Abstandes. Dies gilt gleichermaÿen als die
De�nition von Quanten-Festkörpern.

Durch die schwache Wechselwirkung sind die Helium-Atome im Festkörper äuÿerst
mobil. Die Mobilität der Teilchen wird weiterhin in hohem Maÿe durch die Präsenz
von Gitterfehlstellen unterstützt. Da die Energie zur Erzeugung einer Gitterfehlstelle
mit etwa 6 Kelvin im Bereich der thermischen Energie liegt, beträgt deren Konzentra-
tion im Gleichgewicht etwa 1 bis 2 Prozent. Die Präsenz von Gitterfehlstellen erhöht
die Amplitude der Nullpunkt-Oszillationen, so dass bei genügend tiefen Temperaturen
die Teilchen sich vorwiegend durch Tunneln bewegen können. Die Gitterfehlstellen
(Vacancies) werden zu delokalisierten Teilchen (Vacanions), und Quanten-Di�usion
dominiert über den thermisch angeregten Di�usionsprozess. Quanten-Di�usion wird
durch Phononen angeregt [3, 70]. Die Mobilität der Gitterfehlstellen in festem Helium-
4 spiegelt sich in dem entsprechenden Di�usions Koe�zienten Dv wider. In Exper-
imenten von Zuev et al. [131] wurde dieser in der Gröÿenordnung von 10−5 cm2/s
gefunden, vergleichbar mit Di�usions Koe�zienten von Teilchen in Flüssigkeiten [102].

Die bei der Expansion von festem Helium-4 ins Vakuum auftretenden Oszillationen
in der Jet-Intensität sind aufgrund eines theoretischen Modells ebenfalls auf die hohe
Mobilität der Gitterfehlstellen zurückzuführen. Die beobachtete Jet-Geschwindigkeit
im Bereich von etwa 200 m/s weisst auf einen �üssigen Strahl hin, obwohl der Druck
und die Temperatur in der Düse dem festen Zustand entsprechen. Da die Oszillatio-
nen des Vakuumdrucks - der zur Jet-Intensität proportional ist - bei Temperaturen
über 1.78 K genau oberhalb des Schmelzdruckes erscheinen, lässt sich ein Zusam-
menhang des periodischen E�ektes mit der festen Phase belegen. Aufgrund dessen
wird ein �üssig-fest Phasenübergang innerhalb des Düsenkopfes vermutet, an dem der
Druck dem Schmelzdruck entspricht. Diese �üssig-fest Grenzschicht ist eine Quelle von
Gitterfehlstellen: Tritt ein Atom von der festen in die �üssige Phase, so hinterlässt
es eine Gitterfehlstelle unmittelbar an der Phasengrenze. Aufgrund der Separation
von Zwischengitteratomen (Interstitials) ist die Konzentration der Gitterfehlstellen
an der Phasengrenze auÿergewöhnlich erhöht. Zwei Prozesse sind für die Bewegung
der künstlich erzeugten Gitterfehlstellen von der Phasengrenz�äche in den Festkörper
verantwortlich:

(1) Di�usion: Aufgrund der erhöhten Konzentration der Gitterfehlstellen an der Phasen-
grenze tritt ein Konzentrationsgradient auf. Da die künstlichen Gitterfehlstellen kon-
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tinulierlich erzeugt werden, erfolgt nach dem 2. Di�usionsgesetz von Fick [43] der
Prozess von nicht-gleichförmiger Di�usion.

(2) Drift: Da unmittelbar am Phasenübergang der Druck dem Schmelzdruck entspricht,
bildet sich wegen des höheren Düsendruckes im Festkörper ein Druckgradient. Nach
dem Nabarro-Herring-Mechanismus [68] werden Gitterfehlstellen in festem Helium
durch einen auftretenden Druckgradienten hin zu höheren Drücken bewegt. Dieser
E�ekt tritt auf, da Gitterfehlstellen in festem Helium so genannte "Inward Relax-
ation" verursachen. Hierbei vergöÿert sich aufgrund der schwachen Van-der-Waals-
Wechselwirkung die Nullpunkt-Bewegung der benachbarten Gitteratome um die Fehlstelle.
Aufgrund von "Inward Relaxation" und des Druckgradienten entsteht eine Kraft,
welche Gitterfehlstellen zu höheren Drücken bewegt.

Die Erzeugung zusätzlicher Fehlstellen im Festkörper im Bereich des �üssig-fest Über-
gangs ist für den Schmelzprozess verantwortlich: Etwa 90 Prozent aller künstlich
erzeugten Fehlstellen rekombinieren mit Atomen des sich zur Düse hin bewegenden
Festkörpers. Durch die Rekombination reduziert sich die Anzahl der Gitterebenen
(Dislocation climbing) und der Querschnitt des Festkörpers wird verringert. Weiter-
hin sinkt durch die Präsenz der Fehlstellen der Druck im Bereich der Düse bis hin zum
Schmelzdruck ab, so dass ein �üssig-fest Übergang entsteht.

Fehlstellen, die nicht mit Gitteratomen rekombinieren, bewegen sich durch Drift und
Di�usion in den Festkörper hinein. Bei einer gewissen Distanz zum �üssig-fest Über-
gang entspricht der Druck dem angelegten Düsendruck, was zum Verschwinden des
Druckgradienten und der die damit verbundene Bewegung der Fehlstellen durch Drift
führt. In dieser Region steigt die Konzentration der Gitterfehlstellen, bis die Kristall-
struktur dem äuÿeren Druck nicht mehr entgegenwirken kann. Es erfolgt ein perkola-
tiver Kollaps des gesamten Festkörpers, der als Ursache für den Peak in der Jet-
Intensität vermutet wird. Durch die nachfolgende Erzeugung von Gitterfehlstellen
sammeln sich diese erneut. Dieser sich wiederholende Prozess erzeugt die oszillierende
Intensitäts-Schwankung des Jets. Durch die Bewegungsgleichungen von Di�usion und
Drift wurde die Verteilung der Fehlstellen im Festkörper simuliert. Dabei trat tatsäch-
lich eine Erhöhung der Konzentration in einem Bereich mit verschwindendem Drift auf.

Mit der Formulierung einer zeitabhängigen Transportgleichung der Fehlstellen konnte
der zeitliche Verlauf der Jet-Intensität bei zahlreichen Temperaturen und Drücken
reproduziert werden. Diese Gleichung berücksichtigt im Wesentlichen den zeitab-
hängigen Verlauf der Fehlstellen-Konzentration, welcher durch Drift, Di�usion und
Erzeugung bzw. Rekombination der Fehlstellen bestimmt wird. Die Reproduktion der
Fehlstellen-Konzentration lieÿ sich im Wesentlichen durch zwei Parameter erzeugen,
wobei sich beispielsweise der Di�usions Koe�zient der Fehlstellen in einer Gröÿenord-
nung von 10−5 cm2/s ergab. Die Übereinstimmung dieser Observablen mit Ergebnissen
aus früheren Untersuchungen unterstreicht die Validität des vorgestellten Modells.
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Experimentelle Umsetzung

In diesem Experiment wurde ultra-reines Helium-4 (99.9999 %) bei Temperaturen
unterhalb 2 Kelvin und Drücken gemäÿ der festen Phase durch eine punktförmige Ö�-
nung mit Durchmessern im Mikrometerbereich ins Vakuum expandiert. Zu diesem
Zweck wurde Helium-4 mit einem Badkryostaten auf die erforderlichen Tempera-
turen gekühlt. Die gesamte Apparatur besteht im Wesentlichen aus zwei separaten
Vakuumkammern: Eine Quellenkammer, die den Badkryostaten samt entsprechen-
der Düsenhalterung enthält, und eine Detektorkammer, in welcher die Intensität des
Helium-Jets durch den entsprechenden Vakuum-Druck gemessen wird. Beide Vaku-
umkammern sind durch eine Ö�nung mit einem Durchmesser von 30 mm und variabler
Distanz zwischen 10-50 mm zur Düsenö�nung miteinander verbunden.

Zur Erzeugung des �uiden Strahls wird ultra-reines Helium 6.0 durch eine Stahlleitung
zuerst zur Vorkühlung durch das Helium-Reservoir des Kryostaten und dann in einen
Kühlkopf geleitet, in welchem sich die Düsenhalterung be�ndet. Die Untersuchun-
gen wurden mit Düsendurchmessern im Bereich von 1 bis 5 µm durchgeführt. Die
Länge des Düsenkanals entsprach in etwa der des Düsendurchmessers. Durch eine
entsprechende Eichmessung konnte der tatsächliche Düsendurchmesser mit einer Ge-
nauigkeit von ± 0.2 µm bestimmt werden.

Die Jet-Intensität wurde durch eine zeitabhängige Messung des Vakuums in der De-
tektorkammer bestimmt. Hierzu wurde eine konventionelle Ionisationsmessröhre ver-
wendet. Mit einem Voltmeter wurde das Signal ausgelesen und digitalisiert. Die
Datenaufnahme erfolgte schlieÿlich mit einer Zeitau�ösung zwischen 250 und 500 Mil-
lisekunden.

Ergebnisse und Interpretation

Die periodischen Oszillationen der Jet-Intensität wurden in diesem Experiment in
einem Bereich zwischen 1.3 und 2.1 K und Drücken bis zu 30 bar über dem entsprechen-
den Schmelzdruck untersucht. Das Hauptaugenmerk richtete sich auf das Verhalten
der Periodendauer und dem zeitlichen Verlauf der Intensität innerhalb der Periode. Es
zeigte sich, dass oberhalb von 1.78 K der oszillatorische E�ekt bei einem Druck pτ un-
mittelbar oberhalb des Schmelzdruckes mit Periodendauern im Bereich von unter 10
Sekunden auftrat. Bei konstanter Düsentemperatur und ansteigendem Düsendruck
oberhalb von pτ wurde ein Anstieg der Periodendauer beobachtet. Entsprechend
umgekehrt stieg die Periodendauer mit sinkender Temperatur bei konstantem Dü-
sendruck.

Diese Ergebnisse lassen sich mit Hilfe des theoretischen Modells dahingehend inter-
pretieren, dass die Periodendauer von der Mobilität der Gitterfehlstellen abhängt: Eine
Erhöhung der Periodendauer weisst auf eine Verminderung der Mobilität hin. Diese
Ergebnisse stimmen mit den experimentellen Daten von Zuev et al. [131] überein,
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die auf einen exponentiellen Abfall des Di�usions Koe�zienten der Fehlstellen mit
abnehmender Temperatur als auch ansteigendem Druck hinweisen.

Im Temperaturbereich zwischen 1.78 K und 1.58 K wurde der Druck pτ (T) ober-
halb der bcc-hcp Phasengrenze - und damit bis zu 2 bar oberhalb der Schmelzkuve
- gefunden. Demzufolge tritt der oszillatorische E�ekt nicht in der bcc Phase des
Helium-Festkörpers auf. Unterhalb von 1.58 K wurde bei Messungen mit konstan-
tem Düsendruck über 30 bar eine erstaunliche Abhängigkeit der Periodendauer von
der Temperatur gefunden. Die Periodendauer steigt mit fallender Temperatur bis zu
T = 1.58 K. Bei dieser Temperatur erreicht die Periodendauer ein Maximum. Bei
tieferen Temperaturen fällt sie auf etwa ein Drittel ab. Dieser E�ekt ist unabhängig
vom Düsendruck, wobei der Abfall der Periodendauer im Verhältnis zur maximalen
Periodendauer bei 1.58 K mit steigendem Düsendruck abnimmt.

Untersuchungen bei konstanter Temperatur unter 1.58 K und ansteigendem Düsen-
druck geben Aufschluss über die Beobachtung der maximalen Periodendauer. Im Ver-
gleich des Vakuumdrucks zum Düsendruck �ndet sich für Drücke pu(T) bis zu 2 bar
oberhalb der Schmelzkurve kein Unterschied zur �üssigen Phase, gemäÿ dem Verhal-
ten einer idealen Flüssigkeit (Bernoulli-Beziehung). Oberhalb dieses Bereiches pu(T)
ist der Vakuumdruck unabhängig vom Düsendruck, wobei kein periodisches Verhalten
der Jet-Intensität gefunden wurde. Periodische Oszillationen zeigten sich im Vakuum-
druck erst für Drücke pτ (T) bis zu 4 bar über der Schmelzkurve. Damit liegt dieser
Übergang weit in der festen Phase. Ein interessantes Ergebnis ist die Veränderung
der periodischen Struktur unterhalb von 1.58 K. Diese war nur durch scharfe Peaks
im Signal zu �nden.

Diese Anomalie des Festkörpers kann durch das Verhalten der Periodendauer erklärt
werden. Da die Periodendauer als Indikator für die Mobilität der Gitterfehlstellen
angenommen wird, weisst die Verkürzung der Periodendauer auf eine Erhöhung der
Mobilität hin. Wie die Ergebnisse zeigen, bildet sich demnach eine Phase unter pu(T)
mit erhöhter Fehlstellenmobilität, in der sich der Festkörper wie eine ideale Flüs-
sigkeit verhält. Dies ist möglicherweise ein erster experimenteller Beweis des super-
soliden Zustands in Helium-4, der vor mehr als 35 Jahren durch Andreev und Lifshitz
[3] vorhergesagt wurde. In dieser theoretischen Arbeit wurde über die Möglichkeit
einer Bose-Einstein-Kondensation von Gitterfehlstellen in festem Helium-4 diskutiert.
Gitterfehlstellen in Helium-4 bilden ein schwach wechselwirkendes Bose-Gas, das bei
genügend tiefer Temperatur als ein Bose-Einstein-Kondensat erscheinen kann.

Mehrere Argumente sprechen für die Beobachtung des supersoliden Zustands. Es
zeigte sich, dass durch die Zugabe kleinster Mengen des Isotopes Helium-3 im Bereich
zwischen 0.0015 und 1 Prozent die Zunahme der Mobilität der Gitterfehlstellen unter-
drückt werden konnte. Der Ein�uss von Helium-3 konnte durch das Auftreten des peri-
odischen E�ekts bei Temperaturen unterhalb 1.58 K direkt oberhalb der Schmelzkurve
beobachtet werden. Ebenso stieg - im Gegensatz zum Verhalten reines Helium-4 - die
Periodendauer durch die Zugabe von Helium-3 mit sinkender Temperatur auch unter
1.58 K weiter an.

Ein weiterer Hinweis für die Beobachtung des Supersolid ist die Übereinstimmung
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der Phasenlinie pτ (T) mit theoretischen Vorhersagen von Galli und Reatto [47] für
Bose-Einstein-Kondensation von Fehlstellen.

Die Möglichkeit der Einbringung künstlicher Fehlstellen in den Helium-Festkörper ist
das wichtigste Argument für die Bildung des Supersolids. Generell wurde angenom-
men, dass der Supersolid wegen zu kleiner Konzentration der Gitterfehlstellen nicht
zu beobachten wäre. Mit dieser experimentellen Technik - der Vakuumexpansion von
festem Helium-4 ins Vakuum - scheint diese Hürde jedoch überwunden zu sein.

Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

In diesem Experiment wurde die Expansion eines Quantum Festkörpers ins Vakuum
untersucht. Es zeigte sich ein periodisches Verhalten der Jet-Intensität bei Konditionen
entsprechend dem festen Zustand. Ein theoretisches Modell erklärt diesen E�ekt als
eine künstliche Einbringung von Gitterfehlstellen in den Festkörper, welche - getrieben
durch Drift und Di�usion - den periodischen Kollaps des Festkörpers induzieren. Mit
diesem Verfahren erö�net sich die Möglichkeit der Herstellung eines Quanten Fes-
tkörpers im Nicht-Gleichgewicht durch die Erhöhung der Fehlstellen-Konzentration
überhalb des thermischen Gleichgewichts. Aus dem theoretischen Model ergibt sich,
dass die Periodendauer der Oszillationen als Indikator für die Mobilität der Fehlstellen
fungiert. Dies erlaubt eine umfassende Studie dieses Quanten-Festkörpers. Das wichtig-
ste Ergebnis ist das Verhalten des Festkörpers als eine ideale Flüssigekeit unterhalb
von 1.58 K, welches eindeutige Hinweise auf den experimentellen Nachweis des super-
soliden Zustands liefert.

Zukünftige Ziele richten sich auf die Erforschung dieses Nicht-Gleichgewicht Festkör-
pers bei Temperaturen unter 1.3 K. Es ist interessant herauszu�nden, wie die beiden
Phasengrenzen pu(T) und pτ (T) sich bei tieferen Temperaturen verhalten. Ebenso in-
teressant ist die Untersuchung bei höheren Drücken, da die Quanten-Natur des Helium-
Festkörpers mit zunehmenden Druck in klassisches Verhalten übergeht.

Weiterhin gilt es, das theoretische Modell in einigen Details zu erweitern. Das oszil-
lierende Verhalten unter 1.58 K ist mit dem vorgestellten theoretischen Ansatz nicht zu
reproduzieren. Die kinetische Transportgleichung der Fehlstellen konnte die zeitliche
Jet-Intensität über 1.58 K in guter Übereinstimmung wiedergeben. Allerdings treten
im Experiment weitere E�ekte auf, die eine exakte Reproduktion der Ergebnisse in
einigen Fällen erschwerte.

Zukün�ge Studien, die zum vollständigen Verständnis des Phänomens beitragen könn-
ten, wären die experimentelle Untersuchungen anderer Quanten-Festkörper wie beispiel-
sweise festen Wassersto�s. Da jedoch einige Gründe gegen die Beobachtung des peri-
odischen Verhaltens der Jet-Intensität bei der Expansion festem Wassersto�s sprechen,
wäre die Verwendung einer Helium-Wassersto� Mixtur eine mögliche Alternative.
Solche hochporösen Van-der-Waals-Festkörper zeigen sehr interessante Eigenschaften
als ein sogenanntes "Quanten-Gel" [74, 79].

Auf der Suche nach dem endgültigen Beweis des Supersolids bieten sich einige Me-
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thoden an, die sich aus dem hier vorgestellten Experiment ableiten lassen. Mittels
Rotation eines Zylinders gefüllt mit festem Helium-4 wurde beispielsweise von Kim
und Chan [75, 75] im Jahre 2004 versucht, den experimentellen Nachweis für den Su-
persolid zu erbringen. Die Ergebnisse liessen sich jedoch nicht einwandfrei deuten.
Vielmehr spricht einiges gegen die Beobachtung des supersoliden Zustands. Als eine
Weiterführung der hier vorgestellten Experimente wäre eine Symbiose dieser beiden
experimentellen Techniken denkbar. Weiterhin könnte die Verwendung einer Pipette
anstatt einer punktförmigen Ö�nung direkten optischen Zugang zu den Vorgängen im
Festkörper ermöglichen.

Es bleibt zu ho�en, dass die Einzigartigkeit dieses periodischen E�ektes und die
Möglichkeit der Erzeugung von Quanten Festkörpern im Nicht-Gleichgewicht weiteren
Anstoÿ für die Erforschung von festem Helium geben.



Appendix A

Formation and Mobility of Vacancies

A.1 Vacancy Formation

Because of the minimization of the free enthalpy, or Gibbs energy G for thermodynamic
equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure it will be demonstrated that the
vacancies in crystals are always present. Furthermore the vacancies concentration at
thermal equilibrium is only determined by temperature and the formation energy φf

necessary to create a single vacancy.

The free enthalpy is de�ned as G = H - TS and has to be minimal for thermodynamical
equilibrium, and therefore ∂G

∂n
= 0, where n is the number of vacancies. The enthalpy H

= U + pV is given by the internal energy U to create vacancies which is the dominant
contribution, plus the volume work pV by moving the atoms from the interior site to
the surface.

The entropy S is expressed by S = Svib +Smix, where the minor component Svib results
from the change in the vibrational motion of the atoms around the point defect [127],
whereas the entropy of mixture Smix is a measure of randomness, and the presence of
point defects reduces the system`s state of order. This quantity is responsible for the
spontaneous existence of point defects at equilibrium. Thus, the free enthalpy is given
by:

G = (U + pV − TSvib)− TSmix = n · Φ− TSmix, (A.1)

where Φ is the total energy to create a vacancy. The minimization of G demands for
an increase of entropy, which is related to the presence of vacancies that violate the
perfect crystal geometry. The entropy is given by the Boltzmann equation

Smix = k · ln(p), (A.2)

where p is the number of di�erent con�gurations: The change of the entropy is given
by the possibilities to distribute n vacancies on N lattice sites:
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Smix = k · ln
(

N !

(N − n)! ·N !

)
. (A.3)

One obtains for the minimization of the Gibbs free energy:

∂G

∂n
=

∂

∂n
[n · Φ− TSmix] =

∂

∂n

[
n · Φ− kT · ln

(
N !

(N − n)! ·N !

)]
(A.4)

It follows for the thermodynamical equilibrium that G has to be minimal, and there-
fore1:

0 =
∂G

∂n
= Φ− kT · ln

( n

N

)
. (A.5)

Finally, the concentration of vacancies per unit volume [cm3] is given by:

n

N
= exp(−Φ/kT ). (A.6)

The creation of a vacancy in a perfect lattice causes breaking of bonds between the
atom and the neighboring atoms and �nally the atom has to vanish by moving to the
surface. Therefore, Φ is expressed by:

Φ = φf + pVa − TSv, (A.7)

where φf is the formation energy of a single vacancy, Va the atomic volume. The
assumption is permitted that in generating a single vacancy the entropy Sv is negligible
[80]. Furthermore, the increase of the volume by introducing an atom at the surface
is also negligible. Thus, the total energy of vacancy formation is given only by the
formation energy Φ = φf , which leads to the thermally vacancy concentration:

n

N
= exp(−φf/kT ). (A.8)

Generally, the unit of vacancy formation energy φf is Kelvin, so that the Boltzmann
constant k can also be neglected.

A.2 Motion of Vacancies

The mechanism of vacancy motion is described in section 2.2.3, whereas this section
will give a short introduction into the fundamental mechanism of di�usion and drift.

1For N � n by applying the Sterling equation ln(n!) ≈ n ln(n) one �nds for T·∂S
∂n = kT·ln

(
n
N

)
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A.2.1 Di�usion

The mechanism of di�usion appears in many di�erent kinds. It describes the distri-
bution of charges in semiconductors and also processes like osmosis that are caused
by concentration gradients. Also the development of contact lenses is based on the
mechanism of di�usion. Di�usion describes the motion of particles driven by thermal
energy as a result of the second law of thermodynamics. The demand on the increase
of entropy with time causes that particles move from regions of higher concentrations
to regions of lower concentrations, thus going from a state of higher order to a state
of lower order.

The intensity of the particles �ux is determined by a speci�c di�usion coe�cient D
that itself depends on temperature and a distinct activation energy φa. The process
of di�usion was explored and described by Fick [43] in two fundamental laws, whereas
the theoretical derivation of Fick`s laws was given by Einstein [41].

Steady-State Di�usion, Fick`s 1st Law

The kinetic of di�usion is described by the particle �ux in dependence of the con-
centration gradient. Steady-state di�usion occurs if the incoming �ux through a unit
volume is equal to the outgoing �ux. Therefore, the concentration of particles is con-
stant. As seen in �gure A.1 the concentration pro�le of steady-state di�usion can be
approximated by a linear concentration gradient.

The �ux which results out of the concentration gradient is determined by Fick`s �rst
law of di�usion:

J = −Dv
∆c

∆x
, (A.9)

where J is the �ux in direction of x given in [particles/m2s], D the di�usion coe�cient
[m2s] and ∆c

∆x
the concentration gradient [particles/m3m]. The process of steady state

di�usion is a time restricted process, which occurs until the particles are uniformly dis-
tributed. Finally, the system is in thermal equilibrium. This time dependent scenario
is illustrated in �gure A.2.

The di�usion coe�cient D itself is depending on temperature and on the activation
energy φa :

D = D0 · e−
φa
T . (A.10)

Non Steady-State Di�usion, Fick`s 2nd Law

In a non steady-state di�usion process the initial concentration of particles changes
with time. Thus, the incoming �ux di�ers from the outgoing �ux. Because of the
change in the �ux through a volume unit combined with conservation of matter the
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Figure A.1: Di�usion in a uniform concentration gradient. The blue particles change
their sites with yellow particles and therefore the particles distribute by di�usion. The
concentration gradient is given by a di�erence in concentration ∆c = c0 − c1 over a
distance ∆x. In a simpli�ed assumption the concentration gradient is linear.

concentration gradient depends on time. Deriving Fick`s �rst law in space leads to a
time dependence of the concentration pro�le c(x,t), as to be seen in �gure A.3 .

The general solution of the time dependent concentration pro�le is given by:

c(x, t)− c0

cs − c0

= 1− erf(
x

2
√

Dt
), (A.11)

where c0 is the �nal concentration at t → ∞ and cs the initial concentration at
t = 0, x = 0. The expression erf is the so called "error function" that is one solution
for the time dependent concentration pro�le. The "error function" is de�ned by:

erf(x) =
2√
π

∫
e−u2

du , (A.12)

which is plotted in �g A.4
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Figure A.2: Following the �rst law of Fick the concentration pro�le changes as follows:
(Top) By a strict separation of particles the concentration pro�le is equal to a step
function. The particles di�use (Middle) and the concentration pro�le changes as long
as the concentration is equalized over the whole distance (Bottom). Therefore, steady-
state di�usion is a time restricted process caused by the �nite number of di�using
particles.

Di�usion of Vacancies

The (self)di�usion of vacancies is describable by atomic di�usion over a vacant lattice
site. To change the lattice site the atom requires an activation energy φa, which allows
the atom to overcome the lattice potential, as seen in �gure A.5.

An atom jumps into the neighboring vacant lattice site and leaves a vacancy at the
former lattice site. This vacant site can be taken by the next atom. Thus, di�usion of
atoms and vacancies occurs simultaneously, but in opposite direction.

In quantum crystals the energy to overcome the potential barrier is not a constant
value. At low enough temperature the activation energy is determined by an energy
band ∆ because of the tunnelling probability caused by the large amplitude of the
zero-point vibrations. The classical di�usion process changes into quantum di�usion
and vacancies turn into delocalized entities (vacanions). The vacancies are highly
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Figure A.3: Non-steady-state di�usion caused by time dependent concentration pro�le
c(x,t). This scenario is related to the second law of Fick. The equalization of the
concentration - and the stop of di�usion - does only occur if the concentration reaches
cs for all x.

Figure A.4: Error function, erf(x), which is used to describe a concentration pro�le of
non-steady state di�usion.
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Figure A.5: Atoms move trough the crystal by exchanging the lattice site with va-
cancies. Therefore, they have to overcome the lattice potential. The vacancies and
atoms move in opposite directions. By moving from (1) to (2) the atom displaces the
lattice structure which causes a certain amount of energy (activation energy φa), as
seen below. Comparing (1) and (3) the exchange of lattice sites between the atom
and the vacancy is obvious. By tunneling (2*) the energy of activation changes into a
band of energy states with a bandwidth ∆.

mobile by the decrease of the activation energy by the value of ∆. As a result the
vacancies mobility occurs in the energy band φa ±∆.

A.2.2 Drift

In 1949 Conyers Herring [68] proposed a theoretical interpretation for the suggestion
of Nabarro [94] that any polycrystalline crystal can change its shape by self-di�usion
that yield to an applied stress, which in�uences the behavior in polycrystalline solids
close to the melting temperature to appear as a viscous solid. It was found that a
vacancy current - and therefore a mass �ow of atoms - occurs in whichever direction
to relieve the inequality of pressure. This mechanism, known as the Nabarro-Herring
mechanism (also Nabarro-Herring creep) causes plastic deformation in solid Helium
even at low temperatures. Helium is a highly polycrystalline solid. As a quantum
crystal the mobility of defects is about one order of magnitude larger than in ordinary
solids so that solid Helium behaves as a polycrystalline solid at high temperatures.

Following the theoretical approach of Herring, vacancies migrate spontaneously from
lower to higher pressure to reduce the pressure in the region of higher pressures. In
compressing a solid a certain amount of work has to be done which raises the total
energy of each atom. Thus, to remove an atom at a higher energy costs less energy
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than removing it from a lower energy. This di�erence in energy is obtained at constant
temperature and constant lattice sites. The resulting force acting on vacancies is
obtained by the derivative minus this di�erence in energy. Thus, the number of atoms
at pressure p is reduced by one unity, whereas it is increased by one unity at p0. The
resulting gain of energy is −Va(p− p0), where Va is the atomic volume. The resulting
net force is given by:

F = −∇[(V ∗ − Va)p] = −4V∇p, (A.13)

where V ∗ is the vacancy formation volume, which is assumed to be approximately con-
stant. Since vacancies in solid Helium cause inward relaxation the vacancy formation
volume is smaller than the atomic volume and therefore the force driving vacancies
is directed as the pressure gradient. The resulting �ux that is caused by the driving
force is is given by:

J = uv · xv = µv · F · xv = −µv ·∆V∇p · xv, (A.14)

where uv is the drift velocity, µv the mobility and xv the concentration of vacancies.
Furthermore the �ux of drift and di�usion is set up to be equal by the Einstein relation,
showing that the mobility and the di�usion coe�cient is related by the thermal energy:

Dv = kTµv. (A.15)



Appendix B

Fit of the Periodical Beam Flux josc

Following from the theoretical model the observed oscillating beam �ux intensity
jexp
osc (t) can be reproduced by the kinetic transport equation jtheo

osc (t), as demonstrated
in �gure 3.9 for source pressure p0 = 32 bar and temperature T = 1.7 K. According
to this demonstration the beam �ux intensity jexp

osc (t) has also been reproduced by the
kinetic transport equation jtheo

osc (t) for source pressures between the melting pressure
pm up to 41 bar and temperatures between 1.6 and 2.1 K, which is presented in this
section. An overview of the �tted data is shown in �gure B.1.

Figure B.1: Overview of the regime of temperatures and pressures at which the Geyser
periods have been �tted. Between temperatures T = 2.1 and 1.6 K the oscillating beam
�ux intensity can be interpreted by the kinetic model. Thus, the �ts have been done for
temperatures above 1.6 K and corresponding source pressures p0 between the melting
pressure up to 41 bar.
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Figure B.2: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.3: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 =32 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.4: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 =32 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.5: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.6: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 =32 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)

Figure B.7:
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Figure B.8: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 33 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.9: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 33 bar.
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.10: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 35
bar. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.11: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 35
bar. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.12: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 35
bar. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.13: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 37
bar. (d0(#18) = 2.9 µm)
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Figure B.14: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 37
bar. (d0(#18) = 2.9 µm)
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Figure B.15: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 37
bar. (d0(#18) = 2.9 µm)
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Figure B.16: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 40
bar. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.17: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 40
bar. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.18: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant source pressure p0 = 40
bar. (d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure B.19: Theoretical beam �ux josc �tted for constant temperature T = 1.68 K
(d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)



Appendix C

Data

The Geyser e�ect has mainly been investigated as a function of temperature T at
constant source pressure p0. This section gives a summary of the oscillating detector
pressure. An overview is shown in �gure C.1: The Geyser oscillations are shown for
temperatures between 1.3 K and 2.1 K and pressures between 29.5 and 41 bar. Each
measurement of the Geyser e�ects is labeled with a data �lename: (year/month/day)
and a consecutive index (e.g. 03012921 measured on 03/01/29 (29th of January 2003)
data index 21). Sets of data are summarized as follows: 030129 (19-23).

Figure C.1: Overview in the phase diagram, where the oscillating detector pressure
has been investigated as a function of temperature T at constant source pressure p0

with Helium-4.
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Figure C.2: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 29.5 bar. File: 031021 (24-35)
(d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)
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Figure C.3: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 30 bar. File: 030129 (19-23)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.4: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 30 bar. File: 031119 (33-44)
(d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)
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Figure C.5: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several temper-
atures T at constant source pressure p0 = 30.5 bar. File:031021 (2-11) (d0(#22) =
2.2 µm)
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Figure C.6: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 31 bar. File: 030129 (34-40)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.7: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several tem-
peratures T at constant source pressure p0 = 31 bar. File: 031020 (2-22) (d0(#22) =
2.2 µm)
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Figure C.8: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several tem-
peratures T at constant source pressure p0 = 31 bar. File: 031020 (2-22) (d0(#22) =
2.2 µm)
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Figure C.9: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 31.5 bar. File: 031010 (6-16)
(d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure C.10: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 31.5 bar. File: 031118 (60-80)
(d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)
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Figure C.11: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 31.5 bar. File: 031118 (60-80)
(d0(#22) = 2.2 µm)
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Figure C.12: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030123 (10-27)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.13: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030123 (10-27)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.14: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030129 (49-56)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.15: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030129 (49-64)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.16: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030130 (31-40)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.17: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030304 (17-33)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.18: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 030304 (17-33)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.19: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar. File: 031009 (27-40)
(d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure C.20: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several tem-
peratures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32 bar.File: 031009 (27-40) (d0(#20) =
2.07 µm)
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Figure C.21: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 32.5 bar. File: 031009 (2-15)
(d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure C.22: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 33 bar. File: 030130 (2-10)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.23: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 33 bar. File: 031008 (2-28)
(d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure C.24: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 33 bar. File: 031008 (2-28)
(d0(#20) = 2.07 µm)
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Figure C.25: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 35 bar. File: 030124 (30-45)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.26: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 35 bar. File: 030305 (2-34)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.27: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 35 bar. File: 030305 (2-34)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.28: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 37 bar. File: 030307 (2-15)
(d0(#18) = 2.9 µm)
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Figure C.29: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 37 bar. File: 030307 (2-15)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.30: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 41 bar. File: 030305 (34-67)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.31: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 41 bar. File: 030305 (34-67)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)
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Figure C.32: Oscillating detector pressure pdet as a function of time for several
temperatures T at constant source pressure p0 = 41 bar. File: 030305 (34-67)
(d0(#17) = 2.28 µm)



Appendix D

Overview of the Used Nozzles

During the experiments nozzles with di�erent diameters d0 have been used. In table
D.1 the corresponding nozzle diameters are summarized. The nozzles are indicated
with an consecutive index depending on the date of mounting. Beside the nozzle di-
ameter d0 given by producers the calibrated nozzle diameter derived with equation
5.7 is shown. The pipettes (#1 - #3) were not used to investigate the Geyser oscil-
lations, but for the investigations of the liquid beam [64] and are included because of
completeness. The both nozzles #31 and #32 had a larger aspect ratio with a tube
length of ≈ 100 µm. Using this nozzles the periodic e�ect could be seen, whereas the
period behave di�erently than obtained with the standard nozzles by Ro�n.

Index d0 [µm] d0 [µm] (calibr.) Type mounted
01 2 2 Pipette
02 2 2 Pipette
03 2 2 Pipette 02.01.2002
04 5 5 Ori�ce 25.01.2002
05 2 clogged Ori�ce 22.05.2002
06 2 2.2 Ori�ce 26.06.2002
07 2 1.9 Ori�ce 07.07.2002
08 2 1.86 Ori�ce 06.08.2002
09 3 3.01 Ori�ce 12.08.2002
10 3 3.7 Ori�ce 16.08.2002
11 3 3.47 Ori�ce 21.08.2002
12 1 0.96 Ori�ce 01.09.2002
13 2 2 Ori�ce 11.09.2002
14 2 2 Ori�ce 16.09.2002
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Index d0 [µm] d0 [µm] (calibr.) Type mounted
14a 5 5 Ori�ce 06.11.2002
15 5 5 Ori�ce 20.11.2002
16 2 2 Ori�ce 26.11.2002
17 2 2.28 Ori�ce 23.01.2003
18 2 2.9 Ori�ce 07.03.2003
19 5 5 Ori�ce 12.03.2003
20 2 2.07 Ori�ce 02.10.2003
21 2 2.31 Ori�ce 13.10.2003
22 2 2.2 Ori�ce 16.10.2003
23 1 1.52 Ori�ce 26.01.2004
24 3 3.63 Ori�ce 09.02.2004
25 3 2.92 Ori�ce 11.02.2004
25a 1 1.4 Ori�ce 29.03.2004
26 1 1.3 Ori�ce 02.04.2004
27 2 1.81 Ori�ce 06.04.2004
28 2 1.78 Ori�ce 20.07.2004
29 2 2.75 Ori�ce 26.07.2004
30 2 2.4 Ori�ce 28.07.2004
31 2 3.1 Tube 17.08.2004
32 1 1.4 Tube 18.08.2004
33 3 3.4 Ori�ce 19.08.2004
34 3 3.4 Ori�ce 25.08.2004
34a 2 2.4 Ori�ce 26.08.2004
35 1 1.39 Ori�ce 27.08.2004

Table D.1: Overview of the mounted nozzles during the experiments. The nozzles
are indicated with an consecutive index. The Geyser e�ect was not investigated with
pipettes #1-#3. The used nozzles #31 and #32 had a larger aspect ratio with a tube
length of ≈ 100 µm. The periodic e�ect was observable whereas the period τ did not
match with the period obtained with the other nozzles.
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physikalischen Problemen bekommen wir stets Hilfe. Vielen Dank!

Auf die immerwährende Unterstützung einer Familie kann sicherlich ein jedermann
bauen. Gerade in Ausnahmesituationen ist es vielleicht nur ein Anruf, oder einige
liebe Worte, die weiterhelfen. Vielen Dank Euch allen! Nicht ich alleine werde Doktor,
sondern WIR holen den Titel!

Den Streÿ und die geistige Abwesenheit bekommen ebenso die guten Freunde zu spüren
- gerade die Guten! Sollte es so sein - ach Quatsch... es war so! -, dass ich manches Mal
mit Tunnelblick und Desinteresse, mit gereizten Äuÿerungen und hektischem Geplap-
pere auf mich aufmerksam gemacht habe: Es war mir bewuÿt, und gerade deswegen
tut es weh, nicht derjenige sein zu können, den ihr kennt! Auch ihr habt Euren Beitrag
zum Gelingen dieser Arbeit geleistet, wahrscheinlich mehr, als es Euch bewuÿt war!

Finally I would like to thank all the people who contributed to facilitate the writing
of this work. The knowledge that results out of their investigations gives their work
importance. This underlines that research has the unrestricted entitlement to be done,
because the impact of scienti�c research can`t be estimated.

2Is klar: Ohne Till, kein Manuel auf Strahlzeit! War super, Danke! Habe gerne für Euch gekocht!
3Fange nie an, das Verhältnis zwischen Computerabstürzen und virtuellen 747-Abstürzen zu bes-

timmen... Führt zu Nichts! Und Microsoft ist auch nicht Schuld, eher das pixellige Wetter! Wir
sehen uns über den Wolken!

4Nein Ralf! ... Fan der schwedischen Frauen- Volleyball-Nationalmannschaft ist kein Beruf!
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